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McMurtry
unveiled
Tenth, largest, college to
be eco-friendly, modern
by David Brown
THKKSHKK STAFF

The designs for McMurtry College and
the still-unnamed 11th college do not include
any golden arches, but they do feature lots
of columns, green roofs and space for about
325 students each.
The designs, unveiled by London-based
architect Sir Michael Hopkins March 22,
place McMurtry College adjacent to Duncan
Hall. Its three wings will open north to face
the nearly identical 11th college, which will
stand adjacent to Martel College.
Both colleges will have an interior quad,
common-use spaces on the ground floor, three
floors of dorm rooms with interior hallways,
and a fifth floor that combines a green roof,
deck space and recessed rooms that will house
40 people. The colleges will be distinguished
by their commons: McMurtry's will be square,
and the 11th college's will be round.
The colleges will share a new server y with
second-floor private dining rooms that will

COURTESY FE&P

The plans for McMurtry and the almost identical unnamed 11th college feature five floors, three wings and environmentally conscious accommoda-

open up to the east, facing the oak-lined walkway that leads to the other north colleges.
"We chose the walkway as a way into both
colleges," Hopkins said. "Hopefully the cafe
will be significant to campus as whole."
Dean of Undergraduates Robin Forman.
one of the few Housing Steering Committee
members not currently in Ix>ndon working
with the architects, said the servery could
be used for late night dining.
"We have always had in mind providing
some kind of late night options for students,"
he said. "We don't know the details yet, but
the servery as it's designed includes an option
of closing down most of the servery in the
evening ... but [allowing access to the bev-

erage portion] of the servery that will allow
students to run something cafe-like."
In keeping with Rice architecture, Hopkins said the ground floors of the colleges
will be surrounded by shaded, column-lined
walkways.
As originally planned, Forman said the
colleges will be LEED certified, meaning they
will meet specific environmental sustainability
criteria. The green roofs, as well as light wells
above the buildings' staircases, will contribute
to the certification.
The stairwells — in two corners of each
college — will be surrounded on each residential floor by clusters of singles, which will
share a common restroom and living area. The

Jacks mix old pranks, new college
by lily Chun
t h k k s h f k KurnmiAF s t a f f

Rice Program Council hid a
single Golden Egg — worth 100
dollars — somewhere on campus,
but by Wednesday, people had been
finding Golden Eggs in many locations. RPC had not made a mistake;
Baker and Martel Colleges had pulled

a jack Tuesday night, placing fake eggs
around campus—relatively early in the
week, considering most other residential colleges held off until Wednesday
or Thursday.
Brown College started off jacks by
disabling the locks on the bathrooms in
Jones College during Mock Beer-Bike
Tuesday night.
"We had gotten a screw driver

which opens the back panel on
the keypad," Brown Jack Coordinator Spencer Crouch said. "We
went around the bathrooms and
took the keys out so the doors
wouldn't work."
The same night, students from
Jones attempted two jacks on Brown.
Crouch, a sophomore, said for the
see JACKS, Page 9
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To welcome McMurtry as the tenth college, Hanszen College freshman Dan Henkoff helps raise a pair of golden arches
in Virgin's Field Wednesday morning.

rest of each floor will consist of doubles and
suites, each with its own restroom.
There will be resident associate apartments on each of the colleges' ground floors,
as well as on the fourth floor, where open
"RA studies" — across the hallway from the
RA residence — will allow students and RAs
to interact.
Forman said he is pleased with the design
because it reflects Rice and fits in with other
buildings while also being innovative.
"It is very modern in some ways and reflects a vision for what a residential college
should be." Forman said. "For me, one of the
relatively recent additions — but one which I
see M C M I RTRY, Page 6

Spring Elections delayed,
voter turnout average
by Risa Gordon
THRESHKK STAFF

With only one c o n t e s t e d
election, fewer than 200 students
voted in the Student Association
Spring Elections, held over
a period of 48 h o u r s f r o m
March 22-24, a few hours later than
it was originally scheduled. The
contested election was for Honor
Council at-large representative;
eight candidates ran for the six
available at-large positions.
In addition to the open Honor
Council positions, six positions
that had not been filled in the
General Election were filled,
including Sammy the Owl and
University Blue editor in chief.
No candidates ran {or Campanile
editor in chief. The ballot also
included a survey question about
support for an undergraduate
business minor.
Of t h e 158 s t u d e n t s who
voted "yes" or "no" to the survey
question, 81 percent supported
o f f e r i n g an u n d e r g r a d u a t e
business minor.
Election Committee Chair
Niral Gandhi, a Wiess College
junior, said the question was
included on the ballot, despite an

expected low turnout, because the
SA received a request for student
opinion from the Faculty Senate.
' T h e Faculty Senate wanted
an overall representation of how
the student body felt (about
the minor] — not just the SA,"
Gandhi said. "We felt that this
would be one of the best ways
to get it done."
For the complete Spring Elections
results, see Spring Elections box,
Page 7.

Gandhi said the small number
ofvotersin thiselection means the
sample is not fully representative
of student opinion. He said if the
request from the Senate had come
earlier, the survey would have
been included on the General
Election ballot.
T h e Faculty S e n a t e will
vote on the Committee on the
U n d e r g r a d u a t e Curriculum's
recommendation for a business
minor at a special m e e t i n g
April 27.
In 2005, 154 students voted
in the Spring Election. This
year. 914 students voted in the
General Election.

INSIDE

No April 6 Thresher Mayor White to visit
Classes are cancelled next
Thursday and Friday for Spring
Recess. Enjoy your break and let
us enjoy ours, too. The next issue
will In- released April 13.

Fall Registration
Fall 2007 class registration
begins Monday, April 9 at 8 a.m.

The Rice GSA and SA will host an
event featuring Houston City Mayor
Bill White Tuesday, April 3 from
7-8p.m. at FarnsworthPavilion in the
Student Center The mayor will discuss issues that affect students, faculty
and staff living in 1 louston followed hv
a Q&Asession, where audience members will have the chance to ask Mayor
White about specific concerns.

Rice traffic warnings
No parking is permitted in the
South Stadium Lot or between the
stadium and the bike track between
10 p.m. tonight and 4 p.m. tomorrow. All vehicles must be removed
from the Inner Loop and from the
road between Entrance 3 (Lovett
College) and the Loop by 6 a.m.
tomorrow. Entrances 1. 2 and 3
will be closed during the parade

OPINION
Page 3
All that bronzes is not gold
A&E
Page 11
Smashing sexism with film
SPORTS
Page 17
Rice Baseball faces Marshall this week
Quote of the Week
"It's cool to see an alum who's still so
into Beer-Bike."
- Brown College sophomore Megan
Scarborough on Jen Cooper.

Scoreboard
Baseball
Rice 18, Southern Mississippi 5
Rice 4, Texas 6
Tennis
SMU 4. Rice 1
Weekend Weather
Friday
Cloudy, 68-80 degrees
Saturday
Scattered T storms, 65- 78 degrees
Sunday
Scattered T storms. 66-79 degrees
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Racially charged theme
reflects campus crisis
The Princeton Review's Best 361 Colleges ranked Rice first in the
"Lots of Race/Class Interaction" category last August. Unfortunately,
this year that interaction has often been fueled by tension. Minority groups, notably the Black Student Association, have been vocal
about the isolation they feel from the college system. Most of the
time, these feelings are not the result of active discrimination but
merely flippancy on the part of a campus community that has not
learned from past mistakes. Brown College's 2007 Beer-Bike theme,
"Brown vs. the Board of Intoxication," is just the latest symptom of
our campus' increasingly pressing problem. And rather than uniting
Brown during Willy Week, the theme will serve as a barrier, further
dissuading already-estranged minority groups from getting involved
in their college communities.
The theme is clever, but the timing is terrible. From last fall's
Jones College Orientation Week theme debacle to the forums in
response to the Sept. 15 Thresher Backpage and continued administrative brouhaha over Latin American studies, Rice has enrolled in
a race-relations crash course this year. And with the quiet, unchallenged implementation of Brown's Beer-Bike theme, we just earned
a failing grade.
The theme's selection procedure only adds to the problem of
estrangement: Unlike many colleges, Brown settles on Beer-Bike
themes through a simple coordinators'-choice ruling, instead of the
more common method of an all-college vote. While this year's coordinators did consult Brown Cabinet and the college's masters about their
decision, the undemocratic system makes an ideal breeding ground
for a clique-ish, exclusive atmosphere. Not everyone has time to be involved in college government, and handing down decisions on high —
especially when they are potentially contentious—continues to send
the message, "We didn't think about you."
The situation at Brown stands in stark contrast to the controversy
surrounding Baker College's 2006 Beer-Bike theme. By an overwhelming majority, Bakerites had voted for the theme "What would
Jesus brew?" But when a small, vocal group of Baker students complained that the winning theme was sacrilegious, masters Jose Aranda
and Krista Comer asked Baker's Beer-Bike coordinators to restart
trie theme selection process. "What would Jesus brew?" offended
a contingency of students due to its treatment of Christianity — a
religion that holds a comfortable majority on campus. In comparison,
Brown's 2007 theme is potentially offensive to a racial minority for
whom oppression is often still fresh in the mind. And even though
Baker's theme had majority support from Bakerites, concern over
offending and thus excluding a group of students forced the re-vote.
Baker's 2006 theme was "We voted for a Beer-Bike theme and all I
got were these lousy T-shirts."
Comparing these two situations, the college system looks schizophrenic: A little consistency is long overdue. As of now, veto power
over theme decisions is in the hands of individual coordinators, their
masters and Assistant Director of Student Affairs Holly Williams —
and no one wants faculty or administrators to have the task of censoring themes. So the burden of consistency is on the shoulders of the
Beer-Bike coordinators, and the goal should be to establish a system
of active peer review of themes. We propose coordinators start using
each other as a system of checks and balances — and that they take
notes on the importance of tact from the array of mistakes made in
the past year.
In the meantime, when looking for Beer-Bike themes that refer
to times of change in U.S. history, we suggest sticking with the end
of the Prohibition era.

Alumni: How to have a
happy Beer-Bike
Welcome back, alumni, retirees and all you extra bodies on campus
this weekend. We hope you have been enjoying the Golden Willy
Week festivities and that you have a great Beer-Bike tomorrow.
If you have already graduated from Rice, chances are your body
is no longer accustomed to the environmental conditions that accompany on-campus living. Specifically, your alcohol tolerance is
probably lower now than it was when you were spending five nights
a week in Willy's Pub. This means when you join your college for
that 7 a.m. beer, you should probably keep your cup count in the
single digits.
So please, if you are going to drink, drink safely and, at least as
far as your liver function is concerned, responsibly. If you are going
to puke, have the courtesy to go outside. And if you are going to
pass out, for Willy's sake don't do it the room of an undergraduate
you've never met.
Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Thresher
editorial staff.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Maintain spring
theater frequency
To the editor:
In her column last week, Katy
Mulvaney argued that there are too
may theatrical productions on campus and that colleges should stick to
one show a year to give production
crews a rest ('Talent stretched too
thin in c a m p u s theater curtain,"
Mar. 23). While it is true that the
production staff works extremely
hard, I think it's important to look at
another side of the issue: those who
want to get involved in theater.
While Mulvaney states that her
plan will not hinder involvement in
theater, I feel differently. Mulvaney
f o c u s e s on star actors who s h e
wants to unite on one stage, not on
beginners who are passionate about
theater but cannot compete against
people who have been in shows all
their lives. And the truth is, a specific group already dominates the
theater culture at Rice, starring in
two and sometimes t h r e e shows a
year. Were colleges to cut back on
the number of shows they offer,
this competitive group of people
would not cut back on the number of auditions they attend, thus
effectively blocking new actors from
entering the arena. And this doesn't
just go for actors. Mulvaney states
that if there is no qualified director
a show should not be put on. But
who's to say we need a "qualified
director?" Shouldn't students with
an interest in directing be allowed
to pursue their passion, regardless
of experience? And that goes for all
backstage positions.
The interest in college theater
at Rice is not low enough to justify
cutting back on the current number
of productions. All the shows being
put on this spring are fully cast and
have production teams working on
them. We even have an extra-college
theater group, the Rice Players,
because there is so much interest in
theater. To cut back on any of this
would be a disservice to the casts
and crews of the shows.
So I offer a new plan: Why don't
those people who are exhausted
from tech work or acting four plays
a year just take some time off? Af-

ter all, if things remain as they are,
there will be plenty of opportunity
for them to get involved later when
they are fully rested.
Julia Lukomnik
Baker freshman

Gym exercises
proper insurance
To the editor:
Your March 16 issue featured
a guest column by Rex Hubbard
("Gym cannot hold up to student
strength"). The column included a
discussion of Cox Gymnasium being
open only for student athletes. The
reason for this practice was stated as
being due to an insurance policy that
purportedly covers only the athletes
in the use of the Cox Gymnasium and
that common use might create uncovered legal exposure in the event
of an injury. I would like to clarify a
few of the insurance coverage issues
mentioned in the article. A specific
insurance policy covering Cox only
does not exist.There is an intercollegiate medical/accident insurance
policy in place to cover athletes during practice, play and travel. Rice also
carries general liability coverage on
all Rice properties which includes
Autry and Cox Gymnasiums, and
that coverage would address any
premise use issues that might occur
due to an injury.
While the Athletic Department
may have operational or programmatic reasons for restricting use of
Cox Gymnasium to student athletes
only, it is not due to the University's
insurance coverage. Thanks for allowing me to clarify this matter.
Renee Block
Rice Risk Manager

Online game not
discussed in article
To the editor:
It is my opinion that Rice University already has its share of"- ites,"
"-ians" and other such suffixes that
denote residence at a specific college. With that in mind, I'd like to call

on all Rice students, organizations
and publications to start referring to
the future inhabitants of M c M u r t r y
College as "Murts."
Additionally, I was quite dismayed to discover that your article,
in the most recent Thresher made
no reference to the massively multiplayer online game sensation known
as "World OfWarcraft" ("The Cyborg
Social Life, "March 23). Having a level 70 human mage myself, I feel like
you've left out an important tool that
Rice students use to interact with
their classmates, plan events and
kill dragons.
Chris Goldsberry
Baker sophomore

CONTACTING THE
THRESHER
Letters
m Letters to the editor should
be sent to the Ibresherby e-mail
to thrcsher@rice.edu. l e t t e r s
must be received by 5 p.m. on
the Monday prior to a Friday
publication date.
• All letters to the editor
must be signed and include
college and year if the writer
is a Rice student.
•
l e t t e r s should be no longer than 250 words in length.
T h e Thresher r e s e r v e s the
right to edit letters for both
content and length.

Subscribing
m Annual subscriptions are
available for $50 domestic and
$125 international via first
class mail.

Advertising
•
We accept display and
classified advertisements. Advertisements must be received
by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior
to a Friday publication date.
Please contact our advertising
manager at (713)348-3967 or
thresher<ids®rice.edu for more
information.
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Guest column

Fake baking rooted in culture reform One student's struggle to

" I n s t a n t Bronze = Gold": A blur century, skin color continued to be an
of billboards meets the eyes while issue for other reasons. Racial tension
speeding down the road. "Darque was still high and the "separate but
Tan" reads one, while two more only equal" policy stressed the desire for
a blink of an eye later read
white America to maintain
"Solar Retreat Tanning
every line of separation from
Salon" and "Eclipse Sunthe minority.
less Tanning Airbrush
Brown v. Board of EducaTan." It's the most popular
tionforced the line's erasure,
of all beauty trickery: the
splittingthecentury into two
fake tan.
eras of melanin perception.
The Harlem Renaissance
Hollywood stars, teens
brought the various beauties
and working adults alike
of black culture to media atrush forward to subject
Anna
tention — and thus to white
themselves to hot beds of
suburbia. And suddenly
lights in the hope of emergMathai
ing a few shades darker.
black and beautiful was
Picturing a voluptuous
popular. The barrier that
swimsuit model? Don't invest too
people had against looking anything
much in that image — males are not
but white was slowly lowered in favor
exempt from the lure of the fake bake. of other interests.
Mr. Universe himself, in his quest to
Around the same time, television
become the most "perfect" physical
brought the glamour of Hollywood
human specimen, sports a glaring celebrities right into the living rooms
example of the artificial tan.
of American families. The modern
In a culture with a continuously
obsession with physical beauty was
growing obsession with physical
in its nascent phases. The sexual
perfection, the hard, tan, beach body
revolution had ensured that people
is the most coveted. But the days of
were no longer embarrassed about
sunbonnets, parasolsandgiant floppy the physical human form — it was
hats are not so long past. So why has
instead something in which to take
the trend moved so strongly to the
pride and show off. The 70s and '80s
opposite direction since the latter brought a barrage of exercise tapes.
half of the 20th century? A number The healthy, active image was a goal
of different cultural and historical for many Americans, and a sun-kissed
movements provide background to
tan was the sign of a fit person who
shed light on the answer.
engaged in lots of outdoor physical
Skin complexion was once re- activity. It was also reminiscent of
the sunny beaches of California near
garded as a telltale symbol of social
the glitzy Hollywood scene. Thus the
status. Fair skin implied that a person
did not have to spend long days toiling melanin mania was born.
in the fields and was thus of a higher
However, with the crescendo in
class. At the beginning of the 20th
the popularity of the tan came certain

complications, and the medical community began to alert the public to the
risk of dangerous skin cancer from
overexposure to the sun. Beach bunnies across the country we*-e urged
to slather up with sunscreen t(. evade
the dangerous UV rays. Many did
not heed the warnings, deciding to
risk health for beauty, and American
industry saw the opportunity for a
cash cow.
The tanning bed brought the dawning of a new era in beauty treatments.
By offering a supposedly safe and,
even more importantly, quick alternative to lying out for hours in the sun,
artificial tanning made the trend more
widespread and accessible. According
to the IndoorTanning Association, the
indoor tanning bed business brings in
about $5 billion per year. And that figure does not include money generated
from the newer spray tan and tanning
lotions that litter the shelves of beauty
aisles around the world.
The art of the artificial tan is an
arena that will continue to expand
as demand for the perfect shade of
beautiful bronze increases. Companies continue to roll out newproducts
and consumers continue to dish out
the cash to try them. Although once
a faux-pas of upper class society,
perfect tan skin is now a must have
among the elite. Darker skin tones
have received an image boost aided
by the various cultural movements
of the latter 20th century, and it is
not likely that this trend will fade as
quickly as the tans.
Anna Mathai
sophomore.
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false flag news

The North American Union: 'Bye U.S.A.
"Death to America."
anywhere between 12 and 20 million,
That's the message coming from with at least 1 million entering the
the business and political leaders who
US every year.
control the United States, Canada and
I ast month the Bush administration
Mexico, as they secretly
cut a deal with 100 private
craft the North American
Mexican trucking firms to
Union — otherwise known
allow unlimited shipping
as the "Security and frosperacross the border, using
ity Par tnership.'The agenda,
the 1-35 highway through
a continuation of the North
Texas as the primary shipAmerican FreeTrade Agreeping route This proposed
ment of 1994, will destroy
NAFTA superhighway will
national sovereignty and
extend from the Mexican
merge the economies, miliborder at Laredo, Texas, to
taries and legal systems of all
Dan
the Canadian border north
three countries
Abrahamson of Duluth, Minnesota.
NAFTA was just the
The Security and Prosbeginning. The Central
perity Partnership, or SPP,
is the brainchild of the Council of American Free-Trade Agreement,
passed by Bush in 2004, extends
Foreign Relations, arguably the most
powerful think-tank in America. They the "free trade zone" to Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
are working in tandem with transnational corporations and NORTHCt) M, and Nicaragua.
the military unit responsible for
CAFTA allows Central American
"homeland defense."
products made with near slave-wages
to enter duty-free, while those same
In March 2005, the heads of state
nations are forced to drop their proof the US, Canada and Mexico signed
the SPP and two months later the CFR tective tariffs on U.S. products. Thus,
the race to the bottom continues, real
released, "Creating a Nortii American
Community." The report called for a wages stagnate, and the working class
is left to fight over the scraps.
tri-national intelligence center, shared
national 11) cards, and open borders with
Certainly, the push toward a North
biometric tracking devices by 2010.
American Union exposes the faulty left'Hie Vice Chairman of the report. right political paradigm. The "liberal"
President Clinton championed NAFTA
Vice President of Inter national Af fairs
at American University, Robert Pastor, and tacitly allowed an open border,
while today Congressional Democrats
has also called for the creation of a
new currency, the "Amero," to replace push for "guest-worker" programs.
the U.S. dollar, Canadian dollar and
This, while supposedly "conserMexican peso. More recently, in an
vative" Republicans like President
interview with WorldNetDaily, Pastor
Bush and Senator John McCain, craft
suggested a new terrorist attack would
legislation with total blanket amnesty
help usher in the SPP: "It's not that I for illegal immigrants and support
want another 9/11 crisis, but having
CAITA. The Center for Immigraa crisis would force decisions that
tion Studies estimated that in 2004,
otherwise might not get made."
illegal immigrants cost the federal
The key to this scheme is main- government $10.4 billion, and Bush's
taining the open border with Mexico. amnesty plan would triple that cost
Meanwhile "progressive" leftists
Never mind that this constitutes a true
national security threat — opening a use convoluted Marxist rhetoric to
extol the virtues of open borders,
haven for drug, weapons, and human
trafficking. Instead of stopping the flow. claiming national sovereignty is an
Homeland Security isbusy obliterating archaic tool of the elite. And the
the Bill of Rights, while National Guard vast majority of Americans, who in
major polls oppose the North Ameriunits, who could be used to protect the
border, are dying to secure Iraqi oil can Union, are labeled as "racists"
and "xenophobes."
fields for corporate profiteers.
In reality, the SPP is an unconstiVarious think tanks estimate the
total number of illegal immigrants at tutional joint effort by both political

parties to weaken American national
sovereignty and usher in a global
government dominated by parasitic
corporate oligarchs.
In the meantime, some effective,
albeit imperfect, solutions are available: Corporations that knowingly
hire undocumented workers, or offer
them bank accounts, can be punished
with financial penalties. Furthermore,
state and federal governments could
construct a wall along the Mexican
border with thousands of new border
guards. Additionally, governments can
lower costs of illegal immigrants by
limiting social services for them
But ultimately, all citizens across
the continent should work together
on destroying these corporate-rights
agreements and returning to bilateral
trade. That kind of cross-border unity
deserves support.
Dan Abrahamson is Sid Richardson
College junior.

stay awake through class
I a m awake. I am ready, I am at- Wake up, wake up. Stretch the
tentive, and I am fascinated by phi- eyes open, lift the lids, force them
losophy. I am not sleep deprived, to concentrate on the board. I am
tired, drowsy or in want of a pillow,
sitting up straight and breathing
and I will be energetiin deeply, imagining
cally educable for this
that I've just ingested a
entire class. That nap
large amount of coffee
was short but sweet,
or Diet Coke or No-Doz.
I am taking coherent
and now I am reinvigonotes, thinking coherent
rated and entirely ready
things and conveying a
to learn. And I needed
general feeling of coherit, right? I stayed up all
ence in my posture. Iam
night — I should start
coherent. I am present. I
catching up on sleep as
am awake.
soon as I can. I did, now
Lissa
I'm awake and attentive
The professor shoots
Glasgo
and — oh God, why
a look in my direction,
did I take that nap? I'm
possibly responding to
here now, though, and I have de- the noise that I've just made or
termined that I will not fall asleep the not-too-subtle almost-snoring
in class. The professor walks in, that was coming from my direcslightly disheveled, obviously
tion a minute earlier. 1 guiltily
unexcited and drinking coffee with resume note-writing, drawing a
reckless abandon, and I resign
black line between sections and
myself to yet another lethargic- labeling it, "Fell Asleep Here,
lecture in PHIL 101.
2:14 p.m." 1 blame the lapse in
focus on my grogginess, which I
'Today we'll be discussing
further blame on my nap. If only
utilitarianism as outlined in your
I'd stayed awake during the lunch
textbooks... I trust you've all had
time to read it," he begins, in his hour, I'd be running on steady
backup energy instead of being
characteristic mumble-whisper,
in this constant state of nap-cravhis upper lip barely moving and
ing. If only I'd studied, drank lots
his lower one all but covered
in a s h o r t , graying beard. I of caffeinated things and read...
bend over my desk and write well, I'd be doing a lot better at
"Lecture 1/28/2007 — Utilitarian- understanding utilitarianism.
ism" in all caps on the upper margin
My pencil wanders to the marof the page. Today will be a good- gin, where it outlines a bed and a
notes day because I am prepared
ridiculously comfortable-looking
and awake and better rested
pillow, crosses it out, then flies to
because of my nap.
the top of the page to sketch a masDefinition, points one through
sive grail of a coffee cup, complete
three and examples are written
with halo and angel's wings. Ah,
carefully in No. 2 lead, bul- coffee ... I love coffee. Oh, damn,
leted and indented appropriately. sidetracked again.
'ITiese are fantastic notes, I think,
I study the board and absentamazed and pleased that the nap
mindedly push the pencil across
is evidently not affecting me at
the page as it, seemingly indepenall. Clearly, I've gotten used to dently, translates the lecture into
the abnormal sleep schedule Rice my notebook. Something about
tends to create for its students. everyone doing something and
Point four, written and explained. wishing uniformity. I'm glad that
Point five, point six...
the pencil seems to understand
Focused as I'm trying to be, my this, because I certainly don't. Ill
thoughts drift on a tangent, leaving learn it later. But focus... Ignore
my pencil to follow the lecture in
the residual drowsiness from
exactly the same way that my mind
naptimes before. Stay alert. Think
does not. Carefully picking words about moral laws and listen to the
to copy and hoping distantly that
prof and his reasonings. Try to
they will be legible the next time
out-understand the pencil.
I actually read them, I stubbornly
In my mind's haze I curse the
remind myself that even if I am
nap that has allowed me to slip so
not mentally present, I will not fall seamlessly into my mental fog. I
asleep. I will not sleep, and I will try vaguely to pull myself out of the
take amazing notes.
soft sea of calmness that I'm now
Prima facie duties — how
drowning in. Slowly, slowly into
do you spell facie? ... umm ...
sleep. All the caffeine in the world
Later, 111 fill that in later ... Can't couldn't save me now.
escape... Pope.
Pope? Wait, no. That's not
Lissa Glasgo is a Jones College
relevant, and I'm not Catholic. freshman.
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Lecture looks back
at Beer-Bi
by Perry Factor
THRESHER STAFF

/

JOHN SANDERS/THRESHER

McMurtry Unveiled
Jones College junior Emily Yeomans and Jones sophomore Chris Warrington contemplate the models for McMurtry
College and the 11th college. The models are now on display in Fondren Library.

Baker Institute Intern Program
Summer 2007
The James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy is now
accepting applications for undergraduate student interns for the
summer 2007 semester. This is your chance to work directly
with Institute Fellows and Rice Faculty on exciting areas of
research. This semester, we are seeking interns for the
following research programs: Energy Forum, Science and
Technology Policy, Tax Policy, Foreign and Domestic Policy and Chinese Culture. These
are paid internships on a 40 hr/wk basis. The work may involv e research, writing, editing and
office work including copying, filing, etc.
! Itfti iw

Applicants must provide the following:
'r Letter stating areas of interest and why you would like to intern for the Institute
r Resume
r Official Sealed Transcript
r One Letter of Recommendation
Applications will be considered on a first come, first served basis.
Completed applications should be addressed to: Baker Institute Intern Program, Attention
Jason Lyons, Senior Research Coordinator, Baker Institute MS-40. Questions may be sent to
j c l y o n s j / a I urn ni. n c e . e d u.

Studeni Media Adviser Jen Cooper
(Will Rice '90) presented the history
of the annual intramural race at Willy's
Pub Tuesday.
Cooper, an unofficial Beer-Bike
historian, described her interest in
the history of Beer-Bike as part of
an obsession with details, statistics.
Will Rice College and sports. She
said she offered to write a book on
the history of Beer-Bike for the 40th
anniversary in 1997, but the project
was too time-consuming. She has
since established beerbike.com, a
compilation of Will Rice-related
Beer-Bike events.
Cooper's presentation, which
consisted mainly of photos with a
few Thresher clippings interspersed,
traced the history of all aspects of
Beer-Bike — from the competitors
and the festivities to the race itself.
She distributed sheets with the
results of all the races dating back
to the inaugural race in 1957 to the
audience, which steadily trickled in
throughout the presentation.
T h e p r e s e n t a t i o n t r a c e d all
aspects of Beer-Bike chronologically.
Originally proposed as a way to create
competition for the newly-created
residential colleges, the inaugural
"Bicycle Relay" consisted of men from
Baker, Will Rice, Wiess and Hanszen
riding a four-mile course around the
inner loop and stopping to chug a beer.
Participants from Jones — the only
women's college at the time — were
split among the men's teams. Baker
won the initial race, and Hanszen
was disqualified for taking a shortcut
around Fondren library.
Initially, Beer-Bike was part of
Rondelet weekend, which consisted
of a musical festival called Songfest
Friday night, Beer-Bike during the
day Saturday, and the Rondelet formal
dance Saturday night.
Within ten years, Songfest was
eliminated, and Beer-Bike itself
became the highlight of the weekend.
The pre-race parade was introduced,

POLICE BLOTTER
The following items were reported to the Rice University Police
Department for the period March 20-26.
Residential Colleges
Jones College
March 2 0
Baker College
March 22
Sid Richardson College March 2 4

Sid Richardson College March 2 5
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die marching order being the reverse
order of winners of the men's race from
the previous year.
In 1968, the race was moved to the
East Stadium Ix>t, with men racing two
laps and the women from Brown and
Jones Colleges, who competed in Tea
Trike, riding one lap. Tea Trike was
replaced by an official women's race in
1971, as the colleges began going coed,
and the Graduate Student Association
first joined the competition in 1979.
Beer-BikeT-shirt semerged at Uiis time
to create a feeling of inclusion for the
students who were not participating
in the race.
The 1980s saw Beer-Bike move
closer to its current format. The alumni
race was added in 1982. After the Will
Rice men's anchor was struck by a
pedestrian immediately following his
sweep-clinching lap in 1983, the race
was moved to its present location in
the West Stadium I>ot.
The track was paved, and the lane
lines were permanenUy drawn. With
the discontinuation of 12-ounce beer
cans, the homemade chug cups of
today made their first appearances.
By the 1990s, the Beer-Bike
morning parade evolved into a water
balloon light, and colleges developed
a habit of creating shirts after alcoholthemed puns.
Cooper concluded that although the
initial intent of Beer-Bike as a rallying
point for intercollegiate competition
remains, nearly every other aspect of
the weekend festivities has changed.
"I like it when I can help people
realize that nothing has always been
a certain way. Things change, and it's
interesting to see how they progress,"
she said.
Cooper initially approached Willy
Week co-chair Megan Scarborough
about giving the presentation, and
Scarborough incorporated it into the
week's Beer Debate festivities.
"I think it's tough to get people into
pub that early [at night], but I think it
went great," Scarborough, a Brown
sophomore, said. "I thought she really
did a good job, and it's cool to see an
alum who's still so into Beer-Bike."

Two benches thrown off balcony.
Building burglarized.
Subject arrested for resisting
arrest and remanded to Harris
County Jail.
Theft.

Academic Buildings
Anderson Hall
Fondren Library

March 22
March 2 4

Theft.
Subject arrested for indecent
exposure and remanded to Harris
County Jail.

Other Buildings
Student Center

March 2 5

Theft.

Parking Lots
West Lot

March 2 6

Student picked up female subject
who claimed to have been
sexually assaulted and to be
carrying a small-caliber handgun.
Officers found subject passed out
on arrival but did not find a gun.
Subject arrested and remanded to
Harris County Jail.

Other Areas
Entrance 22
Rice Boulevard

March 2 1
March 2 3

Entrance 8

March 2 4

Not Given

March 2 4

Main Street

March 2 5

Theft.
Subject arrested for driving while
intoxicated and remanded to
Harris County Jail.
Subject arrested for driving while
intoxicated and remanded to
Harris County Jail.
Subject arrested for driving under
the influence and remanded to
Harris County Jail.
Subject arrested for driving while
intoxicated and remanded to
Harris County Jail.
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Lowman to fill temporary
University Librarian position
by Caroline May
FOR T H K T H K K S H K R

MARCUS ROMAN.'THRESHER

To beer or not to beer... bong
Hanszen College junior Stephen Rooke helps philosophy professor
Alastair Norcross drink a beer during Rice Program Council's annual
Beer Debates at Willy's Pub Tuesday night.

Director of Fondren Library Sara
I^owman assumed the responsibilities
of Interim University Librarian
March 16.
Lowman replaces former librarian
Chuck Henry, who left earlier this
month after over a decade at Rice to
become president of the Council on
Library and Information Resources, a
nonprofit organization whose mission
includes improving and maintaining
digital access to information.
She was given the job after
a few informal consultations by
university administrators.
Provost Eugene Levy said he is
extremely confident in l a w m a n ' s
abilities to continue Henry's superior
level of library operation.
He said Lowman will have little
difficultly e n s u r i n g a s e a m l e s s
transition because she has been
in a senior position at Fondren
for several years and is already
familiar with its operation, as well
as with the student body and staff
on campus.
Although she holds a transitional
position, Lowman said she intends to
leave a lasting impact by improving
the library's electronic resources.
"I am very interested in technology
and how technology can be used to
help students," she said.
Lowman said she also wants
to i m p r o v e s t u d e n t s ' l i b r a r y
experience by gathering student
opinion, using tools such as
electronic surveys.
One such survey was recently

distributed to students via e-mail
listserv and asked questions about
s t u d e n t p e r c e p t i o n of l i b r a r y
support services.
Levy said Rice has begun looking
for a p e r m a n e n t r e p l a c e m e n t

University Librarian, and physics
professor Neal Lane will chair the
nationwide s e a r c h . T h e s e a r c h
committee will include m e m b e r s
from t h e s t u d e n t body, faculty
and administration.

cCefoie&beci *
SIGNS A N D SYMPTOMS:
Feeling d o w n • Loss of interest in things •
Changes in appetite • C h a n g e s in sleep patterns •
C r y i n g spells
Red O a k Psychiatry Associates is c o n d u c t i n g a
research study for people between the ages of 1 8
and 7 0 with depression. If you qualify, you may
be eligible to participate in a study involving an
investigational medication for the t r e a t m e n t of
depression at n o cost to you.
For m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n please call
281-893-7559 X226
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MCMURTRY

From page 1
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McMurtry and the 11th college will be located on the north side of campus by Duncan and Abercromble Halls.

REGISTER TO B E A N

OWL WEEKEND OVERNIGHT HOST
a t vvwvv.ruf.ricc.edu/- r i c c s a c

and help your college WIN!

find most exciting—is the design of
the fifth floor. The open air lounge
area is a wonderful space. I'm a
little jealous of anyone who gets to
live up there."
F o r m a n said the c o m m i t t e e
and architects are still grappling
with some details of the design.
The Residential Colleges Management Advisory Committee, which
gathered initial input from students
for the colleges' design, has been
corresponding with the architects
to provide feedback.
"The design process is a process of
evolution," Forman said. "The architects present a design. We talk about
the design—including such aspects as
the resulting traffic patterns, pedestrian and automobile. As the process goes
on, the issues become smaller and
more focused."
For e x a m p l e , F o r m a n said,
the architects altered the design
of t h e c o m m o n a r e a s by t h e
singles clusters in r e s p o n s e to
student feedback.
Forman said the committee and
architects have not finalized roadways around the colleges, either
for construction or the permanent
arrangement. As the design currently stands, a two-way road would
connect Entrance 23 with the Inner Loop, with the colleges to the
east of the road and Abercrombie
Lab and Duncan Hall to the west.
Assistant Vice President for Management and Engineering Doug
Tomlinson said.
Hopkins unveiled the plans in
Duncan Hall's McMurtry Auditorium following a panel discussion
on the college system. T h e nearly
full auditorium included more than
30 former college masters.
Hopkins said he was impressed
with the Rice campus when he visited about 15 years ago. He said
the number of live oaks makes Rice
unique, especially when compared
to Europe, and the sunshine and
red roofs remind him of T u s c a n y
"I jumped at the opportunity to
work here," Hopkins said.
Hopkins began his slide presentation with a picture of an
aerial view of campus in 1920.
It showed a recently completed
Lovett Hall, surrounded by vast
empty spaces.
"There is nothing there, but
t h e r e is amazing c o n f i d e n c e , "
Hopkins said. T h e r e is absolutely
no doubt in their minds it would
stretch into the horizon."
He then showed pictures of
o t h e r Rice b u i l d i n g s and t h e
original campus plan, highlighting t h e "axiality" of t h e de-

sign and the classical form of
the buildings.
Before Hopkins began his design, Rice provided a basic layout
of potential sites for the colleges
to provide a sense of scale. That
layout had M c M u r t r y College
stretching across most of the field
by Virgin's Walk, coming close to
O'Connor House.

The open air lounge
area is a wonderful
space. I'm a little
jealous of anyone who
gets to live up there.'
— Robin Forman
Dean of Undergraduates

But Hopkins' desire to save
green space and blend the buildings into the campus led him to
make two major changes. The colleges will be flush with Duncan Hall
and Abercrombie I,ab, rather than
with the existing north colleges,
which are at an angle with the rest
of campus. Also, Hopkins' design
spares a significant portion of the
field by Virgin's Walk.
"When we did what's called the
master plan a number of years ago,
we plopped some building blocks
on that sight — it took down a lot
of trees,"Tomlinson said. "Hopkins
said we can come up with a better
solution to save more of those
trees. He was able to save that
allay of trees except right at the
very end. That became part of his
grand layout."
T o m l i n s o n said even s o m e
of the trees in the way of the
b u i l d i n g s may be saved. T h e
trees with the best chance of survival will be moved to other places
on campus.
A more pressing concern for
Tomlinson than the trees to be lost
in construction are the parking
spaces. When construction begins
this summer, all of Abercrombie
Lot will be taken up, so Tomlinson
is working with the Parking Committee to create parking spaces for
the faculty and staff who currently
use it.
Tomlinson said Rice will expand
the Nor th Lot Annex—which is next
to the observatory — to the west.
He said the lot will be built in late
April or May but will not interfere
with Commencement.

SUBJECTS NEEDED TO
PARTICIPATE I N A BIRD FLU
(INFLUENZA A/H5N1) VACCINE STUDY

Owl Weekend 2007 is from Sunday, April 15th to Tuesday, April 17th.
Every c o l l e g e that recruits at least 25 female and
25 male overnight hosts will win a pizza party!
The college that recruits the m o s t n u m b e r o f h o s t s will have
the chance to enter a drawing for great prizes!!
PLUS EACH HOST GETS A FREE T-SHIRT

and FREE FOOD!

RICE

STUDENT
ADMISSION
COUNCIL

BCM

Hayior C-ollcgr

Medio nr

Eligible subjects are invited to participate in a research
study being conducted at Baylor College of Medicine to
determine reactions and antibody responses to an
experimental vaccine against influenza A/H5N1 ( bird flu )
Study requirements:
Healthy adults 18 49 years of age.
No known allergies to flu vaccine
Study Procedures:
8 study visits: includes 2 vaccination visits and
4 visits for blood draw
Compensation: $400 for completing all procedures

Congratulations to Will Rice College sophomore Neel Shah
for winning the Owl Weekend logo contest!

For more information:

Please Note: Owl Weekend Host Registration is DIFFERENT

Call: 7 1 3 - 7 9 8 - 4 9 1 2
713-798 6957
birdfluvaccine@bcm.edu
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Panels examine past, present of residential college system
By Eric Doctor
THRESHERSTAFF

College system: past

and emblems were important to
the colleges' identities as well,
Nolen said.
Nolen said every member of
the college thought that he, being a
freshman architecture student, was
capable of designing a college seal
to be used on china, banners and the
like. He wrote to Olga Keith Wiess,
who was then living in what is now the
Wiess President's House, asking her
if she had a family crest. Her assistant
wrote back, saying she did not believe
a Wiess family crest existed. Several
weeks later, Wiess' assistant contacted
Nolen again, saying that Wiess had
found a family crest. Nolen visited the
Wiess house shortly thereafter.

History professorjohn Boles (Will
Rice '65) led five former Rice faculty
and students in a discussion about
the origins of the residential college
system at McMurtry Auditorium in
Duncan Hall March 22.
The panel consisted of Burton
McMurtry (Baker '56), Donna Paul
Martin (Brown *57), Sydney Burrus
(Hanszen '57), Roy Nolen (Wiess '60)
and Carl Wischmeyer, the first master
of Baker. McMurtry and Martin both
served on the student committee to
implement the college system, Burrus
was Ixwett College master from 1972'78, and Nolen designed the Wiess
College crest.
'All colleges depend
Leebron opened the discussion
by remarking on the close and
interdependent relationship between heavily on students
the university and the colleges.
taking significant roles,
Boles began by explaining the
circumstances out of which the and I'm amazed with
college system arose. He said Edgar
Odell Ix>vett, Rice's first president, how well it works when
imagined the college system from the
maybe 20 percent of
beginning of his term. Lovett wanted
to use the college system introduced
at Princeton by Woodrow Wilson, but students are rookies.'
— Richard Stoll
such a system could not be established
and maintained until the 1950s.
Political science professor
"In the early 1950s, increasing
numbers of students were not from
Houston, so they couldn't live at home,"
Boles said. "There was an increasing
"Mrs. Wiess pulled from the drawer
sense of a housing emergency. The a framed copy of the crest, along with
existing dorms — Wiess, East Hall, a crisp letter from the service she had
South Hall and North Hall — were ordered it from," Nolen said. "I, being
prissy and a product of the Deep South,
not adequate."
Martin said the studentcommittee thought, This is inauthentic, and we
that helped implement the college can't use this.' I suppose that's why I
system had wanted to go back to didn't take it with me."
Nolen said Roy Talmadge, the
Ijovett's original idea of residential
colleges. McMurtrysaidthecommittee Wiess master, came into his room in
wanted to establish a system that a furor, saying, "Mrs. Wiess is very
upset, and we're going over to pick this
would support both community
up this afternoon—there are millions
and individuality.
"It would have some order in which riding on this!" Wiess did adopt Mrs.
order is appreciated but also where Wiess' family crest, but they changed
the color scheme from blue and black,
wackiness is appreciated and engaged
in. especially if it is not focused in a which was already being used by
Hanszen College, to goldenrod and
negative way," he said.
Panel members discussed initial black, and they changed the goose
student opposition to the college on top of the crest to an owl.
Panel members said they were
system several times in the discussion.
Burrus said when the idea of a college impressed with the way the college
system was first being discussed, the system established itself and has
Hiresher ran a cartoon that depictedmaintained itself for 50 years.
"I think the experiment showed
a toilet wearing an Ivy league belt
buckle, symbolizing the notion that that if you take Rice students and put
the administration was ruining the them in a position in which they are
responsible and yet are left to themschool by imposing northeastern
selves, the students figure out how to
ideals on Texans.
behave and how to work the system f< >r
However, the panelists agreed
that the college system very quickly their benefit," McMurtry said.
established itself.
McMurtry said the committee College system: present
Hie following day. Dean of Undermembers agreed that having a faculty
member at each college would be graduates Robin Forman mediated a
integral to the success of the system. panel discussion on the present of the
The panelists agreed that masters college system at McMurtry Auditohave been among the most imp< >r tant rium. Hie discussion centered around
IX'ople in shaping and maintaining the issues facing current college government and how current institutions
the colleges.
" [The college masters |, more than needed to be evaluated.
T h e panel was comprised of
any other factor, were responsible
for the identities of the individual former Sid Richardson College Master
Steve Cox, Jones College Associate
colleges," Nolen said.
'Hie initial efforts to add insignia Richard Stoll, Martel College senior
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Brian Gibson.
The panel commented on the
sustainability of the colleges despite
the tremendous turnover.
"All colleges depend heavily on
students taking significant roles, and
I'm amazed with how well it works
when maybe 20 percent of students
are rookies," Stoll said.
One of the major topics discussed
was O-Week and whether certain
elements of it needed to be altered.
Stoll, who is chairing a committee
on the first-year experience, said
O-Week serves two primary purposes.
The first purpose is to welcome
students and give them the sense
that they are part of a community. The
second is to provide students with all
the information they need to start the
year off properly.
"Some stuf fjust doesn't stick," Stoll
said. "In several different ways, firstyear students are told that [college] will
probably be more difficult than high
school. But everyone says, 'Well, that
may be true for everyone else, but not
forme, because I'm special.'... It isonly
in the first month or so that students
learn that this isn't the case."
Cox said he is very proud of the
fact that O-Week is largely done by
students for students.
"The social aspects are handled
with care and love, but perhaps we
can offload some of the academic
heaviness of O-Week." he said.
The panel also discussed intercollege rivalries and their impact on
the Rice culture.
Carter, a Baker junior, said rivalries
bring tirst-year students together from
day one, giving them eight common
goals to work against. The down side is
that this perhaps detracts from overall
Rice spirit. Carter said.

assertion that colleges force students
to conform to a certain college
personality and d i s e n f r a n c h i s e
anyone who does not conform to
that personality.
H u t c h i n s o n said c o l l e g e s '
personalities are what s t u d e n t s
perceive them to be.
"One of the benefits of the college
system is that they're not particularly
small, so there are groups that support
many different activities," he said.

Stoll said that in a recent survey
asking if the colleges were mutually
supportive or mutually exclusive, 75
percent of students said the colleges
were mutually supportive.
"Though this may be something
we need to be concerned with, the
situation may not be as intense as
people make it out to be," Stoll said.
"Rivalries are a great idea as long as
they're not destructive."
Panelists also discussed the
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JAZZ
H A N D S
Ruining Will Rice's Beer-Bike

Since 2003
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Well frame it right!

For the last 8 years, we've sucessfully framed
Rice diplomas. We are one of six framers in
Houston w h o can frame sheepskin diplomas
in-house with the newest technologies.
1 his means you can get the f r a m i n g done correctly
and back to you in 3 hours.*
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Willy Week features a number of old
favorites and new jacks. A Will Rice
College student welded metal boxes
to contain speakers placed in the
Martel quad Wednesday night (top).
Martel College students constructed
a wooden rabbit in the Jones Commons (right). Wiess Freshman
Marianne Begnon helps to construct
a concrete block to welcome McMurtry as the ninth college (bottom).
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I lie Office of Admission in\ites students who will he seniors in the school year 2<H)7-2()OX to apply as
Senior Interviewers for next fall. Approximately twenty students are needed to assist the Admission
Stall in conducting personal interviews for prospective students. As the number of freshman applicants
surpassed 8900 this year. Senior Inters iewers played an essential role in representini: Kice and assisting
m the selection process.
Experience has shown that past Senior Interviewers have both enjoyed and learned significantly from
this position. We are very proud of our current Senior Interviewers, so we encourage vou to speak
with ;in\ of them about their experiences. They are:
Dcruse Bear

Sid Rich

Patricia Mahoncv

(odd B lumber^:

Hans/en

I J i / a h c t h Molacek

ChrisK Hrvinp

Baker

Mary N i e m a n n

Hans/on

A m a n d a Main

Brown

( hrystal Ohi

Will Kice

Mattel

Priscitla Parrett

Manuel G a r d b e r g
Sara Hampton

Brown

J o n a t h a n Hanson

Jones

VI a tie I

1 elicia Seaton Larry
Jones

Jones

Aparna S h e w a k r a m a n i

Martel
Lovett

Ashlev Rachelle Head

Sid Rich

David Swerdlow

Will Rice

Chris Kudron

Wiess

Amber Todora

Will Rice

Jacob Lopez

Lovett

Althea I upper

Hanszen

Mia L o p e z

Brown

D a rlifbt

Lovett

Applications are available in your college & in the Admission Office (Lovett Hall. Door C).
The application deadline is Monday, April 9 at 12:00 noon.
Interviews will be conducted April 9, 10. II.
Come to the Admission Office to sign up for an interview time.
Questions? Contact Luis Arandia, ,|r (larandia@ricc.edu).
Please Note: Applicants must be in j>mxl academic and judicial standing.
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JACKS
From page 1

f

first jack, students from Jones put
beer, urine and feces into a trashcan
to spill all over Brown Commons.
Because there were people in the
commons, the Jones students ran
off, and instead the Brown students
dumped the waste onto Jones'
own couches.
Jones students returned around
5 a.m. to steal Brown's water balloons, but Brown students chased
them away again.
Hanszen College pulled a jack
Tuesday night on the not-yet-built
McMurtry College by mounting a
sign resembling the McDonald's
logo on Virgin's Field.The sign read:
"McMurtry's: Supersizing Rice."
Wiess College also welcomed
McMurtry Wednesday by building
a concrete "MC" logo similar to the
one found under Martel's sallyport
with the subtitle: "TFW welcomes
the new ninth college."
Wiess repeated a jack it performed last year on Hanszen, setting
up speakers on the fourth floor of
Wiess. A computer-generated voice
blared from the speakers: "Hey
Hanszen, what time is it?" followed
by the current time and an insult
such as "Hanszen still sucks" or
"Hanszen has gonorrhea." The
jack began at 2 p.m. and ended at
around midnight.
Baker also pulled a jack on Hanszen Wednesday night. Baker students stacked tables in the Hanszen
Commons and topped off the tower
with an inflatable pool full of sour milk,
Crisco, catfish bait and oatmeal.
Will Rice College hit Baker, Wiess
and Martel Wednesday night.
"Baker's getting testicles, Wiess
is getting its tables stacked, and
Martel's getting noise," Will Rice Jack
Coordinator Will Fischer said before
the jacks were executed.

Will Rice added "testicles" to
Baker's phallic windows. The jack on
Martel involved chaining electronics
around the tree in the Martel quad.
On the north side of campus that
same night, Jones struck Martel.
Jones Jack Coordinator Rick Gibb
said students flew raw fish on balloons in the Martel Commons while
blasting sing-along Barney songs in
the quad.
Most of the colleges had planned
their jacks to be executed Thursday
night. Hanszen Jack Coordinator
Court Jackson said every year, Hanszen tries to build a wall separating
Wiess from the Hanszen quad.
"We build a wall so they have to
walk around to get to class," Jackson,
a junior, said.
Jackson said Hanszen planned
on building a moat this year in lieu
of a wall.

NEWS
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Another jack Hanszen traditionally pulls on Wiess is a staged "prison
break." This year, Hanszen worked
together with Lovett College to pull
it off.
"We usually have all the cars park
on the road by Wiess and sound their
car alarms at the same time in the
middle of the night," Jackson said.
"We get spotlights out and people
with megaphones saying things like,
'Get back in your cell!'"
Traditionally rivals, Wiess pulls
a jack on Hanszen's guardian every
year. The guardian is on the list of
"Unjackables," so the annual jack
usually involves building something
around it.
"We'll be giving the Hanszen
guardian a hug from behind," Wiess
Jack Coordinator Jeff Huong said
Wednesday night. "We're making
a pig out of rebar, and it will be giving the guardian a hug. It's actually
sodomizing it. We were going to give
it a penis, but we decided it would
be in bad taste. 'Hie pig just looks
like it's hugging the guardian, so

it's really up to the interpretation of
the viewer."
Will Rice had also planned to jack
Hanszen Thursday night, putting a
noose around—not on—the guardian and hanging up a banner.
"The banner will say Wiess 2.0
because [Hanszenites] hate Wiess,"
Fischer said.
Will Rice planned to strike Lovett
that same evening by throwing toilet
paper in the design of a phoenix and
the monogram "WFR."
Brown planned to hit Jones by
building a goat wearing a "Jones
Blows Goats" T-shirt alongside an

inflatable sex doll — wearing the
same shirt — in a sexual position.
Brown also planned on jacking Sid
Richardson College by blasting music
loudly in the middle of the night.
Crouch said there was a possibility Brown and Sid would work
together to insert a large phallus into
the Sallyport Thursday night.
As of Wednesday, Baker was
planning on turning Willy's Statue
360 degrees and holding it for a ransom, Baker Jack Coordinator Barron
Stone said.
"Bron-Bron has to run Baker 13
for us to turn it back," he said.

RICE U N D E R G R A D U A T E
RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
Poster session for undergraduate projects and research

G r a n d H a l l R M C M o n d a y A p r i l 16 t h
Submit Abstracts Online by April 1 s '

FACULTY S E N A T E
The Faculty Senate met Wednesday. The following were discussed.
•

Free

Senate Chair Marj Corcoran, a physics professor, announced that
the Office of the Registrar is revising online course evaluations.

•

The Faculty Senate discussed summer writing exams in a
closed meeting.

•

Chairman of the Board of Trustees James Crownover addressed the
Faculty Senate.
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Senior Design Project? Honors
Thesis? I n d e p e n d e n t Research?
Students f r o m all disciplines
encouraged to participate.

The next meeting will be May 2 at 12 p.m. in the Founders Room.

Slice

prizes,

Come support your
friends!

The logistics for making course evaluation results available online
are not yet finalized, and it is unlikely they will be available before
the end of the Fall semester.
The Faculty Senate will hold a special meeting April 27 to discuss
the business minor recommended by the Committee on the Undergraduate Curriculum.

cash

company

Registrar David Tenney said the format of the Web sites that students
use to fill out applications has been condensed, with all questions
for a course on one Web page rather than having a separate page
for each question.

•

food,

Palmer Church and St. B e d e ' s Chapel are
on the northeast corner of Main and McGregor,
across the street from Lovett College

E l e a n o r W e a v e r at
e o w e a v e r @ ri c e . e d u

1

•
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WHAT WAS THE
P A S S I O N OF
JESUS CHRIST?
Why did he do it? Jesus, the Son of God. Why would
he leave heaven to endure the torture, pain, humiliation
of the cross?
Jesus said he came only to do the will of the Father.
He came in the Father's name, for the Father's glory,
doing all things by the Father, speaking only what the
Father told him to speak. And that got him into trouble—
with people.
His words and miracles greatly upset some people.
So Jesus paid the price. He was sentenced to die by
crucifixion. But ultimately it was not the Romans and
Jews controlling Jesus' death. They were not making
the ultimate decisions. Jesus was never fully at their
mercy.
This was Jesus, who healed the blind, even raised
people back to life! One was his friend, Lazarus, who
had been buried in a tomb for four days! Following that
one, the authorities said, "If we let him go on like this,

ft

the whole world will be following him." Indeed.
Jesus voluntarily qave up his life.

Why??
For us. To step in and take our place. To pay the harsh
punishment for our sins. Again, why? Because our sin
was keeping us from him. He was willing to do this, to
remove the barrier—to offer us forgiveness.
" G o d demonstrates his own love toward us in that,
while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us," the Bible
tells us.
What this means is that you can make a new beginning
with God. He did this for you, but his forgiveness is not
yours until a relationship with God himself belongs to
you. And he is offering you that. Look at Jesus' passion.
Is there any question how much he wants you to know
him?
If you have questions about how to begin a relationship
with God, please see Everystudent.com

w

EveryStudent.com
Photo: Philippe Antonello
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Ricefilmfest redefines
S C E N E j meaning of chick flicks
w e e k l y

Thresher editors'
Thresher editors
recommendations
for S
arts and entertainment
around Houston through
April 12, 2007

THEATER
True West
The Department of Visual
and Dramatic Arts presents

O
by Amanda Phillips
THRESHER STAFF

This weekend, Rice Cinema
hopes to complement Beer-Bike
debauchery with a lineup of hardhitting movies that are not for the
weak of heart.
'real chick flicks'
March 30-April 1
Rice Cinema,
fent of Visual and
Dramatic Arts,
Rice Media Center building

True West, by Sam Shepard.
Brothers Austin and Lee are
locked in a primal struggle to
prove who is the best in the
West. In the process, they
wreck their mother's house
and steal all the toasters
in the neighborhood. See it
tonight and tomorrow night
at 8 p.m. in Hamman Hall.
Tickets cost $5.

Hamman Hall
6 1 0 0 Main St.

MUSIC
The Mathletes
Made up of one front man,
Joe Mathlete, and an everchanging string of bandmates,
this Houston-based band will
be at Notsuoh April 7. Joe
records all The Mathletes'
album music by himself, but
asks fellow musicians to join

The event? REAL Chick Flicks,
a weekend of science fiction, horror
and action movies. This name has
raised eyebrows among moviegoers
who cannot reconcile "chick flicks"
with the selections for the event: Ridley Scott's 1979 masterpiece Alien,
multiple Oscar-winning thriller 77le
Silence of the Lambs, flagship horror
film Halloween, and the post-Rodney
King, post-apocalyptic science fiction title, Strange Days.
So where are the gay best
friends, the chauvinistic guys falling for the nice, chubby girls and
the requisite romantic reconciliations at the end of the films?
Coming at the end of Women's
History month, REAL Chick Flicks
aims to explore the roles of female
heroes in movie genres that usually
keep their girls tied up in the basement or wielding machine guns in
little more than a bikini. Rice Cinema offers up the likes of Alien's Ellen Ripley (Sigourney Weaver) and
Strange Days's independent jane-ofall-trades Lornette Mason (Angela
Bassett) to highlight what women
are capable of in thriller films.
To aid in this goal of showing
female fierceness, a short academicpresentation will precede each of the
films. The event's organizers, hoping to keep the content accessible
to a more general audience without
losing the academic merit of the series, appealed to the undergraduate

population for content and limited
presentation time to 20 minutes. A
Rice undergraduate will introduce
each film by presenting an analysis
of the role of its female hero, focusing on how she fits into and expands
femininity in the context of a traditionally masculine genre. D>vett
College senior Jana Hutchinson,
an avid fan of both action films and
feminist critique, won the honor of
i n t r o d u c i n g Silence of the Ijimbs

Sat-

urday night.
' T h e series takes the term very
literally," Hutchinson said. "All of
them are flicks about chicks, but
they glorify not the powder-puff
types, but the powcr-puff types."
A panel of faculty judges presided over selection of the presentations after a call for abstracts went
out in February.
The judges' panel, composed of
Assistant English Department Professors Kirsten Ostherr and Joshua
Gonsalves, Religious Studies Professor John Stroup and German and
Slavic Studies Postdoctoral Fellow
Mary Helen Dupree, reflects the
wide scattering of specializations
under which scholars interested in
film can work.
Ostherr is one of the few professors at Rice whose classes focus exclusively on film. She has
been active in measuring student
response to the presence of film
studies on campus.
"While faculty and administration recognize the strong student
interest in film and media studies
there are not sufficient faculty available to staff a coherent program,
major or department," Ostherr said.
"I would love to build a program."
Rice has no unified film department, so finding classes devoted
to the medium is sometimes a
daunting task. Recently, student
organizations such as the English
graduate student film noir group
and the Rice Film Society, which
helped with the advertising for
REAL Chick Flicks, have emerged
See CHICK, page 14

the band when playing live.
Show starts at 8 p.m.

Notsuoh
3 1 4 Main St.

Jazz Appreciation
Month
Jazz Appreciation Month
(JAM) kicks off Sunday at
Miller Outdoor Theater with a

Clue loses theater

game with
bland music, choreography
by Lauren Ames
THRESHER STAFF

Many problems can plague college theater. Sometimes there is
not enough talent to go around.
Sometimes the chosen play fails to
use the available talent adequately.
Martel College's Clue: The Musical
suffers both.

free performance by Houston
student jazz ensembles and

the musical'

the University of Houston Jazz

• • 1 / 2 of five
artel Commons
8 p.m. March 3 1
and April 1
$4 students
$7 non-Rice

Orchestra beginning
at 3 p.m. Jazz artists will be
performing around Houston
during April, and many of the
events are free. For a full
schedule, visit artshound.com

Miller Outdoor Theater
1 0 0 Concert Dr.

According to the playbill, the
majority of the actors did not have
much previous experience in musical theater, and it shows. Their
voices are too diminutive for the audience to understand the lines, and
the majority of the musical numbers
are severely out of tune. However,
three cast members
stood out, and the
production's emphasis on audience
participation made
the play sufficiently
entertaining.
Mr.
Boddy
(Hanszen College
senior Paul Rutherford) impresses
audiences with his
amusing physical

gestures and strong singing, and
Brown College sophomore Gillian Smith shines as the Detective,
her refreshing voice helping to
smooth the cast's many disharmonies. Jones College senior Dorothy
Koveal brings Miss Scarlet to life
with her convincing vocal talent and
flirty attitude.
Clue's biggest flaw is that the
production is not tailored to the
actors' skill levels. Will Rice College senior Kelsey Beach does
a great job of shaping the role of
Mrs. White with a cockney accent
and excellent comedic timing,
but Director Meghan Leach, a
Martel senior, should have vetoed
her decision to use the accent in her
singing voice. It simply results in an
off-tune performance that could
have otherwise been captivating.
The same problem occurs with
the other less-experienced actors.
The show would have been much
improved if they had spoken the
lyrics to the music instead of singing in little more than stage whispers. Or even better, they could
have had someone arrange the music to fit the actors' ranges. Instead,
the solos come out timid and the
harmonies cacophonous.
Moreover, the play's long musical numbers require entertaining
choreography, a factor sorely missing in this production. Actors simply
waltzing slowly around the stage or
standing in place while holding their
weapons are bound to bore audiencSee CLUE, page 15

COURTESY MARY S t E D D

With Its indie rock sound, Austin band Okkervil River will be a welcome
addition to KTRU's Willy Week Show. The show starts at 6 p.m. today
in Ray Courtyard, outside Rice Memorial Center.

KTRU brings big names
Ratatat, Okkervil to Rice
The next week is what I have
duo a try. Short of the intense
been waiting for. Yes, I have
amount of carcinogens in my
waited for a noteworthy concert
eyes, I had the best concert
to be right here on campus. I experience of my life. The two
have dreamt of a second close- -piece set combined psychedelic
to-home concert just
guitar riffs, hopping
eight days later. Just
beats and heavy synth
under 300 of you
with a nonsensical
count "SHOW ME
lightshow — really
THE MUSIC — Unitjust a projector on a
ed Front to Bring a
white sheet duct-taped
Big Name Concert
to the back wall. The
to Rice Campus" as
result brought the
one of your Facebook
house at Walter's to
groups. Well, for you,
a euphoric, mesmerPaul
it is a dream come
ized, writhing mass of
Tucker
true as well.
head banging. Yeah.
Okkervil
starts
head banging.
things off at KTRU's
In the studio or on
Willy Week concert today, their Power Book, Mike Stroud
and this is no small opening.
and Evan Mast of Ratatat incorFast rising, indie and from porate rolling Impala-bounce
Austin — those somehow often with intense rocking licks, a
go together — they bring their
wall-shaking arrangement they
folk-rock-alt-country mix right to
debuted first in 2004 and perRice's doorstep. It is not that Ok- fected in last fall's Classics. To
kervil are bland and fall between
borrow from Pitchfork Media's
categories with their music, but
Brian Howe: "as the housecat
they overstep the bounds usu- dreams of being a tiger, the 8-bit
ally laid down for artists tryMIDI track dreams of being a
ing to rise through the ranks
Ratatat song — fierce and larger
of their label. Black, somber,
than life."
beatific, soaring and vivid. OkSo it was with anticipation
kervil takes tunes wherever the
that 1 approached Ratatat's
songwriting leads. And the writ- next Houston concert at the
ing is some leader. Chock full of
substantially larger and more
detail, front man Will Sheff belts
together Warehouse Live. Tourout lyrics that seem bigger than
ing through Houston, the Faint
the notes themselves. These
was the main attraction this
South by Southwest and Austin
time. Would Ratatat replicate
City Limits veterans know how- the spiritual and foggy expeto rock a stage.
rience of Walter's when the
crowd was filled with devotees
Need something even more
to another band, the space was
underground? Tee Double fits
the bill, slicing in R&B. break- larger and the drinks were more
ing samples and adding a bit of expensive? Yes. When The Faint
alternative Christian trimmings. blinded their audience with laTonight. Tee Double takes hip- sers and played cuts straight
from their greatest hits. Ratatat
hop front and center: Think
again captivated the crowd usKanye, minus the sex addiction.
The coming week builds ing phosphorescent flashes of
on the successes that tonight's light and visceral guitar riffs.
But what if electronic mixshow will surely bring.
Ratatat first crossed my ra- ing and a lack of lyrics is not
dar when the band was playing your thing? Opening for Ratatat
at the Outdoor Show. Despot
at Walter's on Washinton last
semester, and 1 decided to give spits the hard-hitting rhymes
See KTRU, page 14
the New York electronic hip-hop
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Simple cast and sets
make Years feel real
by Tasha Chemplavil

lines c r o s s and t h e couple croons
together. This scene, which features t h e song "The Next Ten
Presented in a 90-minute musiMinutes," is t h e most entertaining,
cal, Jones College's The Last Five
Years proves that with good direcas the audience g e t s t h e treat of
tion, believable actors and plausi- hearing a duet from two quite cable writing, time really d o e s fly by
pable vocalists.
when you're having fun.
For the most part, both actors
sing well. Rusinek h a s a sweet
voice, but it is often drowned out
'the last five years'
by the live pit e n s e m b l e . W h e n
• 1/2 of five
songs are in t h e middle keys, h e r
nes Commons
voice is strong and clear — a pleap.m. March 30
sure to t h e ear. But w h e n she h a s
$4 students
to hit t h e high notes, Rusinek g e t s
$6 non-Rice
a little pitchy. Seeba, on t h e o t h e r
hand, has a b o o m i n g voice, overtaking the musical accompaniment
Director Carla Martinez Machin volume if not in quality. His abilain is no stranger to the college theity to stay on key s t a r t s out someater scene. Having acted in Brown
what shaky, but like t h e "grand
College's Don't Dress for Dinner in
f r o m a g e " J a m i e claims to be in "A
2004 and directed J o n e s ' s Closer
Miracle Would Happen," Seeba
in 2006, s h e obviously prefers
g e t s better with age.
intimate casts to ensemble productions, and h e r latest endeavor is
Acting-wise, Rusinek and Seeba
no exception.
convince viewers that they are t h e
love-struck and love-distraught
The Last Five Years tells t h e
Cathy and Jamie. Rusinek impressstory of Cathy (Brown f r e s h m a n
e s as an a c t r e s s t r y i n g to m a k e it,
Adriana Rusinek) and Jamie's (Unialthough h e r tendency to bite h e r
versity of Houston junior Patrick
lip to convey e v e r y t h i n g from inSeeba) relationship over — you
tensity to frustration to excitement
guessed it — the last five years.
can try o n e ' s patience. Seeba is beIt may sound like just another aclievable as an e a g e r y o u n g writer
count of a r o m a n c e on t h e rocks,
in the play's first s c e n e s , but really
but this musical u s e s a new deshines as a newlywed who h a s just
vice to tell its tale: Cathy gives h e r
discovered his post-connubial attake on the story from t h e present
tractiveness to single w o m e n .
to the past while Jamie's scenes
move the audience from five years
T h e story itself would b e hackago to now.
neyed if not for the r e v e r s e chroT h e majority of the narrative is
nologies. Knowing o n e p e r s o n ' s
told through song, with Cathy and
view of the end at t h e beginning
Jamie alternating scenes. Each
of the play and then learning t h e
character sings solo until the midother person's perspective at t h e
dle of the show, when their timeconclusion k e e p s the story's douTHRESHER EDITORIAL STAFF

TAYLOR JOHNSON/THRESHER

Jamie (University of Houston junior Patrick Seeba) and Cathy (Brown College freshman Adriana Rusinek) sing the story
of their relationship from beginning to end and from past to present.

ble r e h a s h i n g from being repetitive. Machain, a J o n e s College senior, d o e s a nice job of k e e p i n g t h e
different viewpoints f r o m r u n n i n g
together and confusing t h e audience. Using different prop configurations for each s c e n e also k e e p s
t h e m from becoming muddled.
Hanszen College s o p h o m o r e
Claire Krebs's set design isjust right
for the minimalist play. A couch
here, an armchair t h e r e — the
furniture is constantly r e a r r a n g e d
to create endless new spaces from
just a few pieces.
A simple cast and simple sets
keep a complicated gimmick from
befuddling audiences. With decent
acting and an interesting story,
Jones's spring production is worth
any college t h e a t e r g o e r ' s time. It
takes a few scenes for the actors to
hit their stride, but The iMst Five
Years e n d s on a good note.

LOW-COST CAR
INSORANCE.
00R VERSION OF
EXTRA CREDIT.
Auto and cycle insurance.

Diversity and Disney: A
rainbow of race relations
Walt Disney Studios recently
ters in the media. Barbie was
announced that its newest aniwhite or black, Smurfette was
mated film. The Frog Princess,
blue and Minnie was a mouse.
will focus on Maddy, a young
In fact, the only Indian pop culgirl living in New Orleans'
ture personalities I can think of
French Quarter. T h e
are The Jungle Book's
score will be comMowgli — who was
posed by Randy Newraised by a bear
man, and it is set to
and lived in the Inbe released in 2009.
dian jungle — and
One m o r e thing —
Apu
Nahasapeemapetilon of '"Hie Simj>
Maddy will be black.
sons," who perpetuatAll I cart say is: Ii's
ed the stereotype that
about damn time.
Indians can generally
Growing up during
Tasha
be found behind the
Disney's
early-'90s
counter in a converenaissance, a time
Chemplavil
nience store.
when feature-length
For
birthdays,
cartoons were actumy white f r i e n d s always gave
ally entertaining, 1 have always
m e the dark-skinned Barbie
wanted to be a Disney Princess.
doll — you know, the o n e meant
Exemplifying a combination of
to appeal to anyone with a yearbeauty and courage, Ariel, Belle
round tan. For s o m e reason,
and Cinderella were everything
this innocuous act always ofpre-preteens like me strived to
fended me. T h e lighter Barbie
be. They were smart, gorgeous,
was always the m o r e desirable
could carry a tune and were the
toy. Why was this the case?
centers of their own 90-minute
I blame Disney.
films. But until Jasmine stepped
By only p r e s e n t i n g lightonto the scene in 1992's Aladdin,
skinned h e r o i n e s to its impresthey were all lacking one special
sionable demographic, Disney
quality: melanin.
failed to take advantage of its
As a little Indian-American
girl — with the dot, not the feath- pervasive influence. T h e company did not present its young
er — growing up in the suburbs
viewers with a realistic crossof I ^ s Vegas, I got used to never
See DISNEY, page 15
seeing similarly-hued charac-

C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s t o Will Rice College s o p h o m o r e
Neel Shah
for w i n n i n g t h e Owl W e e k e n d logo contest!

Immediate coverage by phone.
Low down-payment.
Convenient payment plans.

I

Round-the-clock
claim service.

' I

Owl Weekend 2 0 0 7 is from Sunday, April 15"' to Tuesday. April 17"1.

REGISTER T O BE AN

OWL WEEKEND VOLUNTEER
nt u h u !tjl.ric>.'.cdii

CALL OUR LOCAL OFFICE FOR A FREE RATE

5405 Bellaire Bivd, Houston, TX
Call (713) 665 4667
or toll free (866) 999 4667
;y Co.
Government Employwi Irwj'ante Co. • GUC0 General Insurance Co. • GE«C0 Indemnity Cc. • GE.IC0 Casual
Colonial County Mutual Ins. Co. • GFiCO, Washington, DC 20076. © 2005 GF.1C0

ncesac!

Every v o l u n t e e r gets a FREE T-SHIRT!
Every college that recruits at least 25 female and
25 male overnight h o s t s will win a pizza party!

RICE

s t u n t Nil
ADMISSION
COUNCIL
P l e a s e N o t e : Ovsl Weekend Itoal Reyistrutinn is D I F F E R E N T
f r o m tegular Overnight Hosting Registration, so regmter for b o t h '

Beer Bike 2 0 0 7
* Beer Bike's 50th anniversary *
Beer Bike 2007 Rules and Regulations I. A D M I N I S T R A T I O N The Rice Program Council is the administrative body of the Beer Bike Race. The Council's designated Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators have final authority in matters of rules and
policy. I he Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators will head the Beer Bike Committee which deals with the specific subject matter of the race. The Committee is composed of the C a m p u s Wide Coordinators, the Area Coordinators and the
coordinators from each team. Each college, each Beer Bike Co-C'hair, and the CiSA will receive one vote when a vote is necessary. Both the Director and Assistant Director of Student Activities shall advise the Beer Bike C o m m i t t e e . II
PAR I IC.IPAN TS Each team will be composed o f t e n bike riders, ten chuggers, and two alternate riders and chuggers. Also included will be eight pit crew persons and up to five coordinators. Each team will also designate a bike captain and a chug
captain from its roster. A mechanic and photographer may be included a m o n g the participants at the discretion of the individual coordinators. The maximum number of people on each team is 37. Each team must submit a complete team roster to the
Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators at least 7 days prior to the scheduled day of the race. Changes to the finalized roster may be made until 5:00 p.m. the Wednesday before the race, but the C a m p u s Wide Coordinators must be informed and
approve of changes. N o substitution of team members will be allowed during the team race except in the event of injury. Faked injury will result in disqualification. Exceptions to these regulations may be granted by the C a m p u s Wide Coordinators
or voted upon by the Beer Bike Committee. III. ELIGIBILITY FOR R A C E PARTICIPANTS Undergraduates currently pursuing a degree at Rice University may participate for their college only. College m e m b e r s h i p will be determined by the
payment of college dues. Degree Candidates (December graduates) are eligible to compete in the men's and w o m e n ' s races for their college. Faculty and University Associates may participate only for the college with which they are associated. Up
to t w o Associates may compete in each of the m e n ' s and w o m e n ' s races in any capacity. The maximum number of associates participating in the m e n ' s and w o m e n ' s races togei: er is four. Graduate students may participate only for the G r a d u a t e
Student Association ( G S A ) team in the men's and w o m e n ' s races. This rule does not prohibit them from participating in the Alumni race for a college from which they graduated. All bikers must have attended a Biker Safety course sponsored by the
Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators in order to be eligible to race. If a team has any outstanding fines on record from previous years, it will be ineligible to participate in the Beer Bike events. A n y o n e not meeting the above requirements must
petition the Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators to be allowed to participate. Any question regarding eligibility must be brought before the Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators at least 7 days prior to the scheduled race day, or the matter will
not be considered. IV. R A C E O F F I C I A L S 1. Rules Co-Chairs: The Rules Co-Chairs are the final authority on any decision of rules concerning the Beer Bike races. The Beer Bike Campus Wide Coordinators, appointed by the Rice Program
Council, are the Rules Co-Chairs. 2. Track Coordinator: The Track Coordinator is responsible for any track maintenance necessary for bike practice and the races themselves. The Track Coordinator locates all necessary equipment for the running of
the races, sets up and hands out that equipment the day of the races, and collects all equipment once the races are finished. He or she will also be responsible for the operation of the timing device at the finish line. 3. Chugging Expert: The C h u g g i n g
Expert, usually the Judges Coordinator, sets the standard of acceptable chugging. He or she must meet with every chug j u d g e at a practice to demonstrate that standard. 4. Head Judge: The Head Judge determines that the race is ready to begin,
provides an appropriate c o u n t d o w n informing the teams that the race is about to start, and starts the race. 5. C h u g Judges (10) - faculty/staff: a. Determine and enforce penalties for wet chugs, chugs starting early, and riders leaving the pit early, b.
E n f o r c e all penalties except for those penalties determined after the ninth rider has completed the course. (Any penalties incurred after the ninth rider will be added onto the
Determine that proper clothing as outlined in the restrictions is worn by each chugger. d. Verily that all chugging devices are marked with Rules co-chair approval as designed
Determine penalties for riders crossing the inner white line and for riders weaving and thus obstructing the other riders, b. Adhere to the Race Stopping Procedure (VII. 1) in the
Judges (10) - faculty/staff: Indicate to the appropriate C h u g j u d g e when a rider of the appropriate team first crosses the start line and whether the pushers have crossed the start

final time for that team after the last team has finished the race.) c.
by C a m p u s Wide Coordinators. t>. Track Judges. (5)- faculty/stall: a
event of an emergency requiring the clearing o f the track. 7. Start Line
line, thereby invoking a penalty. 8- Pit Interference Judge: Determine

any interference penalties occurring in the restricted chug area, pit area, or pit lanes. Interference may occur in one of the follow ing t w o ways: a. Any team member or other support member not actively involved in the race is inside one o f the
restricted areas mentioned a b o v e or is creating a hazard, b. Any set of pushers and riders obstructs the race or causes another rider to fall while being pushed. In each case the Pit Interference Judge reports a penalty for the responsible team to the
( hug Judge. N o penalties are enforced by the Pit Interference Judge. 9. Finish Line Judges (10) - faculty/staff: The Finish Line Judge for each team will time the entire race for that team. This t i m e wilt b e used to check t h e official time kept at the
finish line by t h e t r a c k Keeper. Each timer indicates to the C h u g Judge when that team's rider has crossed the finish line. V. ELIGIBILITY FOR J U D G E S Each j u d g e must be a m e m b e r of the Rice University faculty or staff o r a Community
A s p e r a t e to a college and must h a v e j u d g e d a previous race or fulfill the following qualifications where applicable: I Each Chug Judge must attend a chug practice and meet with the C h u g g i n g Expert w h o will describe the standard legal chug. 2.
1 ach j u d g e must meet with the Area Coordinator! s) for Judges in order that the rules and race procedures may be explained in detail. 3. Masters and Resident Associates cannot be C h u g Judges for their o w n college. 4. Associates may not j u d g e f o r
tlie college with w h i c h they are associated. N o j u d g e will be allowed to j u d g e the races unless these specified criteria have been met. VI. PIT AREA The pit area is composed of the on-deck circles, c h u g tables, individual college areas, crosswalk,
a n d the pit lanes. During t h e race all o f the pit area is restricted to participants and race officials. The on-deck circles, c h u g tables, individual college areas, crosswalk, the pit lanes, and the race lane are all essential components of the entire pit area
I -a h college must furnish a table for its pit area, and the table should arrive at the track by 10:00 a.m. the day of the race. Only participants identified by a Beer Bike shirt, j u d g e s , and other officials authorized by the Rules C'o-Chairs will b e alloy- ed
m ihe restricted pit areas. VII. R A C E P R O C E D U R E S Parades must be completed at least 1/2 hour before the start of the race so that alumni can begin to warm up. All of a college's team should be inside of the track before the start of the first race
1 lowever, only that purl of the team competing in each race should be in the on deck or chugging areas. There will be time between races for team members to cross from the stand area to the track area. Only Beer Bike officials and badged security
oil leers may cross the race lane during the race. Anyone crossing the race lane during the course of the race, except in an emergency, w h o is identified as a m e m b e r of one of the colleges will cause a ten second penalty (per person) to be assessed : o
her or his team. I h e race proceeds as follows: At the starting " g u n " tired by the race starter, a chugger begins consuming 12 ounces (24 ounces for the m e n ' s race) of beer or water from a chug can defined in V i l l . 1 .c. T h e chug captain tells the
; nishers to push. The Start Line Judge raises a flag when the bike rider crosses the start line. The C h u g Judge looks to the Pit Judge and determines if the bike rider left the pit area too early. The hike rider completes two laps (three for the m e n ' s
race) of the course. The chug captain tells the next chugger to begin chugging unless any penalties were determined by the Chug Judge or reported to the C h u g Judge and need to be enforced. This procedure continues until ten chuggers and ten
rulers have finished W h e n the I Olh rider has crossed the finish tine, the race is finished for that team. The Final Rider must finish the race in the Race L a n e . In the event of any type of false start or misfire of the starting gun (to be determined at that
i ime by the Rules Co-Chairs), the race will he promptly stopped and not restarted before the passing of at least ten minutes. Once the last rider has finished the race any penalties not yet enforced are added to the times for the respective teams t
obtain the official t i m e s for each team The team having the lowest official time, barring any disqualification, will be the winner of the race. In the event o f an accident, a rider m a y procure a crash bike from the side of the loop if the rider determine-,
that her or his bike is no longer "ride-able". If the rider is unable to complete his leg after a crash, the team should send an alternate rider. If the rider chooses to complete the lap on a crash bike, he or she must complete his entire leg, though he o r
;
h e may exchange the crash bike for another if he stops in her or his t e a m ' s pit area. 1. Race Stopping Procedure In the event of an emergency during the Beer Bike race in w h i c h the race must be stopped to prevent injury or to assist an injure* i
biker, the procedure will be as follows- The track judges stationed around the track will be wearing earpieces to receive communications from the C a m p u s Wide Coordinators and/or the Student Activities Staff". The judges will be informed v i a radio
that the race needs to be stopped. To stop the race, the track j u d g e s w ill w a v e red flags (shaped like stop signs) simultaneously until ail bikers have c o m e t o a complete stop. Bikers are advised to brake slowly and cautiously. After they have c o n n
i top the bikers wilt cut across the middle portion o f the track to return to their individual pits. Finish line j u d g e s will pause the time clocks and record the number of laps completed by the biker at the time of the stop. Please round the lap number
up. If the race is to be restarted each team will send out the bikers in the following manner: a. If a biker was on his/her first lap when the race w a s stopped, he/she will begin his/her second lap from the pit lane, b If a biker was on his/her first lap
and was injured, an alternate will complete his/her race. c. In both of t h e cases listed above, the chugger will not have to repeat his/her initial chug. d. I f a biker w a s on his/her final lap when the race was stopped, the next biker will begin his/her first
lap after the chug has been completed, e. The remainder o f the race will continue follow ing the normal race procedures. VIII. R A C E R E G U L A T I O N S 1. Chugging Restrictions: a. C h u g g e r s should wear no m o r e than one shirt a b o v e the w aist
Bulky or wet clothing articles designed to absorb beer/Water or prevent spilled beer/water from being seen may not be worn. T h e C h u g Judge's decision in these matters is final, b. C h u g g e r s of legal drinking age may c h u g beer or water, while
•.buggers w h o are underage must chug non-alcoholic beer or water. The legal drinking age in Texas is 2 I.e. All chug cans must consist of at least one of the following requisites'. 1. All chug c a n s must be commercially available as beverage cans. A
alumni and w o m e n ' s cans must hold at least 12 ounces as purchased. All m e n ' s c a n s must hold at least 24 ounces as purchased or b e c o m p o s e d of two cans holding 12 as purchased. T h e can must serve as the principal container for ihe beer wat
Over 5 0 % of the original container must remain intact. The containing portion o f the can must retain original shape and capacity. The c a n must be filled to the top of the original container. 2. If the can is not commercially available, it must be
constructed of a rigid material, b e cylindrical, and have dimensions similar to that of a commercially available beverage can (for reference - Foster's: 5 15/16 in. long, 3 J/4 in. diameter; standard J 2 o/ : 4 9/16 in. long, 2 9/lt> in. diameter}. Tt.
ci Plainer must have a minimum v o l u m e of 12 fluid ounces for the alumni and women and 24 fluid ounces for the men, and it must contain at least that volume o f liquid for c h u g g i n g purposes, d. All cans i»re subject to inspection at any time on or
before the exact time of ihe appropriate race. Chug cans will be measured for volume by the Can. pus Wide Coordinators within one week of the race date. Cans meeting the appropriate requirements will be labeled in a way devised by the C'ampuWide Coordinators. Teams witfi c a n s not meeting the requirements w ill have until the Wednesday before Beer Bike to make their cans permissible and these cans will be re-checked by the C a m p u s Wide Coordinators the same day. C a n s not
meeting the requirements on this day are impermissible, e. N o "beer bongs." Mouthpieces are permissible, but they cannot extend into the throat or beyond. 2. Biking Restrictions: a . Protective bicycling head gear must be worn by all riders w h e n
they are riding, b. N o wheels o f solid construction. Wheels must be spoked, 16 spokes minimum. The wheels may be of different diameters, between 700 millimeters m a x i m u m and 550 millimeters minimum, c. Any device such as a protective
creen, fuselage, or other addition to ihe bicycle for the purpose of decreasing forward air resistance or to artificially increase acceleration or propulsion is prohibited, d. Handlebars of design referred to a< "triathlete bars" or "aero- bars" are not
allowed. N o additional clip-on bars are allowed. Bars must be of a conventional shape (allowing Scott Drop-In Us) or "bullhorn" shape. No handlebars allowing support of any part o f the arm o r forearm (except the hands) arc allowed, e. All riders
must wear numbers inci'icating the participation order for that team (1 for the first rider and 10 lor the last rider), f. All riders must ride a bicycle as described above. N o other form of transportation w h e t h e r vehicular or pedestrian will be permuted
during B e e r Bike. Should any rider fail to utilize a bicycle, the team will immediately be refrained from sending any further participants in the race. Furthermore, the team will be disqualified from that particular race and excluded from participation in the remainder of the d a y ' s events. Results/scores from any previous events will also be nullified. Additional, the teams will be fined S I 0 0 0 per participant that attempts to compete without a bicycle. 3. Crash Bikes: a. Each college will
appropriate one crash bike to be placed on the inside of Ihe course as a substitute bicycle for any rider from any team in case of an accident during Ihe race. This bike must be 2 3 " or smaller. It i.iust be able to be ridden to and from the track. Eat h
crash bike must be approved by the Pit Interference Judge w h o will place the bikes around the track. If this bicycle is harmed in any way. the team whose rider used it will make any necessary repairs later. Any bicycle so used must be replaced by
ibis team within two laps after the bicycle has entered the pit. b A rider may change to a crash bike at any time, provided thai be or she stays on the course and procures the bicycle herself or himself, c. A second party may help the rider onto the
cr ash bike, but may not bring it to the rider, d. A team mast file a complaint with the Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators if it feels that a crash was illegitimate or " f a k e d " to get a fresh rider out. This will be handled as in Article X 4. Procedural
Regulations: a. T h e course. Hackerman Field, consists o f t h e official circuit laid out on the west stadium parking lot. The length of the course is approximately 0.33 miles, b. N o participant will compete twice in either chugging or riding but may
chug and then ride or vice-versa. Teams with special problems may petition the Beer Bike Committee for an exemption from this restriction, c. The race will consist of 10 2-lap " l e g s " for alumni and w o m e n and 10 3-lap "legs" for men. In the
alumni race the team must be c o m p o s e d of at least 3 w o m e n riders. Only one rider can complete each leg. If a crash should occur, a rider may be sent out immediately and must complete only the number of laps not yet completed by the crashed
ruler, d. Men may o n l y compete on the m e n ' s teams and w o m e n may only compete on the women's teams The pit crew may consist o f members of both sexes, e. All race participants (including alumni) must wear attire which distinctly reveals the
icam for which they are competing, f. No chugger. rider, or m e m b e r of a pit crew may commit any act that could be deemed grossly unfair or unsportsmanlike as determined by a majority decision of the C h u g Judges together w i t h the Rules Co
( hairs. IX. P E N A L T I E S The following will result in 5-second penalties: 1. Any chugger beginning to chug too early as determined by the C h u g Judge. 2. Any intentional or excessive spillage by a chugger as determined by the C h u g Judge. 3. A n y
c hug not completed by pulling the can in front of the body or directly over the head (in view of the judge). 4. Any rider crossing the start line before the respective chugger has finished as determined by the C h u g Judge. 5. Any crew pit persons v- ho
cross the start line when aiding a rider to start her or his leg of the race (stepping on the line is permissible). 6. Excessive weaving which obstructs other riders and/or riders crossing the inner line as determined by the track judges. Riding on or
crossing the line, if it is overtly to avoid an accident is u p to the discretion o f the (rack judges. 7. Interferences of one team with another a s determined by the Pit Interference Judge. Penalties will be administered in the following manner: The first
chugger to compete after the penalty is determined will not be allowed lo begin chugging until five seconds times the number of penalties after the rider has entered the pit area as counted by the C h u g Judge's sfop watch. Any penalty involving the
last c h u g g e r or rider for a given team will result in five seconds or the cumulative time being added to their time at the end of t h e race. A SI 0 fine will be assessed for each unauthorized person in the pit area during each race. See Article II.
PARTICIPANTS for a list of participants allowed in the pit area. X. D I S Q U A L I F I C A T I O N Any violation of the Race Regulations listed in Article VIII by any team will result in a penalty (see Article IX) or the disqualification of that team. Audi-.qualifications will be announced after the race is over. Any individual that defaces, steals, or destroys a piece of another team's essential race equipment (i.e. bikes, c h u g cans, etc.) will be automatically disqualified. The responsible party will also
be subject to any measures d e e m e d appropriate by the Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators. If another college j a c k s something f r o m a college such that it resulLs in permanent d a m a g e or a financial burden on the j a c k e d college, then the
responsible party will be referred to the University Court and dealt with appropriately. If a team w ishes to contest their disqualification or petition for the disqualification of another team, the team must file a verbal complaint with the Beer BikeCampus Wide Coordinators within an hour after the finish of the
question Written petitions must be snhmifted ? to t f t T f t e e r Rilce C a m p u s Wide Coordinators b e f o r e 5:00 p.m the day after the event XI f . W F A ^ i n N M F N T * ! I arte* f o r the
individual teams are listed below w ith the first lane being closest to the track. The lane assignments rotate each year with the team in the last lane getting lane one, the other teams subsequently m o v i n g by one lane. The lane assignments for 2007
are: I Baker 2 Will Rice 3.Hanszen 4.Wiess 5. Jones 6. Brown 7. Lovett 8. Graduate Student Association 9. Sid Richardson 10 Martel XII. S A F E T Y ON T R A C K D U R I N G P R A C T I C E S The College Beer Bike Coordinators and Bike and Chug
Captains are responsible for letting all of the riders know about the track rules. I. Ride in a counter-clockw ise direction. 2. Slow riders stay at least 5 feet outside of track line. 3. Faster riders pass between track line and slower riders and inside track
line when necessary. 4 Look over your shoulders to check traffic before moving towards inside of track, especially when nearing entrance to pit area. 5. No Walkman radios are allowed to be worn while riding on or near the track XIII. PARADE
R U L E S The following rules are general guidelines and will be further defined by the Parade Coordinators. The parade will be held the same day of Beer Bike, except in the event of rain, and must be completed at least a half-hour before the start of
the first race Each college is allowed t w o primary vehicles (carry ing people and water balloons) and one decorative vehicle (no balloons) and must obtain tags to mark each vehicle from R U P D . The type of primary vehicle w ill be decided on by the
Beer Bike C o m m i t t e e during the semester. The parade line-up will be proposed by the parade coordinators and modified by the college coordinators where agreements can be reached. Parade rules are punishable by fines (to be determined in
advance by Ihe Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators and Parade Coordinators) and include but are not restricted to the following: I. N o alcohol is EVER permitted on any parade vehicle or on the parade route. 2. Fights are not allowed and are
punishable by severe fine as well as C a m p u s Police and potentially University Court intervention. Security personnel at the parade should try to prevent serious fights and are authorized and encouraged to ask for Campus Police assistance whenever
necessary. 3. Only balloons filled with water are allowed during the parade, and such balloons must be thrown by hand, never by a slingshot or similar device including lacrosse sticks. 4 Water balloons should never be thrown at Beer Bike
personnel (including the Parade Coordinators, Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators, and Security Staff), Campus Police, or Emergency Medical Staff. 5. Parade vehicles can be loaded with no more than 10 people per truck at the college.
However N O balloons can be distributed from members on the trucks to m e m b e r s on the ground until the truck is in position on the parade route. 6. Teams are not allowed to in any way d a m a g e other t e a m s ' parade vehicles. 7 No one is allowed to
cross between m o v i n g vehicles at any point during the parade. 8. Participants must wear the current Beer Bike t-shirt for their respective college in order to participate in the parade. 9. See the annually updated Fines & Violations appendix for more
details and regulations. Each college's coordinators are responsible for organizing a group of people (number needs to be determined by how many vehicles in the parade) to help enforce the parade rules Placement of these people along the parade
route is left up to the Security Coordinator. This college security committee must attend a brief informational meeting with the Security. Parade Coordinators and Beer Bike C a m p u s Wide Coordinators at least one week prior to the event to ensure
that all rules and procedures are m a d e clear and that all persons are aware of the potential fines. Furthermore, a strategy to address problems as they occur at the event must be discussed in advance XIV. BEER RUN R U L E S Inclement weather may
require that the bike race be cancelled. The condition of the track will be assessed by C a m p u s Wide Coordinators, the Director and Assistant Director of Student Activities, and the Director of Environmental Health and Safety. If the track is
determined to be too dangerous for bicycles the race shall convert to a foot race. All of a college's team should be inside of the track before the start of the first race However, only that part of the team competing in each race should be in the on
deck or chugging areas. There will be time between races for team m e m b e r s to cross from the stand area to the track area. The time between races will be shortened to 15 minutes between the end of one race and the beginning to the next Only
Beer Bike officials and badged security officers may cross the race lane during the race. Anyone crossing the race lane during the course of the race, except in an emergency, who is identified as a member of one of the colleges will cause a ten
second penalty (per person) to be assessed to her or his team. Teams shall consist of the original teams for Beer Bike (the 10 chuggers with 2 alternates, 10 bikers with 2 alternates). An additional 5 alternates will be allowed tor Beer Run Positions
cannot be changed (i.e. a chugger cannot become a runner or vice versa). The Beer Bike Coordinators will be required to submit a final roster of participants for both Beer Bike and Beer Run at the Beer Bike Coordinator meeting the week of Beer
Bike. The race proceeds as follows: Al the starting gun fired by the race starter, a chugger begins c o n s u m i n g 12 ounces (24 ounces for the men's race) o f beer or water from a chug can defined in VIII. I c. The chug captain signals to the runner who
is lined up at the topmost point of the biking lane lo begin running. The Start Line Judge raises a flag when the runner crosses the start line The Chug Judge looks to the Pit Judge and determines it the runner lefl the pit area too earl\ The runner
completes one lap of the course. The chug captain tells Ihe next chugger to begin chugging. Any penalties determined by the Chug Judge or reported to the Chug Judge w ill be added to the chugger immediately follow ing Ihe incurred penalty This
procedure continues until ten chuggers and ten runners have finished. When the 10th runner has crossed the finish line, the race is finished for that team. Runners are not required to run in specific lanes Once the last runner has finished the race any
penalties not yet enforced are added to the times for the respective teams to obtain the official times for each team. The team has ing the lowest official time, barring any disqualification, will be the winner of the race \ \ R A C I R F G U L A T I O N S i
C h u g g i n g Restrictions: refer lo VIII section I 2 Running Restrictions: a All runners must wear numbers indicating the participation order for that team (I for the first runner and 10 tor the last runner) b Runners may not elbow, trip, or physically
impede other runners Each of these actions w ill result in a 10-second penalty per incident. 3. Procedural Regulations: a. The course, Hackerman Field, consists of ihe official circuit laid out on the west stadium parking lot The length ol the course
is approximately 0.33 miles b No participant w ill compete twice in either chugging or running but may run and then chug or vice versa reams w ith special problems may petition the Beer Bike (. ommittee for an exemption Irom this restriction c
I h e race will consist of 10 I-lap "legs" for alumni, w o m e n , and men. In the alumni race the team must be composed of at least 3 w o m e n runners Only one runner can complete each leg d. Men may only compete on the men s teams and w o m e n
may only c o m p e t e on the w o m e n ' s teams, e There will he no need to assemble or utilize a pit crew for Beer Run. f . All race participants (including alumni) must wear attire which distinctly reveals ihe team for which they are competing, g N o
chugger or runner may commit any act thai could be deemed grossly unfair or unsportsmanlike as determined b\ a majority decision of the (. hug Judges together w ith the Rules I o-C hairs
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They're 40 yards out, they're 30 yards out...
Baker: The Magic Schoolbuzz
Coordinators: Megan Hermance, Ariela Schachter, Kevin Lin, Erin Felton, Kate Hildebrandt.
Women' Bike: Erin Felton, Amanda Lee, Julia Lukomnik, Kathy Kellert, Linda Permenter, Kim Jones, Aurelia Chaudry, Kate
Hildebrandt, Phoebe Kung. Chug: Karen Spitzfaden, Kim Jones, Shi-Hua Wu, Meg Goswami, Mimi Zhang, Maddie Delgado,
Joanna Bruso, Derzen Fan, Kate Hildebrandt, Megan Hermance.
Men's Bike: Marshall Robinson, Allan Wang, Avi Taicher, Burton Mendonca, Chris Bertucci, Grant Garlinghouse, Jesse
Lisby, Jordan Jaffe, Matt Taylor, Sean McCudden. Chug: Patrick Reed, Kevin Lin, Brian Connor, Dave Luke, Phil Redman,
Matt Taylor, Guy Wessinger, Sean McCudden, Eric Page, Burton Mendonca.
Pit: Paul Hammond, Bradley Houston, David Luke, Burton DeWitt, Russell Schafer.

Will Rice: Mighty Drunks: Drunks Bike Together
Coordinators: Melissa Kidonakis, CLark Smithson, Matt Dahlgren, Liz Gleeson.
Women' Bike: Liz Gleeson, Tara Hobbs, Genny Lozier, Allison Cregg, Caitlin Warner, Caitlin Thomas, Marie Mckinnon,
Lindsay Jaggers, Lizzie Snyder, Cassie Moore, Maggy Taylor, Dana Hoffman Chug: Natalie Weber, Erin Stashi,
Caitlin Warner, Christina Yi, Vanessa Lippay, Luz Pimentel, Natalia Castro, Annabelle Bay, Montoya Sayala, Caroline May,
Tara Hobbs, Nora Saavedra.
Men's Bike: Tyson Heller, Clark Smithson, Jason Ryan, Davis Buenger, Aaron Dunn, Brian Benjamin, Mikey Slovich,
Eastmann Landry, Carr Taylor, Jimmy Jessup. Chug: Louie Warner, Chris Ptaszek, Samuel, Mark Hurley, James Seyerle,
Garret Tate, Paul Anzel, Kris Zarling, Daniel Jouas, Matt Cook, Spencer Miller, Marco Sanchez.
Pit: Jim Tuttle, Andrew Davis, Ben Bahorich, Ali Hamshari, Dave Mansouri, Brandon Allport, Matt Dahlgren, Rahul Agrawal,
Abhinav Khanna, J.J. Kim, Frank Ko.

6#
DRUNKS BIKE TOGETHER

Hanszen: The Coldbeer Report
Coordinators: Amanda Melchor, Duncan Shepard, Jenni Cieluch, Todd Blumberg, Ben Jedlovec, Megan Fitzsimmons.
Women' Bike: Leah McKay, Aline Waguespack, Jessica Hawthorne, Elaine Chang, Kristina Miller, Megan Tarkington, Jamie
Wirth, Theresa Mankkonen, Chris Lin, Sarah Hayman. Chug: Tara Skebba, Abbic Ryan, Emily Beer, Chris Lin, Adriene
Giese, Parry Van, Mary Draper, Janice Chow, Kate Schaeffler, Sara Rivas, Jamie Wirth, Becky Thilo, Lela Hippensteel.
Men's Bike: Michael Puente, Brad Dodson, Jake Araujo, Dan Henkoff, Brian Mothersole, Patrick Kelly, Andy Huss, Stephen
Rooke, Jon Jackson, Austin Ginnings, Dylan Farmer, Nathan Liang, Erol Bakkalbasi, Charlie Peck. Chug: David Naquin,
Darin Williams, Austin Mueller, Peter Hutley, Erol Bakkalbasi, Eric Max, Charlie Peck, Tyler Visco, Stephen Rooke,
Nick Alexander, Stephen Gonzalez.
Pit: Jon Jackson, Stephen Adams, Stephen Rooke, Ted Wieber, Josh Kirlin.

Wiess: Team Wiess
Coordinators: Bianca Caram, Catherine Yen, Frank Arnold.
Women' Bike: Angelique Poteat, Arin Lastufka, Rachel Solnick, Jocelyn Brown, Sukhdeep Aneja, Laura Krone, Patricia
Ladd, Christina Samatakis, Erin Waller, Julia Scheevel. Chug: Rachel Solnick, Jennifer Edwards, Lauren Harrison, Stacey
Skaalure, Anna Killgore, Danielle Behar, Michelle Kerner, Maggie Wierman, Cynthia Bova, Karen Leu.
Men's Bike: Arya Moktarzadeh, Brandon Chalifoux, Daniel Young, Jason Hawley, Charlie Foucar, Joel Kahn, Roque Sanchez, Jimmy Pearson, Tom Morgan, Justin Miranda, Mason Colgin. Chug: Matt Pharr, Darren Defreeuw, .John Harris
Maurer, Brett Wakefield, Phil Szajda, Adam Benaroya, Maclovio Fernandez, Eddie Goodreau, Austin Bratton, Chris Rader.
Pit: Bo Qiu, Eddie Goodreau, Jake Shornick, Jeremy Caves, Patrick Tang, Elizabeth Cooper.

Jones:
8
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007 Crown Royale: License to Drink

Coordinators: Ben Shields, John Newhouse, Felipe Serrano, Amy Mcnair, Maggie Lester.
Women' Bike: Theresa Ring, Katie Chang, Kasey Craig, Bern Turegano, Lacey Pyle, Aleah Sommers, Rachel Patteson, Susie
Barrows, Patricia Mahoney, Maggie Lester, Laura Aijona, Erica Brito. Chug: Carrie Fossum, Amber Feight, Esha Mankodi,
Lissa Glasgow, Emily Coleman, Rachel Orosco, Amy McNair, Marissa Rivera, Maggie Lester, Layla Alvandi.
Men's Bike: Daniel Antworth, Matt McDonnel, Alex Solomon, Chris Corbet, Ryan Gravolet, Dario Prieto-Centurion, .Jum
Doty, Matthew Broussard, Alex Mrozack, Thomas Roinsedal, Jeff Van Wageningen, Thomas Murphy. Chug: Anthony Moore
Hunter Gilbert, Teddy Bucher, Chris Butschek, Matt Broussard, Vic Brooks, Ben Shields, Thomas Segall-Shapiro, Jeff Van
Wageningen, Felipe Serrano.
Pit: Richard Stoll, Danny Adler, Daniel Hodges-Copple, Adam Guerra, Jaecel Shah, Kendall Spence.

Brown:

Brown V. Board of Intoxication

Coordinators: Matt Youn, Paul Ertel, Christine Chen, Mark Eastaway.
Women' Bike: Betsy Ohrn, Tori Gascoyne, Christine Chen, Amy Richter, Kate Montgomery, Allison Conner, I larriet Dao,
Diane Gu, Kristen Hild, Mary Chapman, Mairi Litherland, Brandi Burns. Chug: Ale Sugranes, April Lind, Cait Maclntyre,
Heather Harnett, Jamie Sammis, Jessica Simon, Laura Kelly, Maconda O'Connor, Paula Hutchinson, Tori Gascoyne.
Men's Bike: Dennis Rhee, Peter Steffensen, Steven Stith, Jasper Yan, Daniel Mollengarden, Keith Hackbarth, Chris Chen,
Dylan Guyer, Jordan Shanker, Andrew Kuehler, Evan Davies. Chug: Mark Eastaway, Chris Peck, Evan Davies, Dylan Guyer,
John Steinbauer, Jordy Alger, RossWyman, Kevin Liu, Patrick Caldera, William Hochstettler.
Pit: Phil Gorman, Phillip Hodge, Bryan Hodge, Nick King, David Berken, Darshan Patel, Casey Michel, Garrick Mitchell.

I

Ready! Set! SUCK, SUCK, SUCK, SUCK!
Lovett:

The Hammered Hammered Hippos

Coordinators: Bailey Rodriguez, Rachel Green, Alicia Allen, Seb Schmidt.
W o m e n ' Bike: Alicia Allen, Jenny Holm, Jennifer Dobbin, Jen Shiu, Danielle Oy, Callye Dannehiem, Maiella Leano, Mabel
Chan, Miriam Howland, Andrea Koploy. Chug: Jenny Holm, Erin Finn, Lauren Hicks, Julia Bersten, Tess Elmore, Rachel
Heirman, Halle Rasmussen, Diana Wu, Bailey Rodriguez, Jenn Howse.
Men's Bike: Joshua Gonzalez, Beko Binder, Adam Hill, Jash Guo, Neelroop Parikshank, Scott Bock, Jack Chi, Keson Choy,
Tom Deitch, Rolf Ryham. Chug: Seb Schmidt, Nathan Bledsoe, Chris Eagleson, Adam Hill, William Howison,
Spencer Johnson, Rob McDonald, Chris Pasich, Adam Tuttle, Adam Williams.
Pit: Bryan Hassin, Bobby McFarlane, Lucas Marr, Nathan Bledsoe, Adam Hill, Chris Pasich.
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Sid Rich: Atlas Chugged
Coordinators: Matt Sawyer, Will Pryor, Arash Shirvani, Jon Allison, Sean Monks.
W o m e n ' Bike: Annie Jones, Helen Ho, Lauren Laustsen, Mary Kay THompson, Andrea Dineen, Emily Jacob, Kim Sutton,
Robin Haddad, Marissa Brower, Kassaundra Escalera. Chug: Katy Turner, Ashley Rachelle, Meghan Jeffcoat, Carli McGee,
Jessica Wu, Reem Sabouni, Jessie Kubiak, Sarah Ezzel, Jenny Narrod, Jenny Kingsley.
Men's Bike: Jon Allison, Andy Miller, Andy Johnson, Zaven Sargsyan, Charlie Ary, William Pryor, Kisurb Cho, Sean Wo,
Jake Smith, Matt King. Chug: Brian Chek, Aaron Reese, Arash Shirvani, Omar Alvi, Mike Hart, Charlie Ary, Steve Bryant,
Matt Davis, Sean Monks, Jordan Allen.
Pit: Jonathan Martinez, Daniel Ledeen, Rob Wydra, Arash Shirvani, Timothy Shaver, Dan Perez, Chris Ottolino.

Martel:

Guinness Liberty or Guinness Death

Coordinators: Stephen Wallace, Erin Sozanski, Andrew Chifari, Becca Gilsan.
W o m e n ' Bike: Emma Johns, Page Sigman, Katherine Crenshaw, Abby Smith, Angie Myers, Christine Moran, Jenna Hook,
Jenny Bell, Emma Campbell, Stephanie Price, Celine Santiago. Chug: Caterina Kaffes, Stephanie Hernandez, Maura Leahy,
Page Sigman, Ali Witting, Ceci Mesta, Vani Rajendran, Angie Myers, Gillian Woolridge, Tiffany Siu, Emma Johns,
Carina Baskett, Mikaela Dennison.
Men's Bike: Phillip Hernandez, Pat Hastings, Justin Maxwell, Kevin Claytor, Stephen Wallace, Zigfried Hampel, Warren
Scott, Robert Pinnick, Andrew Hoffman, Kendall Hollis, Alex Stiller, Paul Campell, Ryder Winck, Tony Parce, Sean McBeath,
Steven Ixjh, Jake Poteet. Chug: Scott Zeglin, Charlie Nilles, Warren Scott, J.,J. Shepard, Rodrigo Flores, Will Wood,
Phil Hernandez, G.P. Tinari, Josh Forester, Stephen Wallace.
Pit: Bryan Ellis, Matt Dunn, Jordan Davis, Jacob Neu, David Albers, Mel Hainey, Melvin Lai, Peter Gilbert, Andrew Geiszler,
Jenny Bell.
Don't Dodge the Draft.

KXGSA BBER BIKE
2007

GSA: Don't Dodge the Draft
Coordinators: Zach Keane, Darren Roblyer.
W o m e n ' Bike: No names submitted. Chug: Eileen Meyer, Laura Pena, Anna Kelly, Cristina Hoffman, Kelsey Jane, Maude
Rowland, April Smith, Colleen Kenney, Emily Day, Adrian P..
Men's Bike: No names submitted. Chug: Guthrie Partridge, Nikhil Gheewala, Christian Calderon, Nafi Yasar, David Allison, Dan Huey, Matt Murphy, Andrew Silver, Ramsey Kamar, Zach Keane.
Pit: No names submitted.
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Violations for Balloons, Water, etc.

Fine

- C o n s i s t e n t u n d e r f i l l i n g of w a t e r b a l l o o n s b y a c o l l e g e ( a s a s s e s e d b y

$ 1 5 0 0 p e r college

Rules, Security, or P a r a d e Chairs)
-Filling b a l l o o n s w i t h a n y s u b s t a n c e b u t w a t e r
- H i t t i n g official p e o p l e ( c a m p u s - w i d e b e e r b i k e c o o r d i n a t o r s , C a m p u s
P o l i c e , S e c u r i t y , B i k e r s i n t h e f r o n t of t h e p a r a d e , M a s t e r s , R A s , a n d
n o n - R i c e p e o p l e a s s o c i a t e d w i t h a college's t h e m e , etc.)

$100 per offense

- M o v i n g w a t e r n o t in w a t e r b a l l o o n ( s u p e r s o a k e r s , h o s e , t r a s h c a n ,

$250 per offense

$1500 per offense

etc.)
Propelling water balloons
T h r o w i n g B a l l o o n s o u t s i d e of d e f i n e d p a r a d e r o u t e
U s e of f i r e h o s e
U s i n g d e p a r t m e n t a l style, large b l u e recycling b i n s
-Water balloons t r a n s p o r t e d / t h r o w n f r o m containers not located on
truck
-Water balloons t r a n s p o r t e d / t h r o w n f r o m decorative vehicle

$250 per offense

Violations associated with the parade route and v e h i c l e s

Fine/Penalty

- A d d i t i o n a l p e o p l e o n t r u c k ( m o r e t h a n 10)

$100 per offense
$250 per offense
$250 per person

-Alcohol on vehicle or p a r a d e route
A p p r o a c h i n g t r u c k w h i l e t r u c k is i n m o t i o n - S t u d e n t s m u s t s t a y o n
c u r b s of r o a d w h i l e t r u c k s a r e m o v i n g
- A t t a c k i n g c a b of a n o t h e r c o l l e g e ' s v e h i c l e a t a n y t i m e
- C l i m b i n g off t h e t r u c k s a t a n y t i m e a f t e r l o a d i n g w i t h o u t e x p r e s s a n d
d o c u m e n t e d p r o o f f r o m a s e c u r i t y official
- C l i m b i n g o n t o t h e t r u c k s a t a n y t i m e a f t e r t h e s t a r t of t h e p a r a d e
-College n o n - p a r t i c i p a t i o n in c l e a n u p
- C r o s s i n g in b e t w e e n v e h i c l e s w h i l e p a r a d e is i n m o t i o n - S t u d e n t s
m u s t s t a y o n c u r b s of r o a d w h i l e t r u c k s a r e m o v i n g
- D r i v i n g a t a g g e d o r d e c o r a t e d v e h i c l e off c a m p u s a f t e r p a r a d e
- D r i v i n g a t a g g e d or d e c o r a t e d vehicle off c a m p u s b e f o r e p a r a d e
- I m p e r s o n a t i n g a s e c u r i t y official
- T r u c k m o v i n g w h i l e t r u c k g a t e is n o t o n o r is u n l o c k e d
- U s e of a p o r t a b l e s h i e l d d e v i c e ( t r a s h c a n lid o r s i m i l a r d e v i c e )

$ 5 0 0 per incident
$500, plus $10 per minute used
$250 per bin
$100 per incident
$100 per incident

$100 per offense
$ 5 0 0 per person
$500 per person
$ 1 0 0 0 per offense
$100 per person
$ 5 0 0 per vehicle
E x c l u s i o n of v e h i c l e f r o m p a r a d e
$1000 per offense
$ 5 0 0 per offense
$100 per offense

Violations at the track

Fine/Penalty

-Present on the track without a wristband
-Walking across track during race
- R a c e p a r t i c i p a n t n o t utilizing a b i k e d u r i n g r a c e (e.g. w a l k i n g ,
r u n n i n g , etc.)

$100 per person
T i m e fine of 10 s e c o n d s a p e r s o n
$ 1 0 0 0 per participant A N D disq u a l i f i c a t i o n of t h e e n t i r e t e a m
f o r t h e r e m a i n d e r of t h e e v e n t

Campus-Wide Coordinators
Students: Teddy Bucher and Sanya Desai
Staff: Heather Masden and Holly Williams

Area Coordinators

Beer Bike 2007
brought to you by:

Concessions: Grace Ng and Diana Lee
Judges: Caitlin Goodrich
Parade: Ted Weiber and Emily Fortuna
Publicity: Sarah Brandt
Security: Tommy Mings and Matt McLeod
Technology: J.D. Leonard
Track: Adnan Poonawala
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Pride should be ashamed of its hackneyed, unrealistic plot
by Jackie Amnions
THRESHER STAFF

T h e makers of »he movie Pride
should take pride in its comedy —
but not in its depiction of a swimming team.

'pride'

if

• •

1 / 2 of five

now playing at
Edwards theaters

Set in the 1970s, Pride tells the
story of five high school boys who
need some inspiration to push themselves further in life. This inspiration comes in the form of Jim Ellis
(Hustle & Flow'sTerrence Howard),
a former college swimmer who is
now in charge of the community
recreation center. With the encouragement of the recreation center's
janitor Elston (Guess Who's Bernie
Mac), Ellis forms a swim team and
begins to coach the boys toward a
state championship and, hopefully,
to brighter futures.
'Hie first mistake Pride makes is
marketing itself as a sports movie
rather than a comedy. The sports
aspect of the movie is formulaic,

just like all of the other sports movies that have come out recently,
and merits no special recognition.
However, the h u m o r in the film is
sometimes original and should most
certainly receive top billing.
As the source of most of the
laughter in the film, Mac's Elston
often c o m e s out as funny, even
when trying to be serious. His
almost inaudible mumblings usually contain the best lines and give
Elston the appearance of being an
entertaining, grumpy old man. His
interactions with the boys constantly
transition from joking to lecturing
to encouraging.
On the other hand, Howard's
d r a m a t i c Ellis o f t e n c o m p e t e s
with Mac's comical role, making
the movie a puzzling hybrid. This
puzzling combination leaves audiences confused and causes them
to wonder if they just walked out of
a comedy or a drama — but most
certainly not a effective combination
of the two. Successfully balancing
dramatic moments with its comicrelief could have made Pride a highly
enjoyable dramedy.
While the movie is funny, it is
terribly unrealistic. At the beginning
of Pride, some of the boys use kickboards to navigate the recreation

center pool, but by the end of the
film, they qualify to compete in the
state championship. Even though
Pride claims to be "inspired by a
true story," these drastic disparities make it hard for audiences to
reconcile the fact that inordinately poor swimmers are suddenly
able to turn into a powerhouse
athletic team.
What the film lacks in plot, it
partially makes up for in impressive cinematography. T h e camera
catches vivid colors as it scans the
poolside. T h e rich, aqua blue of
the pool belies the dinginess of the
recreation center's surroundings,
making the water something of
a haven for the underprivileged
swimmers. While their empty wallets keep them from indulging in
the same activities as their wealthy
rivals, in the water, everyone is on
level playing field. The shabbinessof
the center contrasts starkly with the
facilities of the upper-crust private
school, making a visual statement
on class inequality.
With these differences in social
class, the film makes some commentary on race relations during the '70s
but stays away from involving too
much racial conflict in the plotline.
This avoidance of social conflict is

an asset. It allows the movie to avoid
falling into the trap of copying other
sports movies, such as Remember
the Titans or Glory Road.
Pride has potential. It has com-

edy. It has drama. It has talented
actors. And it has quality cinematography. But it lacks an original plot,
making it a Iess-than-worthwhile
use of an afternoon.

Love Books?
ffiis summer, Begin a new chapter. Teach (Reading.
The Institute of Reading Development is seeking candidates for Summer 2007
teaching positions. We seek applicants with an undergraduate degree or higher
from any discipline. We provide a pa ; d training program and comprehensive
on-going support.
Summer teaching positions with the Institute offer the opportunity to:
• Earn more than $6000 during the summer Teachers typically earn between
S600 and $850 per week while teaching.
• Gain over 500 hours of teacher-training and teaching experience with a
variety of age groups
• Help students of all ages develop their reading skills and ability to become
imaginatively absorbed in books.
The Institute is a private school that teaches developmental reading programs
in partnership with the continuing education departments of more than 100
colleges and universities across the United States Our classes for students
of all ages improve their reading skills and teach them to experience absorption
in literature.
We hire people who:

HOUSTON CONCERT UPDATE

• Have strong reading skills and read for pleasure
• Are responsible and hard working

TV on the Radio with the Noisettes

• Have good communication and organization skills
• Will be patient and supportive with students

at the Meridian

•

• Have regular access to a reliable car

Friday, April 6

We welcome you to submit an on-line application and learn more about
teaching for the Institute at our website:

Doors open at 7 p.m., show starts at 9 p.m.
Tickets cost $ 1 5 in advance, $ 1 7 day of the show
www.superunison.com

" * f e •
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http://www.readingprograms.org/teachingjobs

PERRY H O M E S
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IN-Town
IN-TOWN
LOCATIONS

PERRYHOMESINTOWN.COM
713-948-6645

Elegant townhomes close to school in sought-after
locations such as Museum District and near Downtown

Rooftop Terraces
Gourmet Kitchens
Views of Downtown available
In-Town living available from the:
$160s
arid availability are subject t<« change' without noticc. ? i.. 07
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From page 11
you seek. If labels are any indica- Nords have come across the pond
tor — and they are — Despot's for a coast-to-coast tour full of
peers at Def Jux, including RJD2 ephemeral lyrics and heavy refrains.
and Mr. Lif, vouch well. Production Riding the recent New Wave in indie
is not just a shiny gloss that covers rock — note Killers and She Wants
Despot's intricate cuts, it is an inte- Revenge — 120 Days does justice
to the ears of even the biggest Jegral part. And it flows.
Lastly we come to the Norwe- sus and Mary Chain fan.
Whatever your style — coungian outfit 120 Days. Synthesizing
it up again, and with hipster hair try, indie-rock, electronica, hip-hop
to back them up, 120 Days have or new wave — you will be in for a
all the Euro street cred needed massive treat if take the few steps
to impress any electronica buff. out to the Ray Courtyard and IM
With the Leeds and Reading Fes- Fields these coming weekends. I
tivals under their belts, and Best promise you will enjoy.
Rock Album and Best New Artist awards on the shelf from the Paul Tucker is a Brown College
Spellemannprisen — Norway's sophomore and dirctor of promoversion of the Grammys — these tions at KTRU.

CHICK

From page 11

on campus to cultivate student interest in the academic analysis of
film. In the absence of widespread,
organized film studies on campus,
REAL Chick Flicks provides an
outlet for students to create and
participate in the discussion of
cinematic criticism. Some of the
event's participants were looking
for just such an opportunity.
For example. Will Rice College
junior Annabelle Bay will be introducing Halloween Sunday afternoon. Although she chose a traditional university experience over
film school in order to keep her
options open, she has been looking
for a way to keep film in her academic work since coming to Rice.
A lifelong fan of Halloween,
Bay jumped at the opportunity to
introduce a new audience to the
unique aspects of Laurie Strode's
character — including the fact that
Halloween's hero is one of the first

lead women to make it to the end
of a slasher film.
"Heroines in film bring a different set of baggage to the art," she
said, "Though it is not readily apparent, we'd view these movies differently if the protagonists were male."
In fact, Hutchinson chose her
film precisely because the tension
between rookie FBI agent Clarice Starling and the myriad men
around her was so evident.
"The director does not pretend
that women in police and investigatory work face no unusual challenges," Hutchinson said.
The organizers hope many of
the fans coming to enjoy the movies will never have approached the
women in these films with a scholarly eye.
That is not to say Rice Cinema
will scrimp on entertainment value.
Patrons will get the big-screen action and blood-curdling screams

COURTESY RATATAT

Brooklyn-based Ratatat will perform their rock/electronica/hip-hop music on Intramural fields two and three at the
KTRU Outdoor Show April 7.

they pay for. Boasting the only genuine silver screen in Houston, the
Cinema will present all of the films
except Halloween in 35-millimeter
format. Cinema projectionist Katricia I^ng said that despite media
hype for digital home theater, 35millimeter film offers picture and
sound resolution above and beyond
the capabilities of DVD or VHS, resulting in a fuller screen and bigger
sound than the digital formats. This
means the action will be large and
in charge when the lights go out.
The downside?
"It's a whole lot more work for
us," Lang, a Hanszen College sophomore said.
REAL Chick Flicks offers mainstream thrills with an academic
twist, diverging slightly from the
Cinema's usual highbrow offerings.
On a weekend when all of Rice campus puts down the textbooks in favor
of jacks, water balloons and chugging, it is only appropriate that the
cinematic fare suit the action-packed
mood. For alumni, faculty, students
and staff, REAL Chick Flicks is a
great match for Beer-Bike.

HISTORY DEPARTMENT
New courses for Fall 2007

REAL CHICK FUCKS FILM FESTIVAL
Alien
Friday 8 p.m.
Ridley Scott's science fiction/horror masterpiece. Sigourney Weaver
stars as Warrant Officer Ellen Ripley and takes charge when a crew
of space miners on a claustrophobic ship are hunted by an unseen
menace. Betrayed by their employers, the crew members of the
Nostromo can only peek around every corner in the hopes that they
aren't the next victim.

Silence of the Lambs
Saturday 8 p.m.
Hotshot FBI recruit Clarice Starling wets her feet in pursuit of a brutal
serial killer, "Buffalo Bill." To rescue Bill's latest victim, Starling must
enlist the aid of Dr. Hannibal "The Cannibal" Lecter. Jodie Foster
and Anthony Hopkins star in Oscar-winning performances as
Dr. Lecter's mind games test Starling in ways she never could
have imagined.

Halloween
Sunday 5 p.m. FREE SCREENING
An independent film turned blockbustergiant. Michael Myers' debut
as one of Hollywood's most famous psycho killers. After killing his
older sister at the tender age of 6, Michael (Tony Moran) is locked
in a mental institution. Fifteen years later, he escapes and returns
home to stalk Laurie Strode (Jamie Lee Curtis). The definitive horror film of the '70s.

Strange Days
Sunday 8 p.m.

Hist 2 4 3 R E L I G I O N I N A M E R I C A N LIFE
Luke Harlow, G r a d u a t e Instructor
Intensive writing course will survey m a j o r d e v e l o p m e n t s in the first 150 years of the United States' religious history. Topics
will include: church-state debates; race and slavery; g e n d e r and religious practice; religion a n d warfare; science, D a r w i n , and
natural theology; nativism and i m m i g r a t i o n ; the origins of f u n d a m e n t a l i s m .

Written in the wake of the Rodney King incident, Strange Days is
set in a dystopic L.A. Lenny, an ex-cop who sells dream recordings,
uncovers a snuff film that leads him and his best friend Mace down a
path of lies to a city-wide cover-up of police brutality and racism.

T T H 2:30 P M - 3 : 5 0 P M
Hist 2 4 6 C I V I L W A R & R E C O N S T R U C T I O N

Rice tickets cost $5 and non-Rice tickets cost $6. The first 13 students
at each screening will receive free tickets.

Jacqueline C a m p b e l l , H u m a n i t i e s Research C e n t e r Fellow
I n t r o d u c t i o n on the American Civil War, 1 8 6 1 - 1 8 6 5 . Topics will include the origins of sectional differences prior to the
war; the effects and consequences of the war for various groups in the N o r t h and south; conflicts o n the h o m e front; and the

All screenings will be held in the Rice Cinema, Department of Visual and
Dramatic Arts, Rice Media Center building by entrance 8 on Stockton.

Reconstruction era.
T T H 1:00 P M - 2:20 PM
Hist 2 4 7

E U R O P E A N R O M A N T I C I S M , 1750 - 1848
Ryan Foster, Graduate Instructor

Intensive writing course will be a comparative but chronological examination of the R o m a n t i c m o v e m e n t s of G e r m a n y ,
Britain, and France from 1"75() to 1850, stressing the unity in multiplicity of European R o m a n t i c i s m . A l t h o u g h literature
will be the focus, the course will also incorporate the visual arts a n d music.

Anonymous EGG D O N O R S
N e e d e d to H e l p Infertile Couple!

M W F 1:00 P M - 1:50 P M
Hist 347 2 0 T H C E N T U R Y U.S. L A B O R H I S T R Y
Jose' Pastrano, H u m a n i t i e s Research C e n t e r Fellow
Lecture/discussion coursc considers the last century of American labor history through a close analysis o f journalism, fiction,
a n d film, lopics will include: industrialization, immigration, gender, industrial u n i o n i s m , race relations, syndicalist,
socialist and c o m m u n i s t organizing, agrarian labor, and
de-industrialization.
M W 2:00 P M - 3:30 PM
Hist 421 U N S T E A D Y STATE
D E V E L O P M E N T O F T H E A M E R I C A N A D M I N I S TRATIVE STATE
Richard Zansitis, Rice University Counsel
S e m i n a r examines the evolution of a national administrative state in the U.S. from the early national period to the
era of deregulation and focuses on structural, cultural and historical forces that influenced this development (e.g.,
constitutionalism, federalism/nationalism, liberalism/republicanism, rise of industrialization and managerial capitalism,
e c o n o m i c regulation/social welfare).

$5000 .

Compensation
Requirements:
- A g e 21-31
- Nonsmoker
- Attractive
- Intelligent
( S o m e College P r e f e r r e d )
- Height/Weight Proportional

T 2 : 3 0 P M - 5:30 PM
Hist 4 3 6 A M E R I C A IN T H E M I D D L E E A S T
Ussama Makdisi, Associate Professor of History
Seminar explores evolution of American involvement in the M i d d l e East f r o m missionary origins in the early 19th century to
s u p e r p o w e r h e g e m o n y in the 2 0 t h . P u t t i n g into perspective central issues such as the U.S. role in the Arab-Israeli conflict,

s p e c ia 1
c r e a t io n s

the question of terrorism, and the U.S. invasion/occupation of Iraq in 2 0 0 3 .
M 2 : 0 0 P M - 5:00 PM
Hist 4 3 6 A M E R I C A IN T H E M I D D L E E A S T
Ussama Makdisi, Associate Professor of History
Seminar explores evolution of American involvement in the M i d d l e East f r o m missionary origins in the early 19th century to
superpower h e g e m o n y in the 2 0 t h . P u t t i n g into perspective central issues such as the U.S. role in the Arab-Israeli conflict,

For Information Call
713-459-9714 or email
info@specialcreationslp.com
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es — especially with lackluster musical performances that fail to keep
their attention.
Ultimately, what saves the play
is the continued audience participation. Viewers are supplied with
game forms at the beginning of each
performance so they can eliminate
weapons, rooms and suspects as
Mr. Boddy provides clues to solve
the mystery. In addition, a randomly
selected audience member, chosen
at the start of each performance,
gets to decide who did what where
and with what weapon, ensuring that
each performance is unique. 'Hie audience members at Saturday's performance appreciated this unusual
twist and used the less interesting

parts of the show to play with the
game boards.
Overall, the production would
have benefited from an ensemble
with better singing talent, or even
from the selection of a non-musical
play. Although the actors could command their characters, less-than-perfect voices distracted viewers from
that accomplishment. College theater, especially at Rice, is about giving students the practice and opportunity to learn about theater. Leach
should have recognized that with
its complicated harmonies in minor
keys, selecting a play like Clue for
novice actors is just suicide — even
if the murder-game-based premise
would be otherwise entertaining.

TIFFANY YEH/THRESHER

True to its namesake board game, the stars of Clue: The Musical find their culprits in rooms such as the Conservatory.

DISNEY

From page 12

section of society: 1 identified
with Belle's bookworm sensibility
and Ariel's appetite for exploration, but I couldn't see myself in
their stories because they had no
non-white acquaintances. Their
world was obviously not my world.
Granted, Belle lived in France and
Ariel inhabited an underwater
castle, but you can't tell me there
aren't black people in France and
that a sea king with daughters in
a kaleidoscope array of hair colors
never knew the touch of a woman
of color.
F u r t h e r m o r e , when characters
with nonstandard American accents were represented in Disney
films, they were either evil or comic relief. Oliver & Company's hyperactive Chihuahua Tito sounds
Hispanic. The Little Mermaid's
Sebastian has the melodious cadence of a Caribbean Islands vacation commercial. Aladdin's Jafar
and Peter Pan's Captain Hook plot
their s c h e m e s with British inflection. T h e s e characters' accents
stand out simply because they are
the only ones in the movies with
nonstandard pronunciation. This
selective use of accented speech
positions foreigners to be the objects of fear and ridicule; Disney
might as well make a white hood
emblazoned with a swastika their
corporate logo.
Throughout my childhood, I
found foreign accents odd. I would
even correct my immigrant parents' pronunciation when they
sounded "too Indian." I knew that
I was different, but I tried to keep
others from knowing. That is, until
a character with caramel-colored
skin and big brown eyes popped
onto the silver screen.
When I first saw Princess Jasmine in Aladdin, I was ecstatic.
Finally! A movie star that looked a
little like me. So what if she was ani-

mated? Bedding, dolls, plastic dishware, Halloween costumes — my
little sister and I bought it all. She
wasn't quite Indian, but the Middle
Eastern princess was as close as
we were going to get.
Today, kids can see non-Caucasian cartoon characters on Nickelodeon shows such as Dora the
Explorer and Go, Diego, Go! and
even on Disney Channel shows
such as Lou and Lou: Safety Patrol, but our ethnic friends are
still largely missing from the animated film genre. Instead, animators choose to personify animals,
inanimate objects or even mythological creatures rather than risk
alienating any part of its target
age demographic.
Since Jasmine came into the piclure, Disney has slowly but surely
been incorporating more ethnicity
into its feature films. Native American Pocahontas in 1995, Chinese
Mulan in 1998 and Polynesian
Lilo in 2002 all show an effort on
Disney's part to expand its racial
horizons. And now, with Maddy in
2009, the company is finally recognizing a long-overlooked minority.
Every child should have someone in the media with whom they
can readily identify, both in personality and in appearance. With
the present variety of cultures in
the United States — and in the
entertainment industry — there
is no excuse for not representing
all ethnicities.
I can only hope that the next
Disney Princess will wear a sari,
eat food with her hands and have
an elephant sidekick. But until
that happens, at least black children of this generation will have a
Princess they can look up to.
Tasha Chemplavil is a Brown
College senior and arts and entertainment editor.

CONCERT UPDATE
Ted Leo + Pharmacists
are playing at N u m b e r s
Thursday, April 5
Doors open at 8 p.m., show starts at 9 p.m.
Tickets cost $13 in advance, $15 day of the show
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COURTESY DEPARTMENT OF VISUAL AND DRAMATIC ARTS

Rice Theater's production of True West tells the story of brothers Austin (Hanszen College senior Will Matthews)
and Lee (Will Rice College senior Alex Jainchill) who are out to prove who is the best in the west.

MEDIEVAL STUDIES
FALL 2007 COURSES
M D S T 101 ELEMENTARY LATIN 1
Crosslist: LAT1 101 ~ Instructor(s): Widzisz ~
Meeting: 1:00PM - 0 1 : 5 0 P M M W F
MDST 111 INTRO TO HIST OF WESTERN ART
I : PREHISTORIC TO GOTHIC
Crosslist: HART 101 - Instructor(s): Neagley ~
Meeting: 10:00AM- 10:50AM M W F
DISTRIBUTION COURSE G R O U P 1
M D S T 201 HISTORY O F PHILOSOPHY I
Crosslist: PHIL 201, CLAS 201 ~ Instructor(s):
Morrison ~ Meeting: 9:00AM - 9:50AM M W F
DISTRIBUTION C O U R S E G R O U P 1
MDST 211 INTERMEDIATE LATIN I: PROSE
Crosslist: LATI 201 ~ Instructor(s): Widzisz ~
Meeting: 2:00PM - 2:50PM M W F
DISTRIBUTION COURSE G R O U P 1
M D S T 257 A N D 357 JEWS AND CHRISTIANS
IN MEDIEVAL EUROPE
Crosslist: HIST 257, 357 ~ Instructor: Haverkamp
~ Meeting: 10:00AM- 10:50PM M W F
DISTRIBUTION C O U R S E G R O U P 2
M D S T 281 PREMODERN M I D D L E EAST
HISTORY
Crosslist: HIST 281 - Instructors): Sanders ~
Meeting: 11:00AM - 11:50AM M W F
DISTRIBUTION C O U R S E G R O U P 2
M D S T 300 MEDIEVAL WOMEN WRITERS
Crosslist: ENGL 31L SWGS 300 ~ Instructor(s):
Chance ~ Meeting: 2:30PM - 3:50PM
MDST 317 ARTHURIAN LITERATURE
THROUGH FILM
Crosslist: ENGL 317 - Instructor(s): Chance ~
Meeting: 10:50AM - 12:05PM
DISTRIBUTION COURSE G R O U P I

MDST 320 DIRECTED READING IN
MEDIEVAL STUDIES
MDST 331 GOTHIC ART A N D
ARCHITECTURE IN NORTHERN EUROPE,
1140-1300: THE AGE OF THE CATHEDRALS
Crosslist: HART 331 ~ Instructor*s): Neagley ~
Meeting: 11:00AM- 12:15PM MW
DISTRIBUTION C O U R S E G R O U P 1
MDST 335 COURTSHIP. LOVE AND
MARRIAGE IN THE AGE O F CHIVALRY
Crosslist: G E R M 330, HUMA 330, SWGS 330
~ Instructors): Westphal ~ Meeting: 2:00PM2:50PM M W F
DISTRIBUTION C O U R S E G R O U P 1
MDST 345 R E N A I S S A N C E E U R O P E
Crosslist: HIST 345 ~ Instructor(s): Staff ~
Meeting: 1:00PM- 1:50PM M W F
MDST 429 MUSIC O F THE MIDDLE AGES
Crosslist: MUSI 429 - Instructor(s): Loewen ~
Meeting: 1PM- 1:50PM M W F
MDST 446 MEDIEVAL W O M E N
Crosslist: HIST 446 ~ Instructor(s): Haverkamp Meeting: 2:(X)PM - 5:00PM
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TMNT turns childhood classic into waste of ooze
by Nikki Metzgar
THRESHER STAFF

Watching the new TMNT would
only be enjoyable if the audience
were served free pizza with an
enthusiastic "Cowbunga!" before
seating. Director Kevin Munroe's
(.Freaky Flyers) version of the
childhood favorite falls short of
expectations in plot, dialogue and
general amusement.

'tmnt'
• of five
now playing at
Edwards theaters

The story picks up where the
film Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
II: Secret of the Ooze left off. 'Die

Turtles' longtime nemesis Shredder has been defeated and Leonardo Games Arnold Taylor of TV's
"Drawn Together") has been sent
to Central America to complete
his training as the leader of the
half-shelled herd. His prolonged
absence from his siblings creates
tension in the family, particularly
Raphael (Lost Planet: Extreme
Condition's Nolan North), who
resents taking orders from his distant brother.
This is the central conflict of
the movie, which plays out with a
confusing crime-fighting plot in
the background. Terrible monsters
were unleashed onto the planet
3,000 years ago when a general took
the pains to become immortal, and
now it is the Ninja Turtles' duty to
send these creatures back whence
they came. Somehow not even the

sagacious fortune cookie, Master
Splinter (Memoirs of a Geisha's
Mako), has heard of the beasts 01*
can explain why they show up in
New York City after all this time to
do little more than raid diners for
meals. We may have ignored all the
gaping plot holes as children, but
now they are disappointing.
It seems only natural that if
TMNT could not succeed in terms
of plot, the filmmakers would have
tried to preserve our cherished
childhood memories, but this is definitely not the case. The film avoids
rehashing the history oftheTurtles,
except for a brief narration by Laurence Fishburne that reminds the
audience of how very strange the
film's concept is: four mutant turtles named after Renaissance painters fight crime. Moviegoers readily accept this outline for the sake

Humanities Research Center
Undergraduate Fellowship Program
The Humanities Research Center is delighted to announce a
new Undergraduate Fellowship Program for the 2007-2008
academic year.
W e expect to accept nine u n d e r g r a d u a t e s in the h u m a n i t i e s into this
exciting new program. Each fellow will be assigned to an H R C
faculty fellow, either a m e m b e r of R i c e ' s faculty or one of our four
visiting scholars, and will act as a research assistant for o n e semester.
Also, throughout the a c a d e m i c year, f e l l o w s will be e x p e c t e d to attend
a series of eight evening lectures by d y n a m i c Rice faculty and alumni
w h o received their degrees in the humanities. T h e faculty will address
current research trends in the humanities, and the a l u m n i will speak
regarding career opportunities for humanities m a j o r s .

of nostalgia, but that may not be
enough to make TMNT entertaining. The new look and new villains
are far less memorable than the
originals — halfway through the
film I started to miss old bad guys,
Rocksteady and Bebop. Raphael's new Brooklyn accent causes
shudders and assertive April (The
Grudges Sarah Michelle Gellar) is
now an archeologist instead of a
news anchor.
While the mangled story may
turn Turtle fans off, the voice acting might provide some draw to
audiences. Ziyi Zhang (Crouching
Tiger Hidden Dragon) as Karai,
Patrick Stewart (A'-Men: the Ixist
Stand) as Max Winters and Chris
Evans (Cellular) as April's boyfriend Casey Jones till out the cast
of non-central characters. Unfortunately. the dialogue supplies little
for the actors to work with, especially in the interactions between
April and Casey. Their romance
has conflicts that seem awkwardly
adult themed, although neither the
script nor the audience pays much
attention to them.
The Turtles fare similarly badly. Michelangelo's (Roll Bounce's
Mikey Kelley) jokes — once genuinely amusing — are now empty
and humorless. And Raphael's sarcastic wit is reduced to bitter anger.
Overall, the dialogue is boring and
seems to be nothing more than a
way for the filmmakers to kiil time.
Another significant departure
from earlier films is, of course, the
computer generated imagery The
CGI works well for the cartoon Turtles and depicts a realistic and gritty

New York landscape. Unfortunately,
the humans did not turn out quite
as well, with the busty and pointychinned April looking more anime
Barbie doll than flesh and blood. All
in all, TMNT gets a "Radical" on the
visual appeal scale, but audiences
have seen a similar aesthetic in better films — think 'Hie Incredibles.
The Turtles might be better off in
rubber suits after all.

Somehow not
even the
SAGACIOUS
FORTUNE
COOKIE, Master
Splinter (Memoirs
of a Geishas

Mako), has heard
of the beasts or
can explain why
they show up in
New York.
TMNT is hardly worth the time
or effort to watch. A moviegoer
might not expect much to begin
with from this niche genre animation film, but diehard Turtles fans
will not be pleased with the corruption of a classic. Younger, naive
audiences may come to adore this
new movie for what it is, but more
cultivated minds know better.

RICE U N I V E R S I T Y
Graduate Student Association & Student Association
present a discussion with

Each fellow will also receive a stipend of $ I,OCX).
W e will award the f e l l o w s h i p s to undergraduates w h o have demonstrated strong
potential within the humanities. All applicants must be humanities majors and
should be able to provide e v i d e n c e o f superior research and organizational skills.
W e invite students o f all levels to apply, hut require that the f e l l o w s be enrolled at
Rice for the entire 2 0 0 7 - 2 0 0 8 academic year and be available to attend all of the
lectures that will occur throughout the year.
T o apply, please submit a C V . n a m e s and contact information of t w o faculty references,
y o u r o w n contact information (including a current e-mail address), and a one page
description of your interest in the position as well as the current f o c u s o f your research to
elaI (wrice.edtt. Please include "Undergraduate Fellowship'" in the subject line of your e
mail. A p p l i c a t i o n s are due by M o n d a y A p r i l 2, 2 0 0 7 . W e will schedule interviews in the
w e e k s f o l l o w i n g the s u b m i s s i o n deadline. If y o u have any questions about the f e l l o w s h i p
or the application process please call the Center at x 2 7 7 0 or send an e-mail to
h m h a n c c k* k M' r i c e. e d u.

Houston Mayor Bill White
T u e s d a y , April 3, 2007 - 7 PM
Farnsworth Pavilion, RMC
The mayor will discuss issues that affect students, faculty and staff living in
I louston followed L>\ a question-and-answer session, where audience
members have the chance to ask Mayor White about spw ifi<- concerns.
ConUw t

U - w i n s k i for m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n at

T h i s f e l l o w s h i p program has been made possible through the g e n e r o u s donations o f John
rite

Paul Be It ran.
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Jimoh leads regional qualifiers at TSU
Owls to host 25th annual Victor Lopez Bayou Classic this weekend
by Dylan Farmer
T H R E S H E R E D I T O R I A L STAKE

•

T h e women's track and field team still has six meets
to prepare for the Conference USA Outdoor Championships May 10-12, but if last weekend's performance is
any indication, the Owls will be ready to compete for an
outdoor title well before then. Rice won 11 of 21 events
at the wind swept TSU Relays hosted by Texas Southern University and nabbed two more at the Dogwood
Invitational at Stephen F. Austin University. In addition,
the Owls picked up seven NCAA regional qualifying
marks — one shy of last year's season total.
"I don't know if we've ever had that many 1 qualifying
marks] in one weekend," head coach Jim Bevan said.
"We had headwinds to run in, or we would have had
probably two more — it's conceivable that we could
have had nine qualifiers."
'Hie team will look to extend its performance at the 25th
annual Victor h>pez Bayou Classic, which runs at the Rice
Track/Soccer Stadium today and tomorrow. The Bayou
Classic is an open meet, which means middle and high school
athletes will compete alongside collegiate and Olympic
athletes. Harvard University and the University of Kansas
will be competing, as will the sprinting core ofTexas A&M,
which was second in last year's Big 12 Championships.
Bevan said he expects his team to have even better
results than last week.
"last week, we were competing in windy conditions," he
said. "Jliis week, the conditions are going to favor runners
on the oval. 'Hie sprinters will have neutral conditions, and
everybody on the track should have ... better marks."
Senior Funmi Jimoh's three first place finishes led
the way at the TSU Relays. She easily won both the long
jump and the 100-meter hurdles with NCAA regional

qualifying times, and also ran the first leg of the Owls'
first-place 4xl00-meter relay. She tacked on a third place
in the high jump for good measure.
Jimoh's 21 feet, 8.75 inch long jump is the third-best

THIS WEEKEND

distance recorded in the world this year, just over a foot
better than her previous career best. Although the helpful 3.0 meters-per-second tailwind would have prevented
her jump from being counted for record purposes, she
was a quarter-inch short of matching Wee's best of
21 feet, 9 inches — a mark set in 2000 by Pan-American
gold medalist Alice Falaiye (Sid '03). A day later. Jimoh
won the 100 hurdles, finishing more than .3 seconds
before Southern University's Monica Robinson.
Jimoh already set Rice's all-time heptathlon record
March 10 at Sam Houston State's York Relays, and Bevan
said his biggest dilemma will be deciding where to enter
her in postseason competition.

Mariners'fan finds heaven
on earth in Spring Training
w e a t h e r turns. And just like
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
to the big screen, America's
pastime r e t u r n s . From Hartford to Houston to Honolulu,
fans' spirits are raised the clay
pitchers and catchers
report. As the players
shake off their wintry
rust, fans know that,
finally, their t e a m s
have t h e s a m e opportunity as the next:
All the s q u a d s are
undefeated. It's still
anybody's ballgame.
for this reason
Michel andIt's
more that I decided
to spend my Spring
Break — Midterm Recess? Whatever — in an atypical
fashion for a college student. All
my life I've followed the Seattle
Mariners, from the glory days of
Ken Griffey, Jr. to their fall from
grace — courtesy of Bill Bavasi,
the worst general manager in the
big leagues. So instead of getting
cranked and throwing chairs off
a cruise ship, or living the MTV
life and venturing to Cancun,
I decided to hangout with my mom
and watch my beloved M's—plus
hang out with former Owl Norm
Charlton (Hanszen '86), one of
the greatest Mariners' relievers of
all-time — in Arizona. And I don't
regret it for a second.
We drove straight from the
Phoenix airport to Surprise Stadium in Surprise, Ariz, for a
Mariners-Royals matchup. It took
us almost an hour and a half to
get there — it didn't help that my
mom has to go at least five miles
under the speed limit — and we
See TRAINING, page 22

See REGIONALS, page 21

RELAYS

4312

When: Friday - Saturday
Where: Rice Track/Soccer Stadium
History: Last year, senior Desarie Walwyn
won both the 100- and 200-meter dashes,
and Sarah Yoder(Baker '05), junior Callie
Wells and junior Marissa Daniels took 23-4 in the 5,000-meter run.

THRESHER SPORTS/commentary

In a perfect world, everyone
would like Tom Petty, Leebron
would institute naptime, and
Homer would finally figure out
he can sue Mr. Burns for all of
Monty's malfeasances.
But in this day and
age, such perfection
is hard to come by.
That is, unless you
find yourselfin Arizona or Florida during
the month of March.
ft is in those states
that perfection, otherwise known as Major League Baseball's
Casey
Spring Training,
resides. In the West,
where once an expansive, snake-ridden desert lay,
ballparks have arisen which host
a new type of I )iamondback. And
farther east on I-10, where grapefruit and oranges are plentiful,
Dodgertown makes the term
"Field of Dreams" a reality.
But Spring Training, like ajohan Santana changeup, requires
patience. After ending the season
with another round of dramatic
October baseball, fans across the
country must prep themselves for
the dreary days of the offseason.
Even though Houston winters
aren't exactly grueling, the sentiment is the same as up North:
Without baseball, colors seem a
little duller, the breeze feels a little
harsher, andThanksgiving turkey
is never as delicious as it could be.
Sure, baseball is still in the news,
but it's usually about another
player George Steinbrenner and
his Fvil Empire have bought.
But just as the frost of winter
starts to finally tick you off, the

TSU

Victor Lopez Bayou Classic

COURTESY RICE SPORTS INFORMATION

For winning the long jump and 100-meter hurdles last weekend at the TSU
Relays, senior Funmi Jimoh was named C-USA Athlete of the Week Wednesday.

Offense sputters yet again in loss to UT
by Ben Jedlovec
THRESHER STAFF

Good pitching beats good hitting
every time. Apparently, so does the
stomach flu.
Although several players were
weakened by the ailment in recent
days, the Owls managed to take two
of three games against the University
of Southern Mississippi to open the
Conference USA schedule before
falling to ninth-ranked University of
Texas Tuesday in Austin. The 2-2
showing moves Rice to 19-10 on the
season and keeps the team in the
eighth spot in Baseball America's
national rankings.

Owls the series win.
But Rice only scored four runs,
all of which were unearned, in front
of more than 5,100 rowdy Longhorn
fans Tuesday in the first of two
matchups against UT this year.
The Owls face Texas again April 17
at Reckling Park.
T h e Owls have now lost ten
straight games to the Longhorns,
dating back to the 2003 National
Championship season. Head coach

Wayne Graham said he is frustrated
by the continued struggles.
"We're certainly stunned by the
fact that they've got a winning streak
against us," Graham said. "We want
to stop that. It's always better to stop
it in Omaha though."
Junior Tyler Henley, who has
not missed a start since 2005 and
played in every game since arriving at Rice as a true freshman, was
See BASEBALL, page 20

0WL00K - THE WEEK IN SPORTS
Friday, March 30
•Women's Tennis vs. Texas-Pan American

DID YOU KNOW?
This weekend, the baseball
team will try for its 35th
consecutive home series win.
The last time the Owls lost a
weekend series at home was
April 26-28. 2 0 0 1 against
Western Athletic Conference
Rival Nevada. The Wolfpack
clinched the series over the
sixth-ranked Owls after an infield error in the 12th inning of
game three allowed Nevada's
go-ahead run to score.

1:30 p.m. — Jake Hess Tennis Stadium

•Baseball vs. Marshall
7 p.m. — Reckling Park

• Men and Women's Track at Victor Lopez Bayou Classic
All Day — Rice Track/Soccer Stadium
Meet continues through Saturday, March 3 1

Saturday, March 31
•Women's Tennis vs. Texas A&M
1:30 p.m. — College Station, Tex.

• Baseball vs. Marshall
3 p.m. — Reckling Park

Sunday, April 1
• Baseball vs. Marshall

Hie Owls managed just four hits
in Friday's 9-3 loss to the Golden
Eagles, two of which were home
runs from junior leftfielder Jordan
Dodson. Saturday, juniors Matt Langwell and Bobby Bramhall combined
to allow only two earned runs, while
the offense rallied for three in the
seventh and a 5-3 victory. Sunday,
junior Joe Savery had a rough start
on the mound but made up for it
with his hitting. He reached base
four times and drove in four runs
in the 18-5 shellacking. Sophomore
Aaron Utna added a homer, double,
and four RBIs of his own to give the

1 p.m. — Reckling Park

Tuesday, April 3
•Baseball vs. Prairie View A&M
7 p.m. — Reckling Park

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
Center Lauren Neaves was invited to participate in the Women's
National Basketball Association's pre-draft camp this weekend. As
a senior, Neaves set a Rice high with 1,190 career rebounds and
she finished with the 1,711 points — third best in Rice history.
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Men's track dominates fourfieldevents at TSU Relays
Owls win pole vault, shot put, discus and high jump last weekend in an impressive start to the outdoor season
by Stephen Whitfield
THKESHKR EDITORIAL STAFF
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IAN WHITE/THRESHER

Senior Luke Stadel prepares to release one of his discus throws at last week's TSU Relays. Stadel went on to win both
the discus and shot put, one of four wins for the Owls in their first outdoor competition of the year.
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t Xlarge 2-Topping Pizza £
four 20 oz. Coca-Cola products

s

18.99
Valid only at Kirby location.
Delivery charges may apply.

(713)432-7272
Expires 3/31/07

T r a c k and field is very unusual.
Unlike other sports, there is no one
definite season. Rather, it is divided
into three smaller s e a s o n s — c r o s s
country, indoor and outdoor. Last
weekend, a few m e m b e r s of the
men's track and field team got an
early start on their outdoor campaign by competing in the TSU Relays at the Durley Sports Complex
on the Texas Southern University
campus. Senior Luke Stadel led the
Owl contingent with easy victories
in the shot put and discus, while
junior Omar Wright and f r e s h m a n
Jason Colwick won the pole vault
and high jump, respectively.
Rice will begin the outdoor season in earnest this weekend with
the Victor Ix>pez Bayou Classic all
day today and tomorrow at the Rice
Track/Soccer Stadium. The meet
is one of three the Owls will host
this year — the Rice Twilight will
follow in late April, the Conference
USA Outdoor Championships occur
soon after that. Next weekend, the
team will head to Austin, Tex. for the
Texas Relays, arguably the biggest
meet in the state.
T h e entire team will compete
at the Bayou Classic this weekend,
but with each event running on different training schedules — most
Rice r u n n e r s have not competed
since the CTJSA Indoor Championships in late February. Warren
said his expectations for the meet
will vary greatly.
"It's more of a hope that they'll do
well in their lirst event, but with the
field events people are a little more
seasoned,"he said. "It takes less time,
though, to get seasoned in some of
the field event races. For a thrower, it
might take them six or seven meets to
reach their top comfort zone, while a
1 Ok person can do it in [ his first meet ],
so it's a little different mindset with
the training."
Even with the long layoff between m e e t s , each athlete h a s
been training extremely hard in
preparation for the outdoor season.
Those in the field events, however,
benefit more from gaining meet
experience. Warren said this need
for experience dictated the early
start for the field athletes.
"Some events are just more technical," Warren said. "You can't simulate
meet conditions [for the field events]
in practice, whereas events like the 800
[meters], 1500, or the 5k, they're not
so much timing, they're not so much
technique. It's all physiology.... If they
then raced [in the early meets], they
would've been so tired that it wouldn't
have really done much for them."
For those reasons, Rice sent
mostly field event a t h l e t e s to
the TSU m e e t — junior T y l e r

Whitham's fourth-place finish in
t h e 110-meter h u r d l e s was the
only time of note for any Owl in
the r u n n i n g events. Also, since
the Durley Sports Complex lacks
adequate field venues, the throwing and jumping events were held
at the Rice T r a c k / S o c c e r Stadium,
making it a t r u e h o m e meet for the
Owl competitors.

YOU KNOW?
Luke Stadel's discus mark of
175-0, his season-best, and
shot put throw of 53-3.5 may
have been enough to win the
events atthe TSU Relays, but
they don't even come close to
Rice's all-time records: 209-2
in discus and 60-11 in shot
put. Those records are held
by none other than Luke's
father, Ken Stadel (Sid '74),
set in 1973.

Stadel's m a r k s in the shot put
and discus were good enough to
improve upon his NCAA regionalqualifying throws set at the York
Relays March 9. Warren said Stadel
should only get better as the season
progresses.
"[Stadel's] just getting his reps
in now, so when he goes to the
b e t t e r v e n u e s — U C L A primarily — and g o e s up against better
competition, he'll be ready to throw
far," Warren said. "As good as he's
done, 1 think he'll improve quite a
bit. He'll be one of the best people
in the nation, I expect."
Wright t u r n e d in one of the
m o r e dominant p e r f o r m a n c e s of
the meet, effortlessly leaping 6
feet, 11.75 inches to win the high
j u m p . He might have gotten a
h i g h e r mark if coach Wen Yong
Yang, who primarily works with the
jumpers, had not stopped him from
continuing in an effort to save his
legs for the next two meets: Wright
battled a slight injury during the
indoor season, and since he had
already won the event, there was
no need for him to go on.
This weekend, the high jump
figures to be a highly competitive
event. Scott Sellers, an indoor AllAmerican in the event this year, and
Kyle Ixincaster, the outdoor national
champion two years ago, are both
scheduled to compete, so Wright
should have his lirst true test of the
outdoor season.
Colwick won the pole vault with
a mark of 16 feet, while fellow
freshman Chris Kato e a r n e d third
by clearing 4-6.01. Devon Fanfair,
a senior who is r e d s h i r t i n g this
year, won the triple jump with a
mark of 51-9.23.

RICE'S PERFORMANCE AT TSU RELAYS
Name
Ryan Gard

Event

Finish

Place

400m

49.87 sec

12th

Tyler Whitman

110m Hurdles

14.94 sec

Fourth

Daryl Zavesky

110m Hurdles

15.58 sec

12th

Omar Nava

110m Hurdles

16.34 sec

DNQ

Daryl Zavesky

400m Hurdles

55.94 sec

DNQ

R. Gard

400m Hurdles

59.17

DNQ

Omar Nava

400m Hurdles

1:00.88

DNQ

Omar Wright

High Jump

2.13m

Second

Jason Colwick

Pole Vault

4.88m

First

Chris Kato

Pole Vault

4.42m

Third

Tyler Whitham

Pole Vault

Devon Fanfair

Triple Jump

15.78m

First

Luke Stadel

Shot Put

16.24m

First

Luke Stadel

Discus

52.36m

First

Tyler Whitham

Javelin

—

DNS

Jason Colwick

Javelin

—

DNS

—

NH

m
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Men's tennis takes second place at Rice Invitational
Owls fall to No. 23 Oklahoma but defeat No. 36 William and Mary and No. 45 Middle Tennessee State
by Casey Michel
THRKSHKR EDITORIAL STAFF

As Dorothy once taught us in
The Wizard ofOz, "There's no place
like home." And after spending six
straight weeks on the road, the
m e n ' s t e n n i s team u n d o u b t e d l y
s h a r e s this sentiment.
Finally returning home to Jake
Hess Tennis Stadium last weekend,
the then-24th-ranked Owls battled
weather and road weariness to place
second out of the four teams at the
Rice Invitational. After an opening
day loss to then-52nd-ranked University of Oklahoma last Friday, Rice
rebounded nicely against its next two
opponents, beating then-No. 33 College of William and Mary Saturday
and then-No. 39 Middle Tennessee
State University Sunday.
The Owls now get their first rest
of the semester, not returning to
action until April 7, when they meet
No. 32 University of Tulsa in their
final road match of the season. The
Golden Hurricane, which features
third-ranked Arnau Brugues, should
prove a challenging opponent.
"It's going to be a tough match for
us," assistant coach Efe Ustundag
(Baker '99) said. "But certainly we're
not intimidated — we've played on
the road for the whole year. If we
play as hard and well as we can play,
we can beat Tulsa."
Rice will start its final regular
season homestand at 1:30 p.m. April
10 against No. 74 Texas Christian
University, which has lost 8 of its last 9
matches — all against ranked foes.
Even with the home-court advantage, the Owls faltered in their
first dual match of the weekend
against an underrated Oklahoma
squad. Rice fell into an early deficit
when they were swept in doubles,
but stormed back in singles, taking
the first two matches. Junior Ralph
Knupfer, who was recently ranked
as high as 116th in the nation, tallied the upset of the tournament as
he downed No. 78 Andrei Daescu
6-4, 6-2. Moments later, junior Filip
Zivojinovic pushed Rice into the lead
with a straight-set win of his own.
But that ended the Owls' run as
the Sooners roared back to take the
final three contests and the dual
match 4-2. Sophomore Tobias Scheil
nearly kept Rice in contention at
No. 4, but he lost a tight second set
and eventually the match.
"It was just a bad day," Ustundag
said. "We got off to a really bad start
in doubles, and a couple spots that

have been hurting the last couple
of matches — not playing with confidence and thinking a little bit too
much about their game — continued to struggle. Oklahoma is good
enough of a team to capitalize on
it and beat us."
T h e following day, rain forced the
action inside against William and
Mary. Since the day was lengthened
due to the weather, doubles matches
were canceled. Senior Ben Harknett,
28th in the nation, drew first blood
in singles against the Tribe, outplaying No. 99 Colin O'Brien to
win in straight sets. This win was
Harknett's sixth against a nationally
ranked opponent, but only his first
win in almost three weeks.
Harknett's teammates continued
the m o m e n t u m in the following
matches. Senior Jason Mok returned
to his winning ways, manhandling
Richard Wardell at No. 6. Zivojinovic
followed suit, trouncing his opponent in straight sets. Sophomore
Christoph Miiller nearly smashed
his way back from an early hole but
fell in the third set, allowing William
and Mary to get its first point of the
day. However, Scheil made sure the
Tribe could not get any traction, and
his 6-2, 3-6, 6-1 win at No. 3 clinched
the victory for Rice.
Rounding off the three-day Invitational, Rice faced Middle Tennessee
State Sunday. From start to finish, the
Owls had their way with the highlyranked Blue Raiders, sweeping all
matches that finished. The only loss
of the afternoon came at the hands
of the fourth-best doubles team in
the country, but after this defeat,
the other two Rice tandems held on
to earn the team point.
In singles, Mok showcased his
skills at the bottom of the ladder,
crushing Alex McCann 6-1, 6-2. Miiller, shaking off the previous days' loss,
picked apart his opponent in straight
sets. And in the clinching match,
Harknett continued his dominance
by winning consecutive tiebreakers
against No. 69 Andreas Siljestrom,
yet another ranked opponent.
Although it was not their best
weekend of the year, Ustundag said
he felt his squad had turned a corner
following Friday's loss.
"I think [the players! realized
that maybe not everything is going
to be perfect everyday," Ustundag
said. "[Against O k l a h o m a ] , we
were getting too consumed with
what's not going right and forgetting about what's going well for us.
We could have gone really south

Submissions are due APRIL 7 at 5 PM tor
two annual writing contests sponsored by the
1)0,w t m e n t o f 1English.
The I .ady (Jeddes Prize is an annual writing
competition for the best academic paper b\ a
currently enrolled freshman or sophomore. An\
subject suitable to an interpretive approach is
welcome. Manuscripts must be typewritten, signed
with an assumed name, and accompanied b\ an
envelope containing the author s real name, address,
and email. Papers must not exceed 500 words in
length. First prize: $ 5 0 0 . Second prize: S 3 0 0 .
The Academy of American Poets Prize is an
annual writing award given for the best poem by
a currently enrolled Rice undergraduate student.
(Contestants may submit up to 5 poems. Each poem
should have the authors name, address, and email
on the top of the page. First prize: $100.
Manuscripts should be turned into the English
Dept Office, 2nd Floor Herring I tall.

DIANA YEN/THRESHEP

Senior Ben Harknett returns a shot during his loss to Oklahoma's Vaclav Kuuera Friday. After winning six straight matches,
Harknett is 2-4 since the Owls' March 10 match at San Diego. Rice faces the University of Tulsa in Tulsa, Okla. April 7.

if we had let Friday's result effect
us in a different way and let it ruin
the weekend, but I'm happy with
the guys who turned it around. I
think the attitude change was the
big difference between Friday and
[the last two days.]"

Unfortunately, the final day of the
Invitational found Oklahoma, with its
three wins, claiming the title. The
host Owls finished a close second
for their third straight year without
winning. While they did not get the
result they desired, Ustundag said it

was still great to play at home.
"I would have loved to have won
our own t o u r n a m e n t U s t u n d a g said.
"But I felt like [last weekend] was a
positive. [However, since] thvsisour
first weekend off... tennis can take a
bit of a backseat right now."

The Department of History Welcomes
New Faculty offering Courses in the 2007 Fall Semester
Lisa Balabanlilar, Assistant Professor of History
Hist 271 H I S T O R Y O F S O U T H ASIA T O 1857
M W F 9:00 AM - 9:50 AM
Hist 493 GREAT ISLAMIC EMPIRES O F
T H E EARLY M O D E R N AGE
W 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Douglas Brinkley, Professor of History
Hist 291 2 0 T H C E N T U R Y AMERICAN P R E S I D E N T S
T T H 10:50 A M - 12:05 PM
Hist 352 HISTORY O F T H E C O L D WAR
T T H 1:00 PM - 2:20 PM
Karl Gunther, Lecturer in History
Hist 101 M O D E R N EUROPE, 1450-1789
M W F 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM
Hist 361 EARLY M O D E R N BR1TIAN, 1485-1688
M W F 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM
Gale Kenny, Lecturer in History
Hist 241 U.S. W O M E N ' S HISTORY:
C O L O N I A L B E G I N N I N G S T O T H E CIVIL WAR
M W F 1:00 PM - 1 : 5 0 PM
Hist 4 5 3 D E F I N I N G MARRIAGE:
G E N D E R & T H E STATE IN U.S. HISTORY
W 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Cyrus Mody, Assistant Professor ot History
Hist 233 HISTORY O F S C I E N C E IN T H E M O D E R N P E R I O D
T T H 1:00 PM - 2:20 PM
Hist 237 N A N O T E C H N O L O G Y : C O N T E N T & C O N T E X T
Teaching with Kristen Kulinowski, I C O N
Also offered as A N T H 2 3 5 / C H E M 235.
T T H 9:25 AM- 10:40 AM
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BASEBALL
From page 17

conspicuously absent from the lineup
Tuesday. He did not travel to Austin
because of an eye infection which set
in immediately after a bout of the
stomach flu tha f has been making a
trip through the Owl clubhouse.
While the Owls recognize the
strength of the perennial powerhouse, they also have confidence
in their ability to make adjustments
n e c e s s a r y to defeat t h e 2005
College World Series Champion
Longhorns.
'They've certainly got every bit
as much or more talent than anyone
in the country," Graham said. "If we
get Cole St. Clair back and get our
heads on straight, we can beat them

in Omaha. Of course, the problem
right now is getting there."
St. Clair, one of the most dominant closers in college baseball last
season, began throwing this week
in his continued rehnb from an offseason arm injury, He may see game
action as early as Tuesday - very
encouraging news for a Rice ballpen
without a clear-cut ace.
The Owls look to extend their
streak of 34 consecutive home series
wins this weekend against Marshall
University, beginning tonight at 7
p.m. The Thundering Herd (14-8),
which f inished 6-18 in conference last
season, dropped three straight games
to Tulane University last weekend to

Customer Service Positions
MILLER

' A Q U A T I C S
•• ••••' • •'

South west Houston Office

Looking for Energetic, Outgoing individuals
Phone 713.777.7946
Fax 713.777.0077
Email Customer,Service#MiISerAquatics.t»et

www.MillerAquatics.net
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open their C-USA schedule. Senior
Ryne Tacker has been the Owls'
most consistent pitcher and has been
considered for several spot starts, and
Graham said he should finally get his
chance in tonight's game. Freshman
Ryan Berry worked 1.1 innings in
relief Tuesday against Texas, so his
Friday start will be pushed back to
Saturday. Tomorrow's game was
originally listed with a 2 p.m. start
time, but it was moved back to 3
p.m. due to Beer-Bike. Savery will
assume his usual Sunday start with
the 1 p.m. finale.
Prairie View A&M University
(18-10) will visit Tuesday at 7 p.m.
The Owls pulled out a close 6-5
victory over the Panthers to open
last year's NCAA Houston Regional
June 2 at Reckling Park, and as the
Owls found last year, the Panthers
like to get on base and utilize their
tremendous speed to wreak havoc
on opposing pitching staffs.
Next weekend, while Rice students enjoy Spring Recess, the
Owls head to Greenville, NC to face
19th-ranked East Carolina University
(19-6). Rice finishes the two-week
stretch April 10 in Beaumont against
Lamar University (18-11).
The Owls' offense, with the exception of Sunday's explosion, has
struggled to support the pitching
staff.The team is hitting acollective 42
for 180 (.233) over the pastfivegames,
with Savery and Dodson carrying the
offense almost single-handedly dur-

DERRICK HUONG/THRESHER

Junior pitcher/first baseman Joe Savery takes an at-bat March 16 against Cal
Poly. He and the Owls open this weekend's series with Marshall tonight at 7 p.m.

ing that time. Splitting time between
pitching and first base, Savery is 8 for
his last 19 with an on-base percentage
of .541. Dodson has gone 7 for 21
over the same time frame with his
two home runs Friday.
The Owls' rotation had an unusually rough weekend. Berry lasted
only 2.1 innings on Friday, walking

MEDICAL STUDENTS

four and giving up four hits while
taking his first loss of the season.
Transfer Matt I^angwell pitched better Saturday, going 4.2 innings and
allowing only one unearned run. Graham played it cautious with Savery,
whose velocity dropped significantly
only 3 innings into his Sunday start.
Savery lasted a season-high seven
innings in his March 18 start against
Cal Poly, but could not build on the
progress this weekend.

THIS WEEKEND

YOU PAY YOUR DUES.
WE'LL PAY YOUR TUITION.
Join the Army's Medical
Corps and you can receive a
one- to four-year scholarship
that provides full tuition, a
monthly stipend of over $1,300
and reimbursement of most
academic fees, courtesy of the Army Health Professions
Scholarship Program. Plus, you'll receive:
• Low-cost life insurance
• Worldwide travel opportunities
• No-cost or low-cost medical and dental care for you and
your family

Rice (19-10) at
Marshall (14-8)
When: Friday at 7 p.m.
Saturday at 3 p.m.
Sunday at 1 p.m.
Where: Reckling Park
History: Last year, the Owls
swept the Thundering Herd
by a combined 52-16 score
in a weekend series in
Charleston, WV. Marshall
is currently 3-4 on the road
this season.
"All of our starters this v> kend
did not have good command, simple
as that," Graham said. "The weekend
before, they did; this weekend, their
command was way off."
Fortunately, the Rice bullpen
picked upenough slack to pull outtwo
victories. Tacker, Bramhall and senior
Scott Lonergan combined for 17.2
innings over the four games, striking
out 22 hitters in the process.
Despite the up-and-down start,
Graham said the Owls' postseason
hopes are far from danger.
"Our fate is still firmly in our
hands," Graham said. "We've got a lot
of things to correct, a lot of things to
work on. But we can still have a great
year if enough people pull together."

• Rank and privileges of an Army Officer
• Generous non-contributory retirement benefits with 20
years of qualifying service
• Flexible, mobile retirement savings and investment plan

To find out more, or to speak to an Army
Health Care Recruiter, call 800-792-2524 or
visit healthcare.goarmy.com/hct/53

I Schlotzsky's or Pizza I

Mi
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©2003. Paid for by the United States Army All rights reserved.
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When you buy any medium sandwich
or pi::a, chips & drink
|

JUST S H O W Y O U R RICE ID
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Name

Event

Finish

Place

Desarie Walwyn

100m

12.12 sec

Fourth

Brittany Washington

400m

57.40 sec

Fourth

Naquanza Alfred

800m

2:15.10

First

Nicole Mericle

1500m

4:38.24

First

Lennie Waite

1500m

4:39.92

Second

Susie Barrows

1500m

4:43.66

Fourth

Funmi Jimoh

100m Hurdles

13.72 sec

First

Chandra Ewing

400m Hurdles

1:00.78

First

Rice 'A* team

4x200m

1:39.43

Third

Rice 'A' team

4x800m

9:22.36

First

Rice 'A' team

1600m

4:06.14

Third

Rice 'A' team

Distance Medley

12:31.94

First

Funmi Jimoh

High Jump

5 ft 4 in

Third

Eunique Hamilton

High Jump

J 5-4

t-Fourth

Rachel Greff

Pole Vault

3.81m

First

Funmi Jimoh

Long Jump

6.62m

First

Shannon Moran

Long Jump

5.57m

Fourth

Jenny Glover

Triple Jump

12.32m

First

Eunique Hamilton

Triple Jump

12.22m

Second

Shardee Caesar

Triple Jump

12.00m

Fifth

Ulrika Hinson

Discus

41.65m

Second

Ulrika Hinson

Javelin

41.39m

Third

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Women's tennis
drops match to SMU
T h e Rice w o m e n ' s t e n n i s
t e a m s t r u g g l e d in its r e t u r n
h o m e last Saturday, falling to 4-12
on the season. Rice s u c c u m b e d
to No. 62 Southern Methodist
University 4-1.
T h e Owls end their homestand today against unranked University of Texas-Pan American at
1:30 p.m. Tomorrow, the Owls
visit No. 14 Texas A&M University in College Station. Rice will
be looking to avenge last year's
5-2 loss to its in-state rivals.
F o r t u n e did not favor t h e
women last weekend, starting
with the weather. D u e to t h e
rain, the teams were forced to
play inside the Downtown Club
at the Met at 8 p.m., five hours
later than scheduled. T h e Owls
stumbled out of the gate, losing
the first two doubles matches
8-5. T h e third match, which had
juniors Kimberley Patenaude and
Christine Dao down 5-6 to their
opponents, ended early since the
Mustangs had already clinched
the doubles p o i n t
SMUcontinued its momentum
into singles, taking the first two

points at Nos. 2 and 4 in straight
sets. Sophomore Emily Braid made
sure Wee got on the board with
her win at No. 6. After dropping
the first set against SMU's Kristen
Reid, the Owl fought her way back
to take the second. In a tight final
set, Braid was able to stymie her
opponent's feeble attempts and
took the match 2-6, 6-1, 6-4.
Unfortunately, Braid's teammates were unable to match her
victory. Playing with a bad back,
junior Tiffany Lee stayed close
with the Mustangs' Claire Rietsch,
losing 7-6, 6-7, 6-3.
Since that loss clinched the
dual match, the two remaining
matches were suspended. Freshman Julie Chao was waging a
back-and-forth battle against
Natalia Bubien at the top of the
ladder, pushing a tight match into
the final set. Falling into an early
hole, Chao edged her opponent
in the second set and was looking
for a repeat performance in the
third-set tiebreaker before play
was stopped at 3-6, 7-6, 6-6. Even
though she was not as far into
h e r match, f r e s h m a n Rebecca
Lin was neck-and-neck with h e r
challenger in the third set before
she was forced to stop.
— Casey Michel

Laser Treatment
for Acne
Research Study

Looking for patients 18 and older
with moderate to severe acne
(approximately 20 lesions) willing
to participate in our research study.
You will receive a stipend for
participating.

For further information,
O
call Sarah at

713-791 -9966
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REGIONALS

From, page 17

"We're hoping she has a chance at
a national title in the heptathlon, but
by the same token, I know she has a
chance at a national title in the long
jump," he said. "We're trying both
events, and we might have to make
a decision. She can improve enough
to be a great heptathlete, but she is a
great long jumper right now."
Jimoh's high jump was just one of
Rice's several strong showings in the
field events. Junior Rachel Greff took
first in the pole vault with a 12-6 finish, and sophomore Jenny Glover's
career best 40-5 led a one-two Owl
finish in the triple j u m p — f r e s h m a n
Funique Hamilton was runner-up.
Both Greff and Glover qualified for
the NCAA regional meet.
Rice had two athletes r e c o r d
qualifying times at the Dogwood Invitational. Senior Kate Gorry took first
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase with
a lifetime best of 10 minutes, 44.61
s e c o n d s — b r e a k i n g her old mark of
10:56.15 by more than 10 seconds.
Junior Ulrika Hinson won the javelin
with a season-best 146-3.
T h e Owls had a number of excellent relay races, highlighted by several
come-from-behind performances. After some handoff troubles in the first
legs of the 4xl(X)-meter relay, junior
Desarie Walwyn made up a small deficit on the final leg, crossing the finish
line just before Southern's Kenisha
Joseph. Rice made up lost ground
again to win the 4x800 relay behind a
strong showing from junior N aquanza
Alfred, who turned a 40-meter deficit
into a 40-meter margin of victor y on the
anchor leg. Freshman Nicole Mericle
helped the Owls to their final relay victory in the distance medley, passing
Grambling State on the final leg. Rice's
other relay teams also performed well,
tying for second in the sprint medley
and taking third in the 4x200.

F r e s h m a n S h a k e r a Reece and
Walwyn took first and f o u r t h place,
respectively, in t h e 100-meter dash,
and junior C h a n d r a Ewing won the
400-meter h u r d l e s with an NCAAq u a l i f y i n g 1:00.78. W i t h j u n i o r
Marissa Daniels resting before

s h e c o m p e t e s in t h e 10,000-meters
at t h e S t a n f o r d Invitational this
w e e k e n d , Mericle took c h a r g e of
t h e d i s t a n c e r u n n e r s , leading a 12-4 finish in t h e 1,500 m e t e r s .
Bevan said h e is happy with t h e
t e a m ' s i m m e d i a t e s u c c e s s , especially in relation to last year.
"I'm as delighted as I can be," h e
said. "We're way a h e a d of last year.
Hopefully we'll get better, but I'm
happy with w h e r e we are."

«*tP£ "0 i, %
TOTSrilTE/THRESHER
Sophomore Jenny Glover braces as she lands a triple jump, which she won at last
week's TSU Relays. Glover's win was one of eight for the Owls, who will travel to
Notre Dame, Ind. to compete in next week's Victor Lopez Bayou Classic.

MEDICAL HUMANITIES COURSES
FALL 2 0 0 7
H U M A 261 C o m p l e m e n t a r y and Alternative Medicine:
An Ethnographic Exploration of Health and Disease
Instructors: Laurence McCuIIough and Amy McGuire
Meeting: 2:30pm- 3:50pm TR TBA
Distribution Credit Group I
I his course will e x a m i n e a variety of folk and popular health belief systems known as
complementary and alternative medicine. Drawing on works of narrative, legal sources,
and articles in the medical literature, w e will compare the different health belief systems
with conventional biomedicine and discuss society's response to them.

P H I L 3 3 7 Research Ethics
Instructor: Baruch Brody
Meeting: 1:00pm- 4:00pm W TBA
Distribution Credit Group /
\ n examination of ethical issues raised by biomedical research including the use of
animal and h u m a n subjects, stem cell and gene transfer research, research on vulnerable
populations and the commercial sponsorship of biomedical research.

ENGL 273 Medicine and Media
Instructor: Kirsten Ostherr
Meeting: 9:25am - 10:40am TR TBA
Distribution Credit Group /
This interdisciplinary course explores ihe role of imaging technologies in the practice of
medicine, and the role of mass media in shaping our understandings of the body, health,
and disease. Examination of how \ isuul media structure "ways of seeing" for physicians
and public. Emphasis on developing media literacy skills.
For more information please contact Baruch Brody, Andrew \ \ . Mellon Professor in Humanities, at
71J-34N-272I or bhrody a hcm.tmc.edu
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SMU 4 BICE 1

—

March 24, 2007 — Downtown Club at the Met

March. 23-27

Doubles
1. Bubien/Rietsch (SMU) def. Chao/Lee, 8-5
2. Chay/Francis (SMU) def. Karas/Lin, 8-5
3. Dao/Patenaude vs. Reid/Nevekiovska DNF

SPORTS
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MEN'S TENNIS

BASEBALL

ftKLAWOMA 4 MCE 2

RICE 4 TEXAS 6

March 23, 2007 — Jake Hess Tennis Stadium

March 27, 2007 — Disch-Falk Field, Austin, Tex.

Double*

Rice (19-10)
Name (pos) ABR
4 0
Friday ss
Myers rf
4 0
Dodson If
3 O
Luna 2b
4 O
Lehmann c 3 1
Savery l b
4 1
Lembeck cf 4 2
Buenger dh 4 0
Comerota pr O 0
Padron 3b
2 0
Seastrunk 3 b l O
Kelley p
Berry p
Gayhart p
Totals
33 4

1. Knupfer/Scheil (RU) def. Daescu/Kucers (OU),
DNF
2. Chavarria/McKenzie (OU) def. Mok/Muller (RU),
8-2

Single*
1. Julie Chao (RU) vs. Natalia Bubien (SMU), DNF
2. Jennifer Chay (SMU) def. Christine Dao (RU),
6-2, 7-5
3. Claire Rietsch (SMU) def. Tiffany Lee (RU), 7-6,
6-7 (5-7), 6-3
4. Pavi Francis (SMU) def. Dominique Karas (RU),
6-4, 6-4
5. Rebecca Lin (RU) vs. Georgiana Marts (SMU) DNF
6. Emily Braid (RU) def. Kristen Reid 2-6, 6-1, 6-4

3. Velicka/Thomas (OU) def. Harknett/Paroci (RU),
84
Singles
1. #83 Vaclav Kucera (OU) def. #28 Ben Harknett
(RU), 6-4, 7-6 (7-5)
2. Ralph Knupfer (RU) def. #78 Andrei Daescu (OU),
6-4, 6-2
3. Chrtoph Muller (RU) vs. Marek Velicka (OU), DNF
4. Rob McKenzie (OU) def. Tobias Scheil (RU), 4-6,
7-5, 6 3
5. Federico Chavarria (OU) def. Jason Mok (RU),
6-2, 6-1
6. Filip Zivojinovic (RU) def. Sergey Aydeyev (OU),
6-4, 6-1

WILLIAM AND MARY 1 RICE 4
March 24, 2007 — Downtown Club at the Met

coffee cures
hangovers!

i love you,
squirrel!

Doubles

hell yeah!

b

c

c

t

b i b e

2 0 0 .

1. Cojanu/Juneau (WM) vs. Knupfer/Scheil (RU),
DNF
2. O'Brien/Wardell (WM) vs. Mok/Muller (RU), DNF
3. Zuck/Sud (WM) vs. Harknett/Zivojinovic (RU), DNF
Singles
1. #28 Ben Harknett (RU) def. #99 Colin O'Brien
(WM), 6-1 7-6 (8-6)
2. Ralph Knupfer (RU) def. Alex Cojanu (WM), DNF
3. Keziel Juneau (WM) def. Christoph Muller (RU),
6-3, 3-6, 6-3
4. Tobias Scheil (RU) def. Alexander Zuck (WM),
6-2, 3-6, 6-1
5. Filip Zivojinovic (RU) def. Marwan Ramadan (WM),
6-1, 7-6 (7-4)
6. Jason Mok (RU) def. Richard Wardell (WM) 6-1,

H
1
0
1
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
O

Texas (23-8)
Bl Name (po»)
O Tucker 2b
0 Wheeless l b
0 Danks If
O Suttle 3b
0 Russell rf
O Moldenhauer
0 Clark c
0 Prince ss
0 Peoples cf
0 Wood p
1 McCrory p
Krebs p
Boone p

6 1 Totals

AB R H Bl
4 2 2 0
5 13 2

2 0 0 1
2 0
2
3 1
4 0
4 0
4 1

0
1
2
0
0
0

0
11
2
0
0
0

30 6 8 6

R H E
Score by Inning
000 020 200 — 4 6 2
Rice
000 122 10X — 6 8 3
Texas
E — Friday (11), Seastrunk (9); Wheeless (6), K. Russell 2 (3). DP — Rice 1; Texas 1. LOB — Rice 5; Texas
8. 2B — Savery (10); Wheeless (9). HR — K.Russell
(16), Moldenhauer (2). HBP — Lehmann; Suttle, K.
Russeli. SF — Seastrunk (1); Moldenhauer (1). SB
— Dodson (3). CS — Tucker (2), Wheeless (2).

Rice
Kelley (02)
Berry
Gayhart

IP H
4.0 5
1.1 2
2.2 1

R ER BB SO
3 3 3 5
2 O i l
1 1 1 1

BF
21
8
9

Texas
Wood (4-0)
McCrory
Krebs
Boone

IP
5.2
0.2
1.2
1.0

R ER BB SO
2 0 0 2
2 0 0 1
0 O i l
0 0 0 1

BF
21
5
7
3

H
3
1
1
1

6-1

RICE 18 SOUTHERN MISS 5
MTSU 0 RICE 4
March 25, 2007 — Downtown Club at the Met
Doubles
1. #4 Born/Siljestrom (MTSU) def. Mok/Scheil
(RU), 8-5
2. Harknett/Muller (RU) def. Richard/Rocafort
(MTSU), 8-6
3. Knupfer/Zivojinovic (RU) def. Boiron Paoliello
(MTSU), 8-6

www.ricE.edu/cofteEhDusE

Singles
1. #28 Ben Harknett (RU) def. #69 Andreas Siljestrom
(MTSU), 7-6 (7-1), 7-6 (7-2)
2. Ralph Knupfer (RU) def. Marc Rocafort (MTSU),
DNF
3. Christoph Muller (RU) def. #113 Marco Born
(MTSU), 6-3, 6-4
4. Tobias Scheil (RU) vs. Morgan Richard (MTSU),
DNF
5. Filip Zivojinovic (RU) vs. Joao Paoliello (MTSU),
DNF
6. Jason Mok (RU) def. Alex McCann (MTSU), 6-1,
6-2

GSA AWARDS -- CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
If is time once again to recognize those outstanding graduate students, faculty and staff who do their utmost to
enrich the lives of Rice graduate students by nominating them for the 2007 Graduate Student Association
Awards.
The GSA annually confers five awards, as described below. THE DKAD1.1NE FOR SUBMISSIONS IS
APRIL 2, 2007. Letters of nomination describing why the individual is deserving of such recognition should be
submitted to the GSA at MS-527 or, preferably, via email to the current Internal VP Nastassja Lewinski at
nal(a rice.edu. (The Sallyport Award should be submitted directly to Student-Alumni Liaison Committee at to
lblinnuM ice.edu or hard copies to MS-520). Nominations may be submitted by faculty, staff, graduate students,
and graduate student alumni.

March 25, 2007 — Pete Taylor Park, Hattiesburg,
Miss.
Rice (19-9)
Name (pos) AB R
Friday ss
Gayheart rf
Henley cf
Lembeck cf
Dodson If
Saver p/dh
Luna 2b
Lehmann l b
Seastrunk 3b 5 0
Reagan c
3 1
Tacker p
Lonergan p

H
2
0
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
0

Bl
2
0
0
0
2
4
4
1
2
0

Southern Miss (17-8)
Name (pos) AB R H Bl
Sutton l b
5 13 2
Dozier ss
5 110
J. Ewing 3b
4 12 1
Cuevas dh
3 0 2 0
Blount rf
3 0 11
Matesich 2b 2 0 0 0
M. Ewing If/rf 3 0 0 0
Hartel 2b
2 0 0 0
Adkins ph/lf 1 0 0 1
Davis cf
3 110
Harst c
4 110
Clark p
Davis p
King p
Adams p

Totals
38181315 Totals
3
Score by Inning
R H E
Rice
012 223 044
— 18 13 0
S. Miss 200 O i l 010
— 5 11 1

E — Adams. DP — Rice 2; USM 1. LOB — Rice 7;
USM 10. 2B — Henley (4); Savery (9); Luna (8); Seastrunk (6); B. Davis; Harst. HR — Friday (2); Luna (6).
HBP — Henley; Luna; Lehmann; Cuevas 2. SH — Friday
(5). SF - Luna(l); J.Ewing.

Rice
Savery
Tacker (W 4-1)
Lonergan

IP
3.0
4.0
.20

H
5
4
2

R ER BB
2 2 1
2 2 3
1 1 0

SO
0
3
1

BF
16
18
8

Southern Miss
Clark (L 3-2)
Davis
King
Adams

IP H R ER BBSO BF
5.0 7 7 7 4 4 26
0.2 2 3 3 2 1 6
1.1 0 1 0 2 0 6
2.0 4 7 5 1 1 14

Attendance — 4218

The GSA awards are meant to encourage and recognize outstanding service to graduate student life and
education at Rice. The award criteria are intentionally kept vague in order to permit recognition of the broadest
possible range of serv ice to the Rice graduate community.
II FACULTY T E A C H I N G / M E N T O R I N G AWARD: Recipients are selected based on demonstrated
commitment to graduate education on teaching graduate students at Rice. The award consists of $1,500. funded
through the Office of the President, and a plaque. Up to two awards may be conferred each year.
2) FACULTY/STAFF SERVICE AWARD: Recipients are selected in recognition of efforts beyond the call of
duty to improve the quality of life for graduate students at Rice. The award consists of a plaque. Up to two
awards may be conferred each year.
3) R O B E R T LOWRV PATTEN AWARD (FOR GRADUATE STl DEN I S) The award, named in honor of
the GSA's faculty advisor, recognizes graduate students who may not otherwise have been honored for their
service and achievements on behalf of graduate students. The award consists of $400, funded by a dedicated
endowment, and a plaque. Up to four awards may be conferred each year.
4) GSA SERVICE AWARD (FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS): Recipients are selected based on contribution
of time, effort, and devoted service to the cause of improving graduate student life and education at Rice. The
award consists of $500, funded by the GSA. and a plaque. Up to two awards may be conferred each year.
5) F R I E N D O F RICE GRADUATE STl-DENTS AWARD: Recipients are selected in recognition of
significantly enhancing the lives of graduate students at Rice University in some way. This award is a token of
appreciation to honor people within and beyond the Rice community who may not otherwise be recognized for
their service to graduate students. Candidates for the award may or may not be members of the Rice community,
but they should not be eligible for the other four awards. The award consists of a plaque.
6) S A L L Y P O R T AWARD is presented by the Association of Rice Alumni to recognize a deserving graduate
degree candidate who has made contributions to the Rice community above his or her individual department and
who may not otherwise be recognized. The winner will receive a silver bowl (with his her name and year
engraved on it) and a stole to wear at graduation. The winner's name will also appear on a plaque in the Rice
Memorial Center. The Student-Alumni Liaison Committee decides the recipient of this award. Therefore, please
send a faculty letter of recommendation and a resume electronically to lblinnia rice.edu or hard copies to MS520 to nominate a graduate student for this award. Students can also be nominated using an online form at
http://www.nif,"ge.edu/~stact/awards.html. The deadline for the Sallyport Award nominations is April 2, 2007.

For more information consult the GSA webpage at: Iittp; ^sa,rice,cdu

RICE 5 SOUTHERN MISS 3
March 24, 2007 — Pete Taylor Park, Hattiesburg,
Miss.
Rice (18-9)
Name (pos)
Friday ss
Gayheart rf
Henley cf
Savery p/dh

AB R
3 2
3 0
5 0
4 0

H Bl
11
12
0 0
1 0

Southern Miss (17-7)
Name (pos) AB R H Bl
Sutton l b
4 0 ^ 0
Dozier ss
4 0 10
J. Ewing 3b
4 0 10
M. Ewing rf
1 1 0 0

Dodson If
Buenger dh
Myers pr/dh
Luna 2b
Seastrunk 3b
Zornes c
Lhman ph/c
Langwell p
Bramhall p

1 1 0
0 10
1 1 0
0 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
O i l

4
3
1
2
4
2
2

Matesich pr
Cuevas dh
Adkins If
Hartel 2b
Davis cf
Burger c
Bowden p
Ballinger p
Ezell p

0 0 0
1 1 2
1 1 0
0 10
0 0 0
O i l

33 3 6 3
Totals
33 5 8 4 Totals
Score by Inning
R H E
Rice
000 0 0 1 301
— 5 8 1
S. Miss 000 100 200
— 3 6 1
E — Seastrunk
LOB — Rice 7;
runk (5). HR —
SH — Luna (5).

(8); J. Ewing. DP — Rice 1; USM 1.
USM 11. 2B — Friday (12); SeastCuevas (3). HBP — Sutton; Adkins.
SF — Gayhart (3).

Rice
Langwell
Bramhall (W 3-2)

IP H R ER BB SO BF
4.2 4 1 0 4 2 23
4.1 2 2 2 2 6 18

Southern Miss
Bowden (L 1-3)
Ballinger
Ezell

IP
6.0
0.1
2.2

H R ER BB
3 3 2 3
1 1 0 1
4 1 1 0

SO
6
0
2

BF
24
4
11

Attendance — 4286

RICE 3 SOUTHERN M1SS 9
March 23, 2007 — Pete Taylor Park, Hattiesburg,
Miss.
Rice (17-9)
Name (pos) ABR
Friday ss
3 2
Seastrunk 3b 3
Henley cf
5
Lmbck ph/cf 4
Savery l b
4
Luna 2b
3
Buenger dh 1
Dodson If
2
Seastrunk 3b 4
Gayheart rf 2
Reagan c
2
Berry p
Gunderson p
McDaniel p
Price p
Ojala p
Totals

H
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1

Bl
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Southern Miss (17-8)
Name (pos) AB R H Bl
Sutton l b
4 0 0 0
Dozier ss
4 10 0
J. Ewing 3b
3 1 1 1
M. Ewing rf
2 2 12
Cuevas dh
4 2 10
Adkins If
4 13 4
Hartel 2b
4 1 1 1
Davis cf
4 0 3 1
Burger c
4 12 0
Belanger p
Conn p

30 3 4 3 Totals

Score by inning
Rice
001 000 200
S. Miss 202 100 40X

33 9 129

R H E
— 3 4 1
— 9 12 1

E — Luna (3); Dozier (2). DP — USM 1. LOB — Rice
4; USM 6. 2B — Gayhart (3); Adkins 2 (4); B. Davis
(2); Burger (2). HR — Dodson 2 (5); M. Ewing (2).
HBP — Friday. SH — Reagan (4). CS — Dozier (2);
B. Davis (2).

Rice
Berry (L 3-1)
Gunderson
McDaniel
Price
Ojala

IP H
2.1 4
1.2 3
1.2 2
1.0 3
1.1 0

R ER BB
4 4 4
1 1 0
0 0 0
4 3 2
0 0 0

SO
1
0
1
0
1

BF
14
7
6
8
4

Southern Miss
Belanger (W 5-1)
Conn

IP H R ER BB SO BF
6.2 4 3 3 2 6 27
2.1 0 0 0 0 4 7

Attendance — 4119
These boxscores brought to you by:
So they say Brown's Beer Bike theme is offensive?
Well BSWB!
Dylan says I found "heaven" in Arizona...! say I found
"No Yankees fans." So yeah, heaven.
New Kaiser Chiefs CD on the way. Prediction? A riot!
Only 477 days until "The Dark Knight" comes out in
theaters. Heath Ledger will kick so much ass. Know
why it's going to be good? No Katie Holmes.
And for those TopherGrace-as Venom haters, don't
knock it till you seen it!
There's a sign in the office about the EICs in 1988. I
was born in 1988. Wow, they must be really old,
Stephen's gyroball: coming soon to a newsstand
near you.
Jail Blazers.
Was it just me or did Sammy look really sad in last
week's picture?
Julia's hearts around certain baseball players. ..
The Houston Aeros Not only did they give up a 4-1
lead and lose 6-4, not only did they lose 10-2 the next
night, not only are they god-awful, but they made me
stay late to proof the recaps. So worth it.
Red Powerade is the worst flavor Eww. Lemon Ice is a
close second. Blue is the best.
I can't wait for my mom to send me more cookies!

TRAINING
From page 17

didn't arrive until the sixth inning.
But in all reality. Spring Training
games are like a Will Ferrell movie:
It doesn't matter what time you start
watching — you know you're going
to have a great time.
As any baseball fan knows, these
are mere exhibitions, games that
ultimately have no bearing on how
a team will do during the regular
season. So why all the hoopla, then?
Why do you find 80-year-old men
reminiscing about Johnny Podres
and Vic Wertz, World Series heroes
whose names have been lost to time,
as they drag their walkers onto the
stadium terrace year after year?
Why do fathers take their young
sons, some of whom are probably
future big-leaguers themselves, to
the ballpark four hours early just to
play catch on the other side of the
fence? And why would I give up my
Spring Break just to be there?
There is one answer to all these
questions: No one goes to Spring
Training for the games. They go for
the experience. Sure, it's awesome

to see stars like flamethrower Felix
Hernandez and slugger Vlad Guerrero face off in the middle of the
regular season, but you could do
that by just flipping on the TV. No,
there's something more to Spring
Training, be it the ghosts of teams
past or an ever-present feeling of a
future as bright as the Florida sun.
The players are relaxed, the fans
are passionate, the autographs are
plentiful, and the Devil Rays actually
win a game or two.
1 may have arrived late to my
first spring training game, but the
second I sat down in the bleachers
I knew why I bothered to come in
the first place. When an AA-ball
pitcher is getting his first chops in
a big-league uniform, when you can
stand behind the dugout and chat
with the manager about his facial
hair, when the freshly-cut diamond
meets the Arizona horizon, you know
perfection exists.
Casey Michel is a Brown Collegefreshman and assistant sports editor.
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Actually, you're too late for
that. However, R2: The Rice
Review holds its launch party
at 5:30 p.m. at the Herring
Hall Courtyard. Stop by to
see how literarily gifted some
of your classmates are, and
enjoy free food, drink and
naturally free copies of the
new R2.
Truly True West
So the calendar editor messed
up last week and printed that
True West was being presented
by the Rice Players, when in
fact it is put on by Rice Theater.
For this, he apologizes. At any
rate, some of Rice's theater
folk would like you to attend
their production of True West at
Hamman Hall tonight or tomorrow night at 8 p.m. Admission
costs $5, and tickets can be purchased through the Hamman
Hall box office. Toasters will be
destroyed during the show.
Chicks Rock
And kill aliens and stuff. This
weekend is the Real Chick
Flicks film festival, which
pays homage to women in
action, horror and science fiction films. Four features will
be shown — today, Saturday
and Sunday at 8 p.m, as well
as a 5 p.m. Sunday showing.
The four shows are Alien,
Silence of the iMtnbs, Haloween and Strange Days. Shows
cost $5 for the Rice commu-

nity and $6 for everybody else,
and all shows are prefaced by
a presentation and followed
by optional discussion. Full
festival passes are available,
and all shows are at the Rice
Media Center.

SATURDAY

3 1

Nothing but spokes and chugs
Today, nothing important
in the life of a Rice student
happens, unless you happen
to take interest in Beer Bike.
That's right, today you get to
yell until you can't talk, bike in
circles, and then try to explain
to people everywhere else
what Beer Bike is. The parade
starts at 9 a.m. and the race
will be over some time around
4 p.m., and there's a giant
flurry of activity in between.

MONDAY

26

40/40
While Jose Canseco may be a
member of the 40/40 club in
baseball, the Senior Committee
has a different idea for the 40/40
club. Tonight at Willy's Pub
is 40s for 40 Days, a celebration of only 40 days remaining
until commencement While
there may be classier ways to
celebrate, there isn't much that
says "I'm almost out of college"
like throwing one more big
party with those green 40-ounce
bottles of malt liquor. The party
starts at 10 p.m. at Pub.

CALENDAR
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3

Pound the Panthers
The baseball team takes on
the Prairie View A&M Panthers from nearby Hempstead
tonight at 7 p.m. at Reckling
Park. The Owls faced Prairie
View in the NCAA Regionals last year on their way to
Omaha and the College World
Series, and they look to pick
up another win in a midweek
game during conference season. Prairie View is actually the
second-oldest public university
in the state of Texas — the
university was founded in
1876, trailing only Texas A&M
University, which was founded
earlier the same year.

MIERCURI
Romanian

Hopefully, not walking to class,
because you would look kind
of silly. Today is the first day
of Spring Recess. There is no
class today or tomorrow, and
since you won't be here, there
won't be a Thresher, because I
won't be here, either. Have a
great break, and do something
memorable. Or just catch up on
the sleep that Willy Week took
away from you.

SUBMIT AN EVENT
Deadline is Monday at 12 p.m.
prior to Friday publication.
Submission methods:
Fax: (713) 348-5238
E-mail: thresher-calendar®rice.edu
Campus Mall:
Calendar Editor
Thresher, MS-524
Submissions are printed
on a space available basis.

Are water balloons and bike races not
thrilling enough?

We've got JUST the movies for you.

4

Many people don't realize that
Romanian is a romance language just like Italian, Spanish, French and Portuguese.
Romania is one of the newest
members of the EU, and has
an economy that has been on a
serious upswing since the start
of the second millenium. Although the economy is quickly
modernizing in Romania, 32
percent of Romanians are still
employed in agriculture, which
is one of the highest rates in
Europe. Romania's quickly
growing economy has created
an extremely low unemployment
rate, lower than those in Germany or France, and the more
people you have working, the
more people have to get over the
hump on Wednesday. However,
this Wednesday is like Friday for
Rice, but not Romania, because
Spring Recess starts tomorrow.

PICTURE YOURSELF HERE.

S

Where you at?

REAL Chick Flicks
March 30 - April 1

First 13 students FREE to 8 PM screenings. 5 PM
Halloween screening FREE to everyone.
Rice Cinema, located in the Department of Visual and Dramatic Arts
Rice Media Center Building, Entrance 8
REAL Chick Flicks is sponsored by: Student Activities the Department
of English, the Lovett College Academic Fellows the Women's
Resource Center, and Rice Film Society

use Viterbi
School of Engineering
INFORMATION SESSION
Saturday, April 28
Doubletree Hotel
5 3 5 3 W e s t h e i m e r Road
Houston, TX 7 7 0 5 6
8:30am or 10:30am sessions available.

Ranked top ten by U.S. News & World

Report
Over 60 Master of Science programs
Ideal Location in Los Angeles

use

Register today!

UNIVERSITY
OF SOtTTHERN
CALIFORNIA

viterbi.masters@usc.edu or call (877) 827-5716
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TOP 10 REJECTED
BEER-BIKE THEMES
10. Mhair Dekmezian Bike: At
least he won this election
9. Drunk to the Future: 1 . 2 1
Jiggakegs
8. Beerassic Park: 65 Million
Beers Ago
7. Dr. Strangedrunk: Or How I
Learned to Stop Worrying
and Love the Beer Bong
6. Beeroshima and NagaSake: Get Bombed
5. The Cuban Mojito Crisis*
4. Rice Booze: Rice BAC
remains less than peer
institutions'
3. BeerMitzvah: Circumcise
Your Sobriety
2. Abeertion: Rice for Miller
High-Life
1. What Would Jesus Brew?:
The Resurrection

BEER DEBATES
MISCLASS
Question: When did you
lose your virginity?
Answer: It doesn't count
because I didn't came.
Also, Prof. Parsons had
the greatest answer to the
question about whether
he has ever had sex in his
office. I can't print it here,
though, because the last
editor who did got fired.

*History of the Cuban Mojito Crisis
The Cuban Mojito Crisis was a confrontation during the Cold War
between the Soviet Union and the United States regarding the Soviet
deployment of Siberian ice to Cuba. The ice was the final ingredient the
Soviets needed to create the perfect Mojito, combining it with Castro's mint and
limes from Cuba. The Mojitos would be
so perfect, that Americans who drank
them would be too relaxed to resist a
Soviet invasion. This plan was rationalized by the Soviets as equivalent to
the U.S. deploying whiskey throughout
Eastern Europe.
In response, President John F. Kennedy declared a quarantine around
the island and announced in a national
perfect Mojito combined
address that Mojitos were, "Ah, era, a Castro's
Siberian ice — the most perfect ice
bit fruity and are, ah, only drunk by known to man — with Cuba's own
mint, sugar and LIMES!!! It was so
chowdaheads."
At first, the Kremlin denied any relaxing, any nation exposed to it
would be left vulnerable to invasion.
involvement in the creation of a Mojito,
explaining that Soviets only liked vodka-based drinks. But at the United
Nations, U.S. ambassador Adlai Stevenson's strong stand forced the Soviets' hand: "Do not wait to
hear if anyone wants any,
i
are you making Mojitos, yes
or no?!
However, t e n s e negoSIBERIAN ICE
tiations between theUnited
States and the Soviet Union
resulted in a compromise:
The Soviets would not give
LIMES'"
Castro ice and in response
SUGAR CUBES
the United States would
Arial photographic proof of the Soviet Union
transporting Siberian Ice to Cuba, threatening the
United States with its perfect Mojito.
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"K6 w a t e r y piSS.

A1 Gonzales returns
to bike for Lovett
Eight chug judges suddenly fired
Bush Administration
Attorney General AlbertoGonzales (Lovett
'79) announced that
he would be returning
to Rice to bike on the
Lovett alumni BeerBike team. Shortly after his announcement,

1

eight chug judges were
tired.
" I don't know why
they were tired." campus Beer-Bike coordinator Teddy Butcher
said. "Orders came
from above, and they
were very insistent."

Gonzales (Lovett '79) "interrogates"
Board chair Jimmy Crownover to
convince him to get the judges fired.

Statistically, seven of the eight judges had made the most calls
against Lovett. These seven said that they were not aware of any
reason why they would be fired. No complaints had been made
about the judges previous to their firings. However, the eighth judge
had received a mysterious phone call at home from Lovett alumnus
Lanny Bose (Lovett '05).
"He asked me whether I was going to be harsher on Sid this
year." the judge said. "I told him that I would do my job properly
and then he hung up."
However, Gonzales has denied any motivation behind the firings.
"I'm on the bike team, they're judging chugging, its completely
different." Gonzales said. "Besides, in the words of Dick Cheney,
'Go fuck yourself.'"

The Backpage is satire and is written by Evan Mintz.

classifieds@rice.edu
(713) 348-3974

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
FLEXIBLE HOURS: WE work around
your schedule. Private school in Museum
District needs substitutes and assistant
teachers. CallTara at (713) 520-0738.

S U M M E R JOBS-RECEIVE contact i n f o r m a t i o n now for summer employment at US National
Parks, Western Dude Ranches and
T h e m e Parks. You must apply early.
www.summerjo bs-resea rch. org.

BUSINESS IS BOOMING! Texas
Land & Cattle Steakhouse is looking
for great people to fill all positions
at all locations in the Houston area.
Apply in person at any Texas Land
& Cattle.
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTORS
and Lifeguards Needed! Full time positions with private school in Museum
District available from the end of May
through the first week of August Good
pay! Lots of fun with children 3-12
yrs old! Call (713) 520-0738.

WILLYS PUB

*

BEING ACCEPTED TO Medical
School has never been more challenging. I can help with guided
essay development, interview prep
and an individualized application
plan. Dr Esworthy. (607) 217-4871.
www. esworthyconsulting. com.
LAWYER NEAR CAMPUS s e e k s
part-time help: filing, word-processing, errands, research, general of fice
tasks. Please fax resume or letter of
interest to (713) 721-3112.
WEST IJ FAMILY seeks summer
babysitter for 3 children, ages 7,9 and
12. Must have own transportation, valid
driver's liscense and strong references.
Approx 30 hrs/week, flexible. $ 12/hr +
gas. Interested persons should contact
Anne at (ihc@embpc.com.
EXPERIENCED P,ARISTA WANTED
to help start-up and run new concept
chain. Call (281) 829-6188 xl()8 or lax
resume to (281) 829-6813. Immediate
employment.

THE WEEKI.EY FAMILY YMCA is
looking for CERTIFIED lifeguards to
work mornings, afternoons, evenings
a n d / o r weekends to join our team.
Candidates mu st have C U R R E NT ce rtifications in: lifeguarding (YMCA or
Red Cross), CPR for the Professional
Rescuer or Healthcare Provider, and
First Aid. Certification in AED and
Oxygen Administration. Must be be
at least l B y e a r s o f a g e . Hollyjenkins
at hollyj@ymcahouston. org.
EARN $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them. www.AdCarKey.com.
MISCELLANEOUS
$$ PAID SI JRVEYS$$ Start getting paid
for opinions. Survey companies will pay
you for your time when you review their
product orservice.Formoreinformation
visit us at: www.othersurveys.com.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Rates are a s follows:
1 - 3 5 words:
3 6 - 7 0 words:
7 1 - 1 0 5 words:

$15
$30
$45

Cash, check or credit card pay
ment must accompany your ad.
Deadline is Monday at 5 p.m.
prior to Friday publication.

RECYCLE THE THRESHER! When
you are finished reading it .
GET EXCITED AB( )l JTBeerBike! 1 lave
fun and don't forget your sunscreen!
HOUSING
BIKE TO RICE. Two bedroom, one
bath apartment at 1301 Richmond.
Quiet courtyard community featuring central air, hardwood floors, onsite laundry and off street parking.
Leases for $745 a month with lease
and deposit. Please call Andover at
(713) 524-3344.
H( )ME F( )R LEASE (800sq.ft). Recently
renovated. 2 BD/lBath, wood floors,
w/d hookup, large fenced-in yard, close
tocampus, 45-S/Broadway, kitchen/dining/living rooms, deposit (first month's
rent)+ $750/month. (713) 301-3973
(Grafton Street)

The Rice Thresher

Attn: Classifieds
6 1 0 0 Main St., MS-524
Houston, TX 77005-1892
Phone: (713) 348-3974
Fax: (713) 348-5238
The Thresher reserves the right to
refuse any advertising for any reason
and does not take responsibility for
the factual content of any ad.
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Since its founding in 1957, the college system has enjoyed a rich and varied history, affecting the lives of countless
students. There are more stories to tell than can be heard in years, and a select few of those stories are presented here.
This collection focuses on the colleges' impact on Rice life outside the classroom.

President Lovett's visionary idea
By Matthew McKee
THRESHER EDITORIAL STAFF

Today, the college system is inseparable
from Rice. It has become one of the key
components of Rice's identity and character.
While the idea of residential colleges began
with the founding of the Rice Institute, it did
not take off until after 1950.
Rice's first president, Edgar Odell Lovett,
saw the systems at work in Harvard, Cornell
and Princeton as excellent models for Rice
to follow. The Institute's original plans called
for four residential colleges with groups of
dormitories. Taking a position of visionary
idealism, Lovett wrote: "[Here] in the residential colleges men live in freedom, checked
only by self-mastery and gentle manners, a
freedom of the kind that Goethe meant when
he said, 'He alone attains to life and freedom
who daily conquers them anew.'"
Back then, Rice had four dormitory
halls—Wiess, East, West and Sc i. Lovett's
idea incubated for decades unti ..ese halls
became visibly dilapidated and overcrowded.
Eletrical wiring, plumbing and doors were all
in disrepair, and students would sometimes
flood the hallways or set trash cans on fire.
Donna Martin (Jones'57) said many times
three students were crammed in a room
designed for one or two.
"[Students] were very wry, and they
did not respect their r e s i d e n c e halls,"
Martin said.
The condition and shortage of student
housing forced the Board of Governors to
take a serious look at what Wee needed in
order to grow.
On October 4, 1954, then-President William Houston discussed the plan to improve
the housing system with a meeting of campus
leaders. He worked to form the Committee
on Student Housing from faculty, staff and
students and asked them to serve for two
years on this planning body. The students
went to different universities with similar
systems to analyze their methods.
Burton McMurtry (Baker '56) served on
this committee and was one of the students
to visit other campuses.
' T h e r e was a lot of interest on the committee in really trying to establish a system
that would be a very constructive communal
living opportunity [and which] would have
some order where order would be appreci-

ated but also where wackiness could be
appreciated and engaged in, especially not
in a negative way," he said.
McMurtry said the committee proceeded
cautiously because any social engineering is
"one of the most hazardous occupations." Engineering ProfessorSidneyBurrus(Hanszen'57)
agreed and added that many of Rice's
s t u d e n t s strongly opposed t h e college
system idea.
"I think that if there had been a vote,
it was not clear that the college system
would have come into being," he said. "Students can end up being more conservative
than faculty."
The committee knew having students
and faculty live in close proximity would
benefit both, but the role of the masters was
not defined easily. Today, masters support
and encourage students, and the departures
of m a s t e r s are m u c h - d i s c u s s e d events.
Carl Wischmeyer was the first master of
Baker, and he said the first b r u s h he had
with the system was when he was asked to
take the position.
"I hadn't realized what a complicated situation I had gotten into," Wischmeyer, then
an electrical engineering professor, said.
He said when he asked Houston for a job
description, Houston replied, "Well, why
don't you and Mary come live there, and
find out what it's about?"
Problems developed from the outset of
planning, including incorporation of offcampus students — called "townies" at the
t i m e — m i x i n g of d i f f e r e n t m a t r i c u l a t i n g c l a s s e s a n d t h e i n c l u s i o n of
faculty members.
"There was some thought ... about having the college have more of an academic
role, but for a whole host of reasons, that
idea was dropped like a hot potato," McMurtry said. "The educational experience
of mixing faculty and students is best accomplished in a living environment without
obligatory courses."
After the first students moved into Will
Rice College on March 27, 1957, much of the
system's opposition fizzled. History Professor John Boles (Will Rice '65) matriculated
to Rice in 1961, after the college system had
been in place six full semesters.
"It seemed as established as the American
constitution," he said.
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COURTESY THE CAMPANILE

Construction on Jones College, one of the first five colleges, concluded in 1957. It was initially an
aii-femaie college, and the other four (Baker, Will Rice, Hanzen and Weiss) were all-ma!e.

s
COURTESY THE CAMPANILE

Brown and Jones women in a 1970 game of Powderpuff. The sport began in 1965, garnering
national attention, and grew into one of the biggest events at Rice every fall semester.

Ending gender separation at Rice
by David Brown
THRESHER STAF F

Edgar Odell Lovett, Rice's first president
and the oft-quoted visionary of the college
system, did not have women in his vision. In
fact, he harbored reservations about admitting
women to Rice altogether.
But it was the creation of the residential
college system that brought to an end a
four decade-long exclusion of women from
on-campus housing. Though nearly left
out—thecollege system planning committee
considered having just a women's dorm and
notacollege—all-female Jones College joined
the all-male Baker, Will Rice, Hanszen and
Wiess Colleges to launch college system.
According to The History ofStudent Life at
Rice University, there were strict limitations
on students' attendance at colleges of the
opposite sex. Some ventured across campus
more than others: The "Wiess Women" were
a group of 20 or 30 women who spent lots of
time at the all-male college, but the Wiessmen
were far less than respectful of their female
counterparts. Women who entered Wiess with
a male escort were traditionally greeted with
growls if they were found attractive — and
barks if not.
The 1970s was undoubtedly the decade
of change for women in the college system.
Virginia Hess (Jones '68) remembered sentiments among women starting to change
in 1968.
"We read Betty Eriedan's 'Hie Feminine
Mystique as freshmen and applied the lessons
learned," Hess said. "We designed cross-cutting, demand-driven courses taught in the
colleges. Denied the Beer-Bike Race, we had
aTea-Trike Race, and a Powderpuff football
game, whose quarterback was the first woman
sports editor of the New York Times [LeAnne
Schreiber, Jones '67]."
When a 1970 poll found that 65 percent
of students were interested in the idea of
integrating the colleges, President Norman
Hackerman began considering changes. And
in ()ctober 1972, Baker and Hanszen Colleges
overwhelmingly voted to allot spaces for
women in the following year.
"Going coed was the best thing that
ever happened for Hanszen," Ron Osborn
(Hanszen '76) said. "We went from an artificial
environment in which interaction with the
opposite sex was somehow tied to getting a
date and going all the way across campus,
to an environment that included interaction

with the opposite sex continually for all of
life's daily activities."
Baker men echoed those sentiments. (iary
Hornberger (Baker'70) said that male versus
male competition had to start considering the
presence of women.
"[Were] they going to be impressed with
feeding-trough table manners, slovenly appearances and conversations punctuated
by grunts or consisting of an analysis of the
current calculus problems?" Hornberger said.
"Civilization had come to Baker. Daily—dare
I say, intimate—interactions with the opp< >site
sex brought about a sea of change."
In 1979, a group of Baker women became
the first to join the Baker 13 tradition.
"We were all talking one day at dinner
and decided that ... it needed to be coed,"
Lily Avellan (Baker '81) said. "Around eight
women ran that next 13th of the month."
The transition for the rest of Rice, however,
was a cautious one. 'Hie initial 1973 plan called
for a four-year trial at Baker and Hanszen
before retaining, expanding or dropping the
coed system. After that trial, a President's ad
hoc committee chaired by History Professor
Gale Stokes recommended making the six
remaining colleges coed. I lowever, a decade
passed before full integration. Colleges tended
to wait for widespread support before making
the change. Will Rice went coed in '78, Jones
and I,ovett in '80, Wiess in '83, and Sid and
Brown in '87.
Jones and Will Rice held onto some separation of the sexes via single-sex floors, but a
survey of Jonesians in 2005 found that many
students supported removing those separations in their college.
Hie Jones cabinet voted in winter 2005
to make the college's last male and female
floors — called "hell" and "heaven" by many
students — coed.
At Will Rice, unruly male students on the
college's all-male first and second floors in
Old Dorm brought about the integration of
those floors last year. In February 2006, only
two months after the Jones Cabinet voted
to make its single-sex halls coed, then-Will
Rice masters Joel and Trad Wolfe made the
change after dealing with multiple disciplinary
problems in the all-male section.
Despite some reservations about sharing coed bathrooms — and some nostalgia
among the second-floor men for their floor's
camaraderie — most Will Rice students sii|>ported the change.
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Playing on campus: The past and present cultures of Rice theater
By Risa Gordon
THRESHER STAFF
Not long after the Rice Institute
was founded, students felt t h e u r g e
to satisfy their dramatic needs. In
J u n e 1918, t h e Young W o m e n ' s
Christian Association s p o n s o r e d
Rice's first t h e a t e r p r o d u c t i o n ,
"Green Stockings," which featured
both student and faculty actors.
T h e Rice D r a m a t i c C l u b —
which still exists today as the Rice
Players — began producing plays in
the 1921-22 academic year. Various
other g r o u p s also put on occasional
plays, but those that the Players
provided were the only consistent
theater productions.
T h e f o u n d i n g of t h e c o l l e g e
system did nothing to slow Rice
s t u d e n t s ' theatrical inclinations,
but new productions in the colleges
sometimes had rocky starts. In 1960,
Hanszen College began putting on
an annual variety show in the style
of minstrels, d r e s s i n g in blackface
for entertainment.
"We t h o u g h t it w a s r e a l l y
f u n n y , b u t l o o k i n g b a c k on
it, it was so i n s e n s i t i v e t h a t it

s t a g g e r s t h e mind," J e r r y Hanson
( H a n s z e n '64) s a i d . " B u t t h a t
was perfectly acceptable. I don't
r e m e m b e r anybody p r o t e s t i n g t h e
minstrel show."
Students did begin protesting
in 1964, forcing Hanszen to cut the
production two y e a r s later. T h a t
year, Lawson Taitte (Baker '66)
left t h e Rice P l a y e r s to b e g i n
Baker Theatre-in-the-Round. Its first
production was The lesson in fall
1964, followed by Waitingfor Godot in
spring 1965. However, because Taitte
was primarily interested in directing
plays and not setting up a permanent
institution, Baker's theater program
disappeared after Taitte left.
Then-Hanszenite Roger Glade
(Wiess '67), who t r a n s f e r r e d to
Wiess later in his college career, was
also eager to begin producing plays
at his college. However, Hanszen
College Cabinet rejected his money
request. A friend pitched his idea to
Wiess College Cabinet, requesting
a $ 5 0 0 b u d g e t to e s t a b l i s h a
p e r m a n e n t Wiess theater program,
which was accepted.
In fall 1965, Glade p r o d u c e d

Antigone. Audience m e m b e r s w e r e
seated on tables so they would b e
able to view the stage, lending the
production company the name
Wiess Tabletop Theater, which
continues to this day.
But the Wiess program suffered a
setback in the spring of 1966 when its
planned production of Six Characters
in Search ofan Author was canceled.
A 1967 Thresher article r e p o r t s
Glade said h e canceled b e c a u s e
"it was obvious in the very early
s t a g e s of p r o d u c t i o n t h a t t h e
time element wouldn't permit 'Six
Characters' to be a good show, and
at that time, Wiess T h e a t r e couldn't
have survived a bad one." But the
cancellation did not prove to h a r m
the program, as it r e s u m e d the next
year with two productions.
B r o w n , o n e of t h e w o m e n ' s
colleges, also b e g a n p r o d u c i n g
plays in 1965 with i d e a s of an
annual "Morality" series. J o n e s ,
the o t h e r w o m e n ' s college, was
slower to begin plays, leaving t h e
m o n e y b u d g e t e d for its t h e a t e r
organization u n u s e d .
Such a situation was rare in the

early years of college theater, when
many productions were hampered
by monetary concerns. In 1967, a
Thresher editorial r e m a r k e d that
the coming year — the first year
after the departure of many college
t h e a t e r f o u n d e r s — would be a
critical year. "[With] three-figure
financial support from the College
g o v e r n m e n t , any o n e of t h e s e
theatres can continue to develop.
Without that, or without a person
pushing the wheels as director or
managing director, none of t h e s e
will survive."
O t h e r college theater traditions
also began in the decades following
t h e i n t r o d u c t i o n of t h e c o l l e g e
system. Then-Wiess freshman
G e o r g e G r e a n i a s ( W i e s s '70)
conceived Hello Hamlet in Pulitzer
Prize-winnerl^arry McMurtry's (MA
'60) English class, and today, Wiess
p e r f o r m s the musical every four
years. BakerShake, Baker's annual
Shakesperean production, began in
spring 1970 with a production of The
Taming of the Shrew.
In 1980, t h e Thresher b e g a n
selecting productions to receive

"Sammys" at the end of e v e r y spring
s e m e s t e r to c o m m e m o r a t e t h e
achievementsofstudentproductions.
T h e Rice Players won the first award
for b e s t p r o d u c t i o n with t h e i r
p e r f o r m a n c e of Seascape.
T h e college plays provided a
complement to the Rice Player's
annual four productions. In 1967,
T h r e s h e r Fine Arts Editor Clint
Goodson opined, "This emphasis on
Renaissance drama, particularly by
the individual college theaters, takes
pressure of f of the Players to perform
older drama. T h e other colleges
should take the cue." In traditions
that continue to entertain students,
the colleges perform a wide range of
plays, including comedies, musicals
and Shakespearean drama.
"I think that college theater is
one of the great things about Rice,"
former Thresher A&E Editor Jon
Schumann (Baker '06) said. "It encourages everyone who ever wanted
to try out acting or directing to do so.
And that's a great thing. Everyone involved is excited and dedicated, and
that almost always comes thrc jgh
in the show."

College teams sport robust rivalry
Nathan Bledsoe
and Stephen Whitfield
THRESHER EDITORIAL STAFF

When the college system began 50
yejirs ago, Rice Stadium was the hub
of sports activity in Houston, with the
football team routinely drawing cr< >wd s
of 50,000 or more en route to Cotton
Bowl berths. Autry Court was going
through its last series of renovations
while the men's basketball team was
on the tail end of a brief period of dominance. With the city's sports spotlight
shining on Rice, it is no surprise the
colleges gravitated toward their own
athletic competition.
Bart Morey (I/wett 78) was very
much involved in the college sports
scene during his four years at Rice. In
1978, he received the now defunct "Intramural Sportsman (>f the Year" award.
Morey said he grew to appreciate his IM
and college athletics <jxperiences as his
undergraduate career progressed.
"When I first got into it, I could
remember it was ;in extension of high
school athletics: Get a great team
together and practice hard," Morey
said. "As I got more into it, I realized
that this should be for fun."
When Morey was on the Rice
fields, he saw a very different league
than today's students do. Teams often
practiced every day leading up to the
college seasons, which followed IM
seasons, ;uid competition was heated.
Powderpuff football did not attain any
level of prominence until the tail end
of the decade: men's football was king
and basketball ;uul Softball followed
close behind. Morey said many IM
and college-league athletes played
football in high school ;uid relished the
opjx>r tixnity to engage in vici(>usci mtact
even though the game was technically
"touch" football.
In the late 1970s, as more colleges
switched from single-sex to coed, the
structure of college sports changed as
well. Women took on a greater role,
leading to the introduction of more
coed sports including football and IM
basketball. Morey said Powderpuff
football began to take hold as well.

"It seemed like every year Powderpuff football got bigger ;md bigger,"
Morey said. "I didn't even know about
it my freshman year, but by my senior
year it was [aj legitimate sport."
Today, Powderpuff is arguably the
most popular sport at Rice. This year's
championship game between Sid Richardson and Hanszen was played under
the lights of Rice Stadium. Jones senior
K( 'luhill Spence, a coach for his college's
Powderpuff team and an official for
other college sports, said Powderpuff s
position as the first sport to begin play
in the fall helps t< > build ex>llege pride for
new students at an e;irly stage.
"It's the first taste... of what college
sports are all about," Spence said.
Sid senior Meaghan Jeffcoat, who
began playing Powderpuff her freshman year, said the sport encourages
healthy and vibrant rivalries that benefit everyone who plays. She said the
sport helped her get adjusted to life on
campus and at Sid.
"I probably would not have been as
involved in my own college if I hadn't
done Powderpuff," Jeffcoat said. "It's a
very unifying sport."
And Powderpuff is far from the only
game on the college sports landscape.
Today, there are 17 different college
leagues out there, from football and
ultimate Frisbee to basketball, billiards
and floor hockey. According to Dean
of Undergraduates Robin Forman, 74
percent of Rice students participate in
some form of intramural athletics, a
figure that trails only the service academies. It is safe to say that, although 74
percent ofRice students probably would
not CJIII themselves hardcore athletes
or even sjx>rts fans, the chance to meet
newpeople and forge new relationships
helps to foster a uniquely Rice sense of
community. AsSpencereflectson what
he has taken from his college sports
experience, he focused on the lasting
effects on his character more tluui on
any partial l;ir victory
"Through college sports, I've
gained a lot more leadership ability
and I I've | learned how to get people
motivated," he said.
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Community in biking and beer
Students participate in Beer-Bike 1967. The residential colleges have gathered every spring
over the last 50 years to race on foot or on bikes. Often inebriated, students compete fiercely for
the honor of their colleges and the love of the shared tradition.
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THE CAMRAMU

1980: Albert Patrick tilege
first institutionalized.

1957: Students move into the first four men's
colleges and the first women's college
COURTESY WOODSON RESEARCH LIBRARY

The mattresses being stored in the Hanszen commons
turned out to be remarkably flamable

1975: Hanszen commons burns down
1963: Political Science professor Gilbert "Doc C" Cuthbertson
becomes a Will Rice Resident
Associate, a position he still holds
to this day.

COURTESY WOODSON RESEARCH LIBRARY

Two Bakerites battle it out at the
1983 Bakerfair.

1 9 8 3 : Will Rice ;hieves it
sweep of Beer-B?, resulti
a rule change th women
ride on men's teis.

1 9 7 3 : Baker and Hanszen become
the first two colleges to go coed.
1 9 7 9 : First coed
Baker 13 is run.

1970: Curtains go up on the
first Bakershake production,
The Taming of the Shrew

1 9 7 4 : Baker 13 becomes
an official instituion

1977: Will Rice goes coed.
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1965: Brown opens
as the second
women-only college.
1 9 7 4 : "Team Wiess"
cheer is born.
1967: Wiess starts a long
tradition of college theater
with its first Tabletop production, Antigone.

1980: Jones and
Lovett go coed.

1962: Hanszen becomes
the first college to adopt
a college crest. All the
other colleges are quick
to follow suit.

1978: The Ubangee becomes
Wiess' hazing method of
choice, as the third floor drop
is banned.

COURTESY WOODSON RESEARCH LIBRARY

Architects work on the design for Lovett.
Toasters were the big thing back then.

1968: Lovett is constructed and
opened to students the following year.

COURTESY THE CAMPANIl f
1971: Sid Richardson
College opens. President
Lyndon B. Johnson speaks
at the dedication.

1983: Wiess goes coed.
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1 9 8 7 : "Baker is Hell" is the
college's Beer-Bike theme,
instituting an association
that is still evident in Baker's
cheer today

atrick tilege
alized.

Rice ihieves its first
Beer-Bi, resulting in
nge th women cannot
en's tens.

2 0 0 7 : Will Rice's last single-sex
floor goes coed, completing the
entire campus transformation
1988: Wiessmen rotate Willys
statue 180 degrees in the
most celebrated jack in Rice
history.

COURTESY WOODSON RESEARCH LIBRARY

Spontaneous Combustion performs at the Undergrounds in 2002.

1997: The Undergrounds begin to meet at Lyle's in the Lovett
basement, in a tradition of basement performances. Lovett's
Central Committee renovated Lyle's in 2006.
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1987: Sid and Brown
go coed, ending the era
of single-sex colleges.

2 0 0 1 : Construction
begins to expand
Jones and Brown.

1994: Brown's coed community bathrooms
are remodeled into seperate facilities for
men and women.

2 0 0 3 : Wiessmen move
into the college's
new building.
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COURTESY MATT TAYLOR

d.

2 0 0 4 : A massive Willy
Week jack on Martel
results in $ 1 0 , 0 0 0
of damage.

Tropical Storm Allison delayed Martel's completion for
two months. Campus cheers have delayed the completion of its status as a college for five years.

2002: First Martelians move into Rice's
ninth college.
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Fifty years have seen the colleges evolve and adapt to a rapidly changing world. With the college system's golden anniversary, many voices on campus are considering the strengths and needs of the college system before it expands by almost
one thousand students. Collected here are pieces of the ongoing discussion on the changes to come.

Quirky customs connect
students, forge new bonds
The college system sets Rice
apartfrom many American universities, and the idiosyncratic traditions
of the different colleges reflect
the distinctive nature
of Rice students. Only
a few traditions — like
birthday dunking in the
North Colleges' fairy
fountain, Friday afternoon music blasting over
open spaces and Orientation Week scavenger
hunts—are common to
more than one college.
For the most p a r t each
college is a culture of
rituals and is as different
from its neighbors as the
cultures of different countries. In a
system that begins with a random
selection of students, this variety
is remarkable, and it lends Rice
an incredibly unique character.
Students find common threads in
their college's regular activities, old
and new, and they remain socially
connected through these events. After speaking with many students, it
becomes clear that these traditions
are a social glue that makes the college system strong and vibrant.
The customs range from
mundane to outrageous. More
civilized ones include Mary Gibbs
Jones' annual Birthday Bash
celebrated in h o n o r of Jones'
namesake — sometimes with petting zoos and crawfish boils — and
Martel bonfires on cold nights, a
regular activity that demonstrates
how quickly a new college can come
into its own set of customs.
Rice students are resourceful
when it comes to entertainment—
just ask Wiessmen about their
g a m e b a s e d on t o s s i n g fruit
around and attempting to spear
it on a fork — and they share
their entertainment with their
college mates. This communal
spirit helps the colleges solidify
the ties of strangers.
The more outrageous traditions
enjoy the greatest visibility, and
some are known to every student
on c a m p u s . Even faculty and
staff — some with cameras—have
witnessed shaving cream-clad
Bakerites and free-spirited members of other colleges running
Baker 13 across campus.
Wiess pumpkin caroling is
l e s s well-known, but equally
amusing. In this event, Wiess
s t u d e n t s elect male and female
College Idiots, who don pumpkins b e f o r e walking from college
to college singing Halloween carols. After visiting all the colleges,
Wiessmen place the pumpkins on
the head of Willy's Statue.
T h e r e is also Hanszen Crane
Day, which celebrates the day
five years ago when a falling crane
caused a party; the new Wiess
building was under construction,
and one of the cranes was in dan-

ger of falling into Hanszen around
9:30 in the morning. Everyone in
the Hanszen buildings evacuated,
missed classes that day on account
of not having access
to their supplies and
found a keg within two
hours to celebrate the
forced vacation.
T h e regularity of
t h e s e traditions and
others, such as Will
Rice's midnight kickball
and Bakerfair, help to
create order through
fun. Newstudents learn
how established traditions are from the get
go. Every year during
O-Week, Brownians run Griibel
and Hanszenites McGuffin—both
events involve waking students in
the middle of the night to race a
cros&campu s obstacle course. Martelians guard the secrets behind
the O-Week tradition of Maptek
with pride.
Students share amusing customs of collective shame, as when
Sidizens disqualify themselves from
Beer-Bike annually, and ancient
customs they all know go way
back, as when h)vetteers write "No
matter how many times they paint
this wall, Cobb still sucks!" on their
commonsbathroom wall every time
it is painted over. James Cobb graduated from Lovett in 1978.
T h e s e selections from the
myriad traditions illustrate the
character and also the versatility of
the colleges. Consider how much
more mellow and inclusive these
traditions are than the hazing of
the early colleges, when freshmen
were bowing at the whims of their
sophomore peers. Sure, Sidizens
may still "vat or" their college mates
by throwing things at someone in
an elevator, and Wiess still holds a
party with the goal oflosingas many
purity points as possible. But no
one comes back to his or her room
to find the door plastered over, as
happened at many colleges in the
1960s and '70s and fewer windows
are broken by slingshots made fr< >m
surgical tubing. It is not necessarily
sad to retire old habits.
Traditions likejones' freshmen
sacrifices to Baker 13 go, and other
traditions like Martel's beer goat
are formed anew. The traditions
left standing can help shape the
identity ofeach class to pass through
acollege. Each class has the right to
create its own idea of what the college experience means to them, but
customs were and are a huge part
of Rice culture. Their preservation
contributes much to the character
of the colleges and of Rice, and no
one has anything against sharing
traditions these days. We should
encourage that and keep the good
traditions rolling.

1

Lauren
Ames

1/iurm Ames is a Jones College senior
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Martelians planted flowers between Martel College and Rice Boulevard last weekend to start a large garden. This is
an ongoing project at Martel and is one example of students investing in their college.

Rice communities in residence
Current students discuss pros and cons of on-campus living
by M a t t h e w McKee
THRESHER EDITORIAL STAEE

Students repeat their c o n s e n s u s
wholeheartedly: T h e college system
is integral to Rice. Wiess College
f r e s h m a n Erin Waller calls it one of
Rice's main selling points and one
of the most important parts of h e r
Rice experience.
"It was definitely o n e of t h e
reasons I applied [and] ended up
choosing Rice," Waller said.
After its inception 50 years ago,
the college system has b e c o m e as
much a part of the university as
Willy's statue.
Baker College senior Sara Zamj>
ierin served as Baker's president
last year. Looking back on her time
at Rice, she could not praise the college system enough.
"It totally shapes the social scene
h e r e and welcomes new students so
quickly," Zampierin said. "I couldn't
imagine Rice without it."
Campus tour guides students consistently cite the tight-knit communities in the colleges as the system's
greatest strength, and interviewed
students frequently reference the
parallels to families, hey all emphasized the unique identities of each of
the colleges and the strength of the
bonds formed there.
Martel College senior Priscilla
Barrett credits the system with providing a support network that helped
her achieve her goals.
"If it were not for the college
system, I may not have done intramural sports or had the desire to do
things on campus after I moved off,"
she said. "It provides students with
a link back to Rice, other than just
going to class."
Waller said Wiess has defined
her time h e r e and provided countless experiences that made her first
year unforgettable. She said the
college system defined her college
experience in a way different from the

normal lecture and notes situation.
"[The colleges are] really important to what life is really like and
what really matters," Waller said.
"Academics certainly [matter], but
there's so much more that people
n e e d to learn b e f o r e they leave
college that's really important for
success in life."
But the system h a s problems.
Baker junior Jessica Carter pointed
to diversity issues that need attention.
She said college staff and students
need a more diverse makeup and that
minorities sometimes feel left out.
"There's a bit of a divide," Carter
said. "It's not intentional. [Minorities]
choose to not participate in all college
related activities. ...There's definitely
room for improvement."
Jones College junior Alicia BurnsWright said minority students can feel
separated when the small amount of
fellow minorities is split into the nine
colleges during Orientation Week.
"During that time — not necessarily afterward — you kind of
find your g r o u p but it's not in the
college," Burns-Wright said. "In
an effort to g o find other minority
students, there's a decision between
your college and the people you
identify with."
Despite the value many s t u d e n t s
get f r o m the small c o m m u n i t y setting of each college, they perceive
d i s c o n n e c t s between t h e colleges
that h u r t s a collective Rice identity.
Zampierin m e n t i o n e d poorly attended f r e s h m a n c o m m o n reading
lectures, and s h e contrasted it with
last fall's university-wide m e e t i n g s
about the Rice e x p e r i e n c e that saw
larger g r o u p s when g o i n g to each
college. C a r t e r a g r e e d , a r g u i n g
that b e t t e r - p l a n n e d e v e n t s that
b r o u g h t all of Rice t o g e t h e r would
help students.
Waller said while such events are
important, the college communities
are invaluable.

"It's better that we have residential
colleges where people feel really attached than just a whole university
about which people feel lukewarm,"
she said.
L o v e t t C o l l e g e j u n i o r Will
M o o n a n said t h e administration
needs to address the disparity of
living facilities between the colleges.
He said the quality of the rooms at
Martel College, completed in 2002,
is much higher than those of Lovett,
completed in 1968, yet students pay
the same housing fees. Lovett has
a surplus of rooms this year, and
Moonan said this is telling of Lovetteer opinion of their college.
"The conditions do sort of overwhelm the spirit that is there," he
said. Moonan said while housing fees
should remain the same across all
colleges, he thinks budgets should be
redistributed to drastically improve the
conditions at the older buildings.
The construction of two large new
colleges and the addition of about 8(X)
undergraduates have many students
worried. The expansion of the system may compound the problems of
diversity, room quality disparity and a
scattered Rice identity, but 1'arrett did
not think this would be a fault of the
new colleges.
"Unlessthe [existing] problemsare
fixed, they will get worse, but I don't
think that's a function of simply adding
new students," she said." It's a problem
with the system in general."
Others worry that the size of the
new colleges will dilute the college's
identity and sense of community.
Zampeirin believes the strength of the
system can maintain those.
"I don't think that the new colleges themselves with the incoming new students will have those
problems," she said. "You do see
the s a m e people a r o u n d all t h e
timett... Even if we had 100 m o r e
people on campus at Baker, we'd still
have that s e n s e of community."
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Faculty, staff reflect on their roles in college identities
By Matthew McKee
THRESHER EDITORIAL STAFF

One of the hallmarks of Rice's college
system is the p r e s e n c e of devoted faculty and staff — such as masters, residential
associates and college associates — who live
at each of the colleges to provide guidance and
support for the students. Having worked with
the colleges intensively for a long time, they
have plenty to say about the current status
and future of the residential colleges, including
vibrant praise.
"The colleges in general are very strong
and are very helpful for the university,"
Will Rice College master Mike Wolf said.
'The institution itself is robust and well."
Martel College residential associate Brian
Gibson has served as an RA for the 10.5 years
he has lived in Houston — he inhabited at Sid
Richardson for seven years before moving to
Martel. He said the spirit of the colleges can
encourage healthy rivalries that highlight the
positive aspects of each, but emphasized the
importance of having Rice spirit as well.
"1 don't think that having college spirit
is more important than having univertsity
spirit," Gibson, the associate director of academic advising, said. "I would rather students
be proud about their own college and not
negative about other colleges."
With the college system on the threshold of expansion, faculty and staff have
reflected heavily on what the system should
and will be. With two new colleges — each
with enrollment larger than the biggest
current college, Brown — there is some
question of the merit of putting large groups
of students in a system that traditionally
supports small communities. Already, McMurtry College and the 11th college will
change the traditional residential college
model by bringing in three sets of resident associates each instead of two. Wolf, who is also
chair of the mathematics department, said

these changes will not harm the system.
"The colleges should be larger," Wolf said.
"It's very easy to tie yourself up in the current
model.... There are quite a few students who
don't fit easily into the larger social groups in
the college, but if the colleges were just a bit
bigger, there would be more of an opportunity
for these people to find similar souls."
Admitting that the logistics of the changing system suggest an obvious additional
strain on the masters and coordinators,
Wolf said that the central administration would act to address the additional
stresses and the worth of new and more
numerous student interactions outweigh
these detriments.
"One of the tremendous things about the
colleges that is often overlooked and, in fact,
not cheered enough is the college as a vehicle
for tolerance and broadening of people's
perspectives," Wolf said.
T h e colleges also work to enrich the
academic experience of students through
conversations with guests, peer tutoring and
collaboration, and Wolf believes the colleges
are filling their intended roles well.
"There's a common slander that the
colleges are places where there is no intellectual activity, and 1 think that's baseless,"
he said.
Gibson said students have given their
colleges an intellectual atmosphere but
also thinks it could be improved. He hopes
more faculty become involved in an associates'
program and dive into the residential worlds
of the students.
"It's fertile ground... to do amazing things,"
Gibson said. "I don't know if people [realize]
that that structure already exists."
He also said some associates do not feel welcomed and do not grow into the college system,
referring to associates who drift away.
That worry about the lack of faculty
participation and institutional support per-
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S t u d e n t s g a t h e r on t h e s e c o n d floor s u n d e c k of Lovett College. Each college h a s unique h a n g o u t s
and a m e n i t i e s , a s well a s unique faculty m e m b e r s which distinguish it and give it its own identity.

sists and could grow with the addition of
two large new colleges. Still, Jones College
associate Richard Stoll said being an associate is fulfilling yet intimidating for new
faculty members and that it has always been
a problem to convince them to be a larger
part in the college system.
"I defy you to find a master [who] says
he or she has had enough good associates," Stoll, a political science professor,
said. "There may be a declining interest

among faculty ... but I would not just simply
assume that."
Gibson said he still hears about worry
over faculty participation, yet Wolf pointed
to the strong learning experiences inherent
in the colleges.
"I think that one of the important roles
that the colleges maintain is as a place where
maybe not so much formal learning goes on
but where other other sorts of intellectual
activities happen," he said.

Increasing residence size will damage
bonds between masters and students

V
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New masters, old model
Math Professor Mike Wolf and his family moved Into the Will Rice Masters' house last fall. They
joined a tradition of master rotation that brings faculty members in to live near students.

The very best thing about teaching at so aptly called "sauropods." The principal funcRice for me has been the quality of the tion of the masters, as I see it, is to help students
students—their intelligence, their enthusiasm, in the colleges develop the range of their skills as
their range and their commitment. And so it is they become more independent, well rounded,
no surprise that what I have liked best
concerned with others and mature.
of all about my Rice experience was the
And while many of the college
time I spent as a Hanszen College masactivities serve to move students in
ter, first with Jane Huston (1978-'82),
these directions, the masters also
and then with Iisa Bryan (1992-'98).
contribute to this development by
caring deeply about what students
In the classroom I see students three
do and often by talking to them
days a week and meet in conferences
about the problems they encounter
with them, but as a master I ate most
along the way.
of my meals with them, attended
their Cabinet meetings, watched
The new colleges will be over
a hundred students larger than
— and sometimes coached — their
Dennis
any of the others, makingit nearly
intramural teams, attended their plays
Huston
impossible to handle the supportand concerts, and entertained them
ive tasks that masters usually face
at Hanszen House.
with the care and commitment
In the process I got the know a
huge number of them well and was awed by possible with a hundred fewer people. To
the range of talents arrayed by the students in begin with the simplest problem, it would be
the college — as leaders, as workers-behind- more difficult to learn all the names, so that
the-scenes, as friends and counselors to other the students know the masters care about
students and as tireless workers outside the them. As a result, fewer students would seek
hedges in a wide array of community service advice from the masters, because those masprojects. As Jane and I or Iisa and I got to ters would seem more distant. The burden on
know these students better, we spent even the masters would be huge — more students,
more time with them, because they would often more problems and less chance to know about
drop by the house just to talk or ask for advice these problems because the masters could not
— sometimes academic, sometimes personal. be as accessible. My fear about the two new
At certain times of the year, particularly the colleges, then, is that they will be too large
common crisis month of October, the traffic to serve the function the colleges now serve
— the single greatest strength, and often the
to our door was particularly heavy.
All of which brings me to what I see as a very crucial selling point, of Rice University.
big problem with the two new colleges, with
what Martel College Master Jerry Dickens has Dennis Huston is an English professor.
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The mysterous rise and
fall of campus parties
a reputation for impressive decorations and meticulous planning. In
1977, Lovett's Casino Party had
In a fit of historical irony, Will
Rice College threw the first official a live band, a 450-gallon fountain
s t o c k e d with goldfish and a
party under the college system on
Saturday, March 30,1957. It was Vegas-style floorshow, complete
with cocktail hostesses dressed in
called Beer Bust.
Playboy bunny outfits — continuIt is hard to imagine that the
ing the seeming obsession with
college that claims to be known
for individuals rather than parties Playboy approval.
Casino is not the only party to
threw the first college party. After
all, with the Night of Decadence undergo resurrection. Starting
as the p r e s u m e d pinnacle of in 1974, Hanszen College held a
Mardi Gras party, complete with
campus parties, one would expect
Wiess College and its legendary costumes and a campus-wide parade. This party was repeated for
Playboy approval to have that
title. But the supposed Heff-ap- five years and then died the quick
proved rating of NOD as a nation- death of forgotten parties. But in
1996, the Mardi Gras party found
ally recognized campus party is
largely unsubstantiated — any its way back onto social calendars
direct proof of that is yet to arise. as a celebration jointly hosted by
Hanszen and Brown College. InFor Playboy bunnies, look again
to Will Rice. On April 12, 1958, stead of holding a parade to attract
attendees, this rebirth of Mardi
members of Will Rice threw an
off-campus "Playboy Formal," Gras featured a drawing for a free
a tradition that lasted into the trip for two to New Orleans. Only
mid-1960s. This party — com- one year later, Hanszen found a
plete with the crowning of a true replacement for the scantily
clad parade of yesteryears — a
Rice w o m a n as P l a y m a t e of t h e
party — was rated by a 1958 Play- strip contest. According to an
boy as "the best collegiate party in Oct. 3,1997 Backpage recollection,
the strip show included a hired
the nation."
stripper, a "weenie squirt gun" and
No one seems to remember
"Pasties! Pasties! Pasties!"
that Will Rice, which currently
throws no public parties, was once
a den of organized debauchery.
Institutional memory is so short
No one seems to
at a university that if a party has
been around for a few years, most
remember that
people assume that it has always
existed. And if it has been gone for
Will Rice,
a few years, people forget it ever
was. Certainly Sid Richardson
which currently
College's '80s Party could not have
throws no public
been around for very long, while
Sid's previous tradition of a counparties, was once
try-western party is lost to the ages.
So what does it take for a party to
a den of organized
climb from a blip on the social radar
to the nearly religious experience
debauchery.
that some are these days?
No party e x e m p l i f i e s t h e
process like NOD, which began
Then in 2000, a few Hanszen
humbly with a big stew of leftover
students filed a complaint about
liquor in the Acabowl one spring
night in 1973. By 1976. the "N of their college funds going towards
the monetary prize for best stripD," as it was then known, had
already become a point of conten- per, writing in a letter published
tion on campus—with mattresses in the Oct. 27, 2000 Thresher. "It
lining the walls of the commons is unfair that the college funds
of those who oppose the event
and a special Night of Decadence
punch, guaranteed to have, ac- are used to fund something that
estranges many individuals."
cording to the party planners,
This moralist opposition was
"marvelous aphrodisiacal qualinothing new. In 1964, after students
ties, especially when chugged by
protested the social budget nearly
the gallon."
By 1978, NOD attendance re- qu adru pie other college programs,
quired a paid ticket to support the Wiess began to divert more funds
to other college activities.
growingly extravagant party, and
After debating the strip show
Sid had instituted its Night of Innocence, which offered students a issue, Hanszen instituted a plan
chance to relive their childhoods, where Hanszenites could decide
whether or not their own individcomplete with cartoons and cutest
ual college fees would go towards
sleepwear contests.
Up until NOD, Wiess actually the strip show. However, like the
original Mardi Gras parade, this
threw a casino night as its main
party, which began in 1961 as tradition seems to have been left
behind as well.
Wiess' first college-sponsored,
all-school party. Although Wiess
In the end, it only takes a few
abandoned this tradition, I>ovett years for a tradition to become
College picked it up in 1973 and
institution or be lost to memory.
has held it every year since.
Who knows, maybe another 50
Originally held in the Rice years will find the Rice campus
celebrating the long tradition of
Memorial Center, within its first
Beer Bust.
five years Casino Party developed
by Evan Mintz
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Art Mechanics, Inc. attempts to turn the statue of William March Rice to face Lovett Hall. While Rice pranksters
accomplished the rotation with only $400, the company ended up charging over $1000 and damaged the statue.
To pay the fine, the jackers sold T-shirts, raising enough money to not only pay the fine, but throw a party.

Jacks: A history of turning campus on its head
by Evan Mintz

water balloon war escalated, spread-
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i n g t h r o u g h o u t all t h e c o l l e g e s .

The night of April 11, 1988, a
group of Rice students rotated the
statue of William March Rice so
that it faced Fondren Library rather
than Lovett Hall. Using nothing
more than wits, a 24-foot A-frame
and code names based on X-Men
characters, they were able to pull off
the greatest jack in Rice history. Of
course, the real joke was when Art
Mechanics, Inc., the subcontractor
hired by Rice to return the statue
to its original position, ended up
damaging the statue by bending one
of the base pins after the pranksters'
flawless jack
It is also quite notable that every
key member involved in the jack
was a m e m b e r of Wiess College,
even including one alumnus. At
other universities, pranks are in
the realm of fraternities or dedicated clubs, but at Rice the most
massive jacks are an expression
of the college system. In fact, it all
goes back to the first college jack,
which just so happened to occur at
the first Beer-Bike.
Hanszen College, while having
the best beer consumption time, was
disqualified after a rider attempted to
divert from the inner loop track and
cut behind Fondren Library. But this
was not before Hanszen stole Baker
College's brand new racing bike. So
while Baker may take pride in winning the first Beer-Bike, Hanszen
can take pride in committing the first
Willy Week jack—even before Willy
Week existed.
Despite this early rivalry between Hanszen and Baker, geography seems to reign supreme when
it comes to inter-college jacks. T h e
Hanszen-Wiess dichotomy has become one of the harshest rivalries.
Wiess' weapon of choice early in this
war was the Gzilcher — a massive
sligshot made from surgical tubing.
So while Hanszenites would rain
water balloons on old Wiess from
their tower, Wiess would fling back
volleys in return, aiming for the
door on the Hanszen sundeck so
that the projectiles would drench
the internal stairwell.
Through the '60s and '70s, the

However, by 1977, there was already
a worry that the golden age of water
balloon wars had died, with one
student anonymously commenting
in the Thresher that, when it came
to water balloons, Rice was "starting
to look like an Exxon typing pool.
Disgusting." But water balloons lived
on, and in 1992 the war became an
official institution as rules were laid
down for the Beer-Bike parade water
balloon fight. However, they did not
survive this test of time. By the late
1970s, Gzilchers were banned by the
administration after one too many
broken windows.
Ever since Sid Richardson College was built right next to Lovett
College in 1971, the jacks have
flowed like water from a seventh floor
balcony. Angered that Sid was built
on land previously used by D>vett,
Lovetteers established SidGov — a
college committee dedicated to asserting Lovett's colonial powers over
their lands and anything built on
them, including Sid. In addition to
holding "border patrol" to prevent
Sidizens from passing into Lovett
territory, one notable jack is the
tradition of sending letters to the
parents of Sid f r e s h m e n during
Willy Week, informing the empty
nesters that their children are on
academic probation for failing to take
a required Lovett College course in
colonial governments. That prank
induced more heart attacks than the
late-night sirens ubiquitous during
Willy Week.
College colonialism is also a
bastion of jacks at the north colleges, notably b e t w e e n Brown
College and Martel College, which

was built on the f o r m e r site of a
Brown parking lot. In addition to
the rather creative jack of painting
the grass in the Martel quad like
a parking lot, a traditional Brown
jack is to plant a concrete slab in the
Martel quad, officially declaring it
a colony. In 2002, the slab weighed
several hundred pounds, rendering
it nigh immovable.
But when it comes to jacks on
Martel, nothing compares to Willy
Week 2004. 'Hie Friday before Beer
Bike, hundreds of students from
all the other colleges descended
upon Martel in a throng of fury and
mayhem. A mob of students scaled
the roof, graffitied walls, damaged
sheetrock and shattered windows at
the new college. In defense, Martelians — and various allies joining in
from Will Rice College — used furniture to create makeshift blockades
in the stairwells and balconies. In
the end, the Willy Week riot ended
up causing around $10,000 worth
of damage and even led Vice President for Student Affairs Zenaido
Camacho to consider canceling the
next day's Beer-Bike parade. But
after protests and arguments that
canceling the parade would only
lead to a campus-wide student riot,
Camacho decided the parade could
still be held.
However, s t u d e n t s only had
to wait until after the parade for
another jack of mass destruction,
when someone cut the cord to Wiess'
inflatable War Pig, sending it floating
away. The pig, which cost around
$3,000, was listed as unjackable.
However, the cord cutting culprit
was never caught, making it one of
the great mysteries in the history
of Rice jacks.
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